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tlTHIS LAW, WHlCH HAS BEEN' MAt.NTAlN,Ell TO THt PRESENT TIME, Of" 
. , 
COURS~, OFFERS A DlRECT ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE MOST MlSCHlEVOUS LI• 
C~NTlOUSNESS. IN THE FRENCH, DuTctt, DANISH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND PORTa 
GUESE COLONlES, THE WHITE fATt:fERS OF CO_LQRED CH:t 1..DREN HAVE ~LWAYS 
BEEN ACCUSTOMED' TO EDUCATE THot AND ENDOW THEM. WtTH PROPERTY. fN 
VtRGINlA, AND .THE ENGL.tSH COLONtES GENERALLY nu: W.HlTe: FATilERS OF' Mtr-
LATTO CHILDREN: HAVE ALWAYS -BEEN ACCUSTOMED TO USE THEM- lN A WAY THAT 
MOST COMPLETELY DESTROYS THE OFT COMPLACENTLY ASSERTED CLAfg THAT TM£ 
SNGLE-SAXON RACE IS POSESSED OF DEEPER NATURAL AFFECT ION THAN THE 
MORE DEMONST~TlVE SORT Of' MANKIND.tt 
tttN 1669, TH1T THE CUPlDITY OF PLANTE'.RS MlGKT NOT PREVENT . THEM 
FROM PERMI .TTING THE CHRISTENING OF THEIR SLAVESt CfflLDREN, · FROM A 
oouaT OF THEIR RIGHT TO HOLD CHRtSTtANS IN SLAVERY, lT WAS FORMALLY 
ENACTED THAT THE CJRISTIAN OFFSPRING OF ALL SLAVES MIGHT 8£ USED AS 
PROPERTY BY THE OWNERS OF MOTHERS OF IT••• 
ttL.Aws WERE AFTERWARDS PASSED, AT VARIOUS TIMES, TO DISCOURAGE 
THE EMANCIPATION OF SLAVES BY QRATEFUL OR CONSCIENTIOUS OWNERS, AND FREE 
NEGRO WOMEN WERE TAXED IN DI ST I NCT I ON FROM WH l n:. •t 
ttSLAVES WERE, BY SPECIAL EXCEPTION, DENlED TRIAL BY JURY. WHEN 
CHARGED WITH A CAPITAL C RIME A SPECIAL COMMl,SSION WAS APPOINTED TO 
JUDGE THEM; A~D, lF THEY WERE CONDEMNED TO DEATH THEIR OWNERS WERE RE-
MUNtRATED FOR THEIR LOSS lN THE PUBLIC TREASURY.~ 
I N 1692· AN ACT WAS PASSED FOR SUPPRESS I NG tiouTLV t NQ s LAVES"'~ AF-
TER SETT lNG FORTH THAT NEGROES, MULATTOES, AND OTHER SLAVES OFTENTIMES U : 
ABSENT THEMSELVES FROM THE_l R MASTERS AND LURK IN OBSCURE: PLACES, Kl LL• 
ING HOGS, AND COMM.lTTlNG OTHER lNJURJES ro TttE PLANTATIONS, 11· AUTHORIZ-
ES FORCES TO BE RAISED BY THE SHEIUFFS FOR HUt-lTfNQ ~M, WHlCH, If' 
THEY RUN AWAY o·R RESIST B£lNG. TAKEM, MAY ,KILL THEM WLTH .GtiNS, OR 
t N ttANY OTHER WAY, WHATSOEVEatt • FOR EACH SLAVE SO DESTROYED THE 
OWNER WAS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE ·FROM THE PUBLlC TREASURY FOUR THOUSAND Je. 
' ' ' 
pOUNDES OF TOBACCO. rN 17Qf A PROCLOMATION W~AS .RECORDED OFFERING A 
RE:WARD OD TWO ntOUSAND POUNDS Or TOBACCO TO WHOEVER SHALL KILL A .CER-
TAIN RUNAWAY SLAVE, HBILLV". 
ttpLANTERS, BY SPECIAL ENACTMENT, WERE NOT TO BE JUDGED QUILTY OF 
FELONY LF THEY KltLED THElR OWN SLAVES~. 
ttALTHOIJGH THE PLA~TERS WERE NOT WILLI NG. TO SURRENDER THE PROPER-
.TY THEY HAD IN SLAVES, AND DESlRED TO POSTPONE EMANCIPATION UNTIL THEY 
COULD BETTER AFFORD TO DO SO, IT WAS UNlVERSALLV KNOWN., FELT, AND ACK-
NOWLEDGED THAT SLAVERY HAD BEEN, AND STILL-CONTlNUED TO BE A GREAT IN-
JURY TO THE COUNTRY, PERNI C lOUS TO MORALS, DESTRUCT I VE TO INDUSTRY, 
AND A DEAD WEIGHT UPON ENTERPRlSErt• 
ttAT A GENERAL MEE°T l NG OF THE FREEHOLDERS OF PR lNCE GEOR~E'S 
COUNTY rN 1775, IT WAS UNANIMOUSLY RESOLVED 11THAT THE AFRICAN TRADE IS 
INJURIOUS TO THl!£OLONY, OBSTRUCTS THE POPULATION OF IT av FREE MEN, 
PREVENTS MANUFACTURERS AND OTHER USEFUL EMIGRANTS FROM SETTLING AMONG 
US, AND OCCASIONS AN lNCREASE_OF THE BALANCE OF TRADE AGAINST- THIS 
' 
COLONYn. (AMERICAN ARCH IVES, 4TH SERIES I, 494) 
FROM fREDER I CK LAW OLMSTEAD: 0 A JOURNEY IN THE SEABOARD 
SLAVE STATES". PUB. NEW YORK, Dtx & EDWARDS--1856. CHAP. I, 11, 11 I-IV 
PAGES 17- 267, ET PASSIM. 
IN HIS BOOK ENTlTLED "A JOURNEY IN THE SEABOARD SLAVE STATe:s•• 
FREDERICK LAW OLMSTEAD GIVES US A PRETTY CLEAR Pl CTURE OF WHAT .SLAVERY W 
WAS BEFORE AND DURING THE YEARS 1855 TO 1860 lN VlRGlNIA, A PART OF 
WHICH rs NOW WEST VlRGLNIA. HE SAVS: 
"I AM STRUCK WITH THE CLOSE.' 00-HAHITATIO~ AND ASSOCIATION. OF OX 
BLACK AND WHITE. NEGRO WOMEN ARE CARRYING BLACK' AND WHITE BA.Bl ES, 
3 
,. I 
TOVETHER lN .TH.EtR ARMS. BLACK AND W.HlTE CHILDREN ARE . PLAYlNG TOGETHER 
(NOT GOING TO SCHOOL TOGETHER); BLACK AND WHITE FACES ARE CONSTANTLY 
THRUST TOGETHER GUT OF' THE DOORS, TO SEE THE TRAIN QO BY_. WHEN THE NE> 
GRO IS DEFINITELY A SLAVE IT WOYLD SEEM THAT THE ALLEQEI>, NATURAL AN-
~ 
TIPATHV Of" THE WHITE RACE TO ASSOCIATE WITH lUll IS LOST. f AM SURPRJSEI 
AT THE NUMBER OF' FINE LOOKING MULATTOES, OR NEARLY WHITE COLORED PERS• 
SONS THAT t SEE't:• · 
tt A NEGRO FUNERAl-". 
- ltQN A SUNDAY AFTERNOON I MET A NEGRO FUNERAL PROCESS ION., AND FOLLOW· 
ED AFTER l T TO THE PLACE or BUR I AL. THERE WAS A DECENT HEARSE OF ' Ttt:E 
USUAL STYLE, DRAWN BV TWO HORSES a Srx HAXKNEV COACHCS f'OLLO~Ep lT, AND 
_ SIX WELL DRESSED MEN MOUNTED ON HANDSOME SADDLE MOR SES AND R lD l NG TH EM 
WE:LL, RODA E IN THE REAR OF THESE. TWENTY OR TH I RTY MEN AND WOMEN WERE 
ALSO WALKlNG WlTH TH.E PROCESSlON ON THE SIDE- WALK. AMONG ALL OF THESE 
WAS NOT A SINGLE WHITE PERSON. THE COFFIN WAS MADE Of' STAlNED PINE. 
A SHOVEL AND HOE HANDLE HAVING BEEN LAID- ACROSS THE UN- FILLED GRAVE, lU 
THE COFFIN WAS BROUGHT AND LAID UPON THEM AS ON A TR.ESTLE.; AFTER WHICH 
L l NES WERE PASSED UNDER IT BV WH I CM l T WAS LOWERED TO THE BOTTOMtt • 
ttMost OF THE COMPANY WERE OF' A VERY POOR APPEARANCE, RU-DE AND UN IN· 
TELLlGENT; BUT THERE W'ERE SEVERAL NEATLY DRESSED AND VERY GOOD- LOOK-
1 NG MEN. ONE OF THESE NOW STEPP ED TO THE HEAD OF THE GRAVE, AND Af'TER , 
FEW SENTENCES OF PRAYER, HELD A HAND~£RCHtEF BEFORE HIMA.i IF IT WERE A 
BOOK AND PRONOUNCED A SHORT EXHORTATION AS If' HE WERE READING FROM IT. 
HIS MANNER WAS EARNEST, AND THE TONE Of" HIS VOICE SOLEMN AND IMPRES-
SIVE, EXCEPT THAT OCCAS:ONALLY lT WOULD BREAK INTO A SHOURT OR KIND Of' 
H:OWL AT THE CLOSE OF A LONG SENTENCE. HE CONCLUDED BY THROW I N-G A 
HANDrUL OF' EARTH ON THE COF'FIN, REPEATlNG THE USUAL WORDS, SLIGHTLY DIS 
A.RRANGED; AND THEN TOOK A SHOVEL, AND WITH THE A ID OF SIX OR SEVEN «Dal 
OTHE:RS, PROCEEDED VERY RAPIDLY TO Fl LL THE GRAVE. THE-RE WE:RE ABOUT 
-3-
Duru NG A COLD, SLEETV STORM AGAINST WH lat WAS STRUGGLlNG VJlTN 
MY UMBRELLA, TO TH£ Post OrrrcE, ,. llET A COMFORTABLV DR.ESSED NEGOR . 
LEADING THREE OTHERS BV A ROPE; THE f'lRST WAS A MIDDLE AGED MAN; THE 
SECOND A GIRL OF PERHAPS TWENTY; THE LAST ABOV CONSIDERABLYYOUNGER, THE 
ARMS ·Of' ALL THREE WERE SECURED BEFORETHEM WI TH HAND CUFFS; AND ROPE av 
WH ICM THEY WERE. LED PASSED FROM ONE TO ANOTHER, BElNG MADE FAST AT EACH 
PAtR Of' H"AND-CUF'FS. I WAS INFORMED BY ANOTHER WHIT£ MAN, LOOKING· ON, · 
'\ 
THATNTHEY liAD PROBABLY OOME l.NA CANAL !BOAT AND WE.RE S EN'.f DC>WN. ~ER.£ . TO BE 
•, l 1 1_,. i : • : .• ,-. 
soLD. HE ALSO tNF()RMED ME ntAT NEGRO DEALXRS HAD coNF IDE~TI AL . SERVANTS 
·., A.LWAYS lN AlTENDANCE ON .T.HE ~R~.IVAL OF ~1.~RQAD TRA:.,~;. AND ._~:AM'lt .~l~f~TS 
C.:A TO T MCE ANY NEG~o£s THJ/1iia~~ :~ ~ '~•e j~~s i iN~ 1·f i:#ii~,-~i;t~\t4&~N El '\;. ;:i.1·~.... • • • - '1. ·· {~~>,,,~' c-,.,, ·1 .i I> ,'\ .... ti '1 ~-' 1"-~ .. .:6':, ; ~:-, ' . ' \. . ,J ; ., ,:, .. ,/·,·· ¢ ) 1. \r'~ ttr,":jt~ 1--,<1lN:~~~~i'J,ij 'iJt' • • 
:·;. •_I,", '~- - ' · 1· ~) ; 'j,, , :,· ,~ ,l· / J ~),i t~~~~;. ··~•1f~\J ~i< ·~ ·1~ \,•.;•J . ~•,r.~{, -~·q{if~-.::~t~ ,~i : ~1 ',t1'--i\~:i ~~-~:•~1 ,,·, !:• .l.:~;-3~\·1,.~;),t~f!;ll·[Jt:(:~}1~ff'!i"~--~ .· .. /,:'1.:.-_:••··. •\,; '.' ., " ' ' -' ' f • _,i',,( t r, ' f.' · ~\ • )- • 1 '1-.;"I- •, '_.- ',. • ' -<1:r '" f,' l( "" " ... ~• • '•'j"• ·i>1 \•p • :'.o"/,ft~ •. ' ' .·. TO THEtR DJlm MARTS.,,,,,;,~.-,,.,;.,,, .. . :,,·,, , .;;. : ... , -:.1.,;1, ,· i,,.• ;, ,.,,·,- .. ,, !';!} :--,, ·, , · ·."' '. :.,,c; ' i , 1'-:.i-, ·.•,~·· 
· ,;;AJ;--:;<,0> ·~<. ,, · '< -· · , i< s • ,,.·. )ilt\t~f ti~~~ t\i\;:W~,;fi~§;;,~j~d/i?':!}i~;J:;~.~~i i~i,t,ik\~!0lif +t . 
.. .. . 
FOLLOWS:. ' ' ' 
BEST MAN . Hl TO . 25 YEARS OLD 
ffA,lR MEN · ,a· ·ro 25 ' tt 
Bovs, 5 rr. 
tt 4 ,_8,t 
•• 4s_5at- - .. - -
YOUNG WOMEN - - -
GIRLS, 5 FT. - - - -




-. ,- - , - - ~ ~ .$1120().00 TO 1300.00 
' . ·' .., , '.l . . ·J •• , ·,;~•,-~,-~::;_ .. 
- - - - - - . $950.00 TO $1050.00 
- - - - 850.00 TO $950.00 
- - - - 700.00 TO 800.00 
500.00 TO 600.00 







452.00 tt 4 FT. - - - - - - - - 350.00 TO 
JSlGNED) 
RICHMOND, V-t RGI N'lA. 
·- .. .. , . ~ :· : 
HEATHEN OR INFl.OCL SLAVES. 
IT WAS, EARLY ENACTED THAT ALL PERSONS BROUGHT IN.TO THE COLONY 
WHO HAD NOT BEEN CHRISTIANS IN THEIR OWN COUNTRY, AND EVEN THOUGH THEY 
AFTERWARDS WERE CONVERTED, SHOULD BE MADE, AND HELD, SLAVES FOR LtfE. 
ONE OF THE 'AVOWED OBJECTS OF THE VI.RGlN-IA SPECULATION BEING TO CONVERT 
THE NATlVE SAVAGES• A PROVISION OF THE ROYAL CHARTER INCULCATED KrND-
NESS TO THE INDIANS AND FORBADE THEIR BEING MADE SLAVES. THtS WAS AFTER -
WARDS DISREGARDED, AND MULTITUDES OF THEM WERE BROUGHT INTO SUBJECTJON 
AND HELD AS PRISONERS Of WAR AND RIGHTFUL SUBJECTS OF OPPRESSION lN THE 
NAM~ OF CHRlST, 
IN 1662, FORTY- TWO YEARS AFTER THE FIRST lMPOR~ATION OF' NEGROES, THEF 
SEIN& ALREADY MANY MULATTO CHILDRE~, THE PATERNITY OF WHICH IT WOULD BE 
DISASREEABLE TO INQUIRE ABOUT OWING TO THE LAWS AGAINST LIBERTINISM, IT 
WAS ENACTED, IN DIRECT CONTRADlCTION TO THE SUPREME ENGLISH LAW' THAT THE 
CHILDREN OF SLAVES SHOULD FOLLOW THE CONDITION OF THE MOTHER, AND NOT EVEF 
Of THE FATHER. 
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. l 
.. , · . : .. ,., - . TKE rOLLOW ING DEED OF SAMUE'L LOVE, TRUSTEE, AND JOHN M. REECE 
MENTIONS CERTAIN SLAVES: 
11-TH I S DEED, MADE TH I S DAV OF APRIL, 1862 BETWEEN JOHN M. REECE 
Or THE FIRST PART, AND SAMUEL LOVE, OF THE OTHER PART, WITNESSETH: THAT 
THE SAID PARTY OFT-HE FIRST PART HATH GRANTED UNTO THE TRUSTEE THE FOLLOVi 
l NG PROPERTY: ONE BLACK GIRL, DtNAH, AND ONE BLACK eov, BE.N (Ir RE-) 
- -
(COVERED), ANp THE SAID PARTY OFT HE F"IRST PART DOTM WARRANT GCNERALLY 
-
THE PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED lN TRUST TO SECURE TO ALBIA REECE THE PAY-
MENT Or $1 ,®J».00. DUE BV VAR I OUS BONDS AND RECEIPTS BEAR I NG VAR I OUS DAT-
ES. THE SAID DEED OF TRUST TO EXPIRE ON THE 25TH OF DECEMBER, 1864 AND 
THE:N UPON THIS FURTHER TRUST THAT 1-T SHALL MAY BE LAWF1JL FOR SAID TRUSTEE 
OR FOR El THER OF THEM TO SELL SAi D PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED; OR SO MUCH 
THEREOF AS HE, OR THEY UAY THING SUFFICIENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF TH rs, TO 
THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY, AFTER HAVING FIRST FIXED THE TIME 
AND PLACE OF SALE AT THEIR OWN DISCRETION, OR AT -THE DlSCRETION Of SUCH 
ONE OF SA LD TRUSTEES AS SHALL ACT IN THE PREMISES, AND GI VEN AT LEAST 
THIRTY DAVS NOTlCt CfflEREOF BY ADVERTISEMENT POSTED- AT THE CoURT HOUSE 
DOOR OF CABELL COUNTY; AND OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF &UCH SALE SHALL AFTER 
DEFRAVlNG THE COST THEREOr PAV OFF AND DISCHARGE SAlD DEBT WITH THE IN-
TEREST WHICH MAY BE THEREONj BUT IF THE WHOLE, AFOREIAID DEBT SHALL BE 
FULLY PAID OFF AND DISCHARGED SO THAT THERE BE NO DEFAUOT THEREIN, THEN 
THIS INDENTURE TO BE VOID; ELSE TO REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND xxa::cxxxxx 
V lRTUE. 
WITNESS THE FOLLOWING SIGNATURES AND SEALS: 
• 
JOHN M. REECE (SEAL) 
TESTE Js. WITCHER, Cuc. 
FROM DEED BOOK 14, PAGE 221 CABELL COUNTY RECORDS • 
.. 7 
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DEED Of EMAt-C I PATI ON. 
KNOW ALL MEN: BV THESE PRESENTS T~AT I, MELCEMA M. BEUHRING 
WHO NOW HAS TME RIGHT OF PROPERTY TO A NEQRO MAN SLAVE LATE THE PROP-
ERTY Or F .G.L.BEUHIUNQ, NAMED GEORGE, OTHERWlSE GEORGE WILSON, AGED 
THlRTY VXXU EIGHT YEARS, OF COPPER COLOR, FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION 
OF HIS LOVING AND FAITHFUL SERVtCES DO HEREBY EMANCIRATE AND SET IUM 
FREE AND f'ORVER DISCHARGE Hlr.t FROM ANV FURTHER SERVICES. 
IN WITNESS WHEREQF I HERBV DO S,ET MV HAND AND SEAL TH IS 4TH DAV 
OFNov. 1859. 
E. M. BEUHR I NG (SEAL) 
ATTEST: F.D.BEUHRlNG. 
W.0.WRlGHT. 
fROM DEED BOOK 13, PAGE 446, CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
DEED BETWEEN: JUSTUS Q.· !JUSENBERRV' AND HIS WIFE, LOUISA DUSENBERRY 
AND G.D.\'lATSON, TRUSTEE MENT lONS CERTAIN SLAYES: 
THIS DEED. MADE THIS 8TH DAY Of' DECEMBER AD. 1860 BETWEEN JtrSTUS Q. 
-
:0USENBERRY AND LOUISA, HIS WIFE, OF' TH£ ONE PART; AND G.D.WARREN, 
TRUSTEE, OF' THE OTHER PARTT, WITNESSETH THAT THE SAID JUSTUS Q. DUSEN-
BERRY AND LoutSA DUSENBERRY HIS WIFE, DOTH GRANT UNTO THE SAID JUSTUS 
Q. DUSENBERRY AND LOUlSA DUSENBERRVp HIS WIFE, DOTH GRANT UNTOTHE SAID 
SAID G.D.'NARREN,TRUSTEE THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY, TO-WIT~ ONE DNE.LLlNG 
HOUSE AND LOT NOW OCCUPIED BY SAID DUSENBERRY IN THE TOWN OF GUVANPOTTE, 
SUBJECT, HOWEVER, TO A DEED OF TRUST, IN FAVOR OF JOHN SWASEY AND Of' 
. 
CINClNNATl FOR SlX HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS, THE UNDIVIDED HALF" OF' A 
CERTA•N DX VACANT LOT SlTUATED IN SAID TOWN OF GUYANDOTTE AND NUMBERED 
( J AS LOT #22, ONE BLACK GIRL NAMED )b\JCJUX ttANNt" AND ONE BLACK BOY NAMED 
"H'ENRVtt, ONE STORE HOUSE, 0N·E _BLACK COW, ALL THE. HOUSEHOLD f'URNI TURE:, BED! 
' <t~:·r/i;~:' :_ ·, - .. ~;<>~"'1•, · > 
. ,:.._. ,. .:. . '.'• .. ~· . 
( )_ THREETHOUSAND DOLLARS, TO BE PAID ON THE CIRST DAV OF' JANUARY A.D. 
1862 FOR WHICH AMOUNT SAlD MOORE HOLDS A . CERTAIN PROMISSORY OR NOTE 
WRITlNG, BEARING EVEN DATEWlTH THIS INSTRUMENT; AND IF SAID PROMISSORY 
NOTE OR WRITtNG OBLIGATORY, SHALL BE PAlD AT MATURITY, THEN THIS OBLJGA-
TION TO BE VOtD. · 01TKERWLSE IT SHALL BE LAWFUL FOR SAID G.D.WARRE!t, TRUS -
TEE, TO OF'.f°ER FOR SALE FOR CASH, THE ABOVE MENT lONED PROPERTY AFTER HAV-
1 NG BEEN GIVEN THIRTY DAYS NOTLCE THEREOF. 
WtTNESS THE FOLLOW.ING SIFNATURES AND SEALS. 
JUSTUS Q. DUSENBERRY 
LOUISA DUSENBERRY 
FROM DEED BOOK 14. PAGES 57--58, CABELL Cou~TV RECORDS. 
(SEA'-) . 
(SEAL). 
DEED OF TRUST BETWEEN DAV'LD HARSHBARGER AND MOSES P. THORNBURG 
NAMES H l S PERSONAL PROPERTY AND SLAVE. 
THIS DEED, MADE THE 3RD DAV OF OCTOBER, IN THE YEAR 1838 BETWEEN 
DAVID HARSHBARGER, OF CABELL COUNTY, VIRGltHA, OF THE ONE PART; AND MosESS 
THORNBURG TRUSTEE OF' THE O.THER PART. 
WlTNESSETH: THAT THE SAID DAVID HARSHBARGER FOR AND IN CONSIDERA-
TION OF ONE DoLLAR DOTH GRANT UNTO THE SAID MOSES ~.THORNBURG, TRUSTEE, 
THE FOLLOWING PERSONAL PROPERTY, TO - WIT: ONE COLORED SERVANT BOY (BEN), 
2 SORREL HORSES, ONE BAY HORSE, ONE CLAVBANK Fl LLV AND o·NE BLACK F'I LLY, 
FIFTY HEAD OF HOGS, FORTV·HEAD OF CATTLE, , ONE BUGGY, TWO WAGONS, AND ONE 
CART, ALL HIS HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND KITCHEN FURNITURE, AND 400 BUSHELS 
OF WHEAT AND 1,000 BUSHELS Of CORN; AND THE SAID PARTY OF THE FIRST PART 
COVENANTS TO WARRANT GENERALLY THE TITLE TO THE FOREGOING PROPERTY, IN XU 
TRUST TO SECURE TO JACOB HARSHBARGER IN THE PAYMENT OF THE SUM OF THIR-
( .J TEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, AND BY ~TE BEAR I NG DATE THE 10TH SEPTEMBER, 1858, 
· AND DUIE ON THE LST DAVNOF CC.TOBER, 1838. THE PART I ES HEREBY COVENANT 
-9-
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'IV 
( _) THa T THE SAID DAVID HARSHBARGER SHALL REMAIN IN QUIET AND PEACABLE 
... '. 
.. 
POSESSIO~ OF THE PROPERTY AFORESAID UNTIL DEFAULT SHALL BE MADE IN THE 
PAYMENT Of' THE SAID SUM OF $1300.00, OR ANY PART THEREOF, THEN IT SHALL 
BE LAWF"UL FOR THE SAID MOSES S THORNBURG, TRUSTEE, TO SELL ALSO THE 
REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY HEREIN CONVEYED TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FO f. 
R.EADV MONEY AFTER HAVING GIVEN THIRTY DAYS NOTICE OF THE TIME AND PLACE OF' 
SALE THEREOF BY ADVERTISEMENT POSTED AT THE Cou·Rr HOUSE DOOR OFCABELL 
CouNrr; AND OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF s UCH . SALE SHALL AFTER PAY.I NG ALL COSTS 
THEREOF PAY OFF ALL THAT MAY REMAIN .DUE UPON SAlD DEBT. Bur IF" THE WHOLE 
' 
DEBT SHALL BE PAID OFF THEN THt lNDENTURE TO BE VOtD; OTHERWISE TO RE-
MAI~ IN FULL FORCE AND VIRTUE. 
WITNESS THE f'OLL C:WI NG SIGNATURES AND SEALS. 
DAVID HARSHBARGER (SEAL) 
FROM DEED BOOK 13, PAaE 137, CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
DEED OF EMA~IPATION OF SON OF DAVID HARSHBARGER. 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT I I DAVID HARSHBARGER, OF 
THE COUNTY Or CABELL AND THE STATE OF VIRGIN IA, DO HEREBY EMA NC I PATE AND 
SET FREE MY SON, PETER C. HARSHBARGER FROM ALL SERVICE, LABOR FEALTY 
AND ALLEGIANCE DUE, AND OWING TO ME FROM SAID PETER C. BY VIRTUE OF HIS 
MINORITY, SAID PETER BEING IN THE 19TH VEAR Of HIS AGE; AND I AM MOVED TO 
THIS ACT BECAUSE Of THE FAITHFUL SERVICE OF MY SON PETER C., HITHERTO AND 
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE LOVE AND AFFECTION I BEAR TOWARD MY SON, AND THE 
FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR PAID ME BY THE SAID PETER 
C., THE RECEIPT OF WHICH IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED. HEREBY GRANTING TO 
SAID,PET~R C. ALL THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES A PARENT CAN BESTOW UPON A 
MINOR CHILD BY DEED OF EMANCIPATION. 
IN Wl,TNESS WHEREOF" I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL TH IS 
-lo- . 
- . 
.. -,,.,:, ... • ..... _. ·' :"-""-- ··~-·-·--··~-· 
.() 10TH DAY Of fEBRUARV, lN THE. YEAR OF CHRIST E.l.GHTEEN HUNDRED ANil 
FIFTY-NINE. 
-::i . 
. • : 1-:;· 
. i'·•:· '\ . - • .:., 
DAVID HARSHBA~GER 
VIRGINIA, CABELL COUNTY, TO-WIT: 
I, H .J .SAMUELS, A NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND· FOR THE COUNTY Of 
CABELL AFORESAID, DO HEREBY CERTlfV THAT DAVID HARSHBARGER, PARTY TO 
-
THE FOREGOlNG DEED OF [MANCIPATIO~ DATED THE 10TH DAY or FEa., [859, , 
HAS ACKNOWLEDGED THE. SAME BEFORE ME l~ MV COUNTY AFORESAID. 
GIVCN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL THIS 10TH DAY Of fEBR 1Y, 1859. 
H.J.SAMUELS N. P. 
fOLLOWlNG DEEl> BETWEEN JAMES M. 3-iELTON AND HIS WIFE, ELIZA, _ 
AND MOSES Tl'IORNBURG. NAMES A NEGRO SLAVE: 
THIS DEED, MADE TH IS 5TH DAY OF JANUARY, IN THE: YEAR f 859 BETWEEN 
JAMES M. SiELTON. AND ELIZA V. HIS WIFE, OF CABELL COUN.TY, VIRGINIA, 
OF THE ONE PART; AND MoSES 8. THORNBURG, TRUSTEE, Of THE OTHER PART. 
WITNESSETH, THAT .THE SAID JAMES M. SHELTON· AND ELIZA V., HIS WXI 
WIFE, FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF ONE DOLLAR DOTH GRANT UNTO THE SAID 
MOSES S. THORNBURG, TRUSTEE, THE FOLLOWING REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL 
PROPERTY, TO WIT: ONE HOUSE AND LOT NEAR 8ARBOURSV·I LLE, AND BOUNDED 
AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT; BEGINNING AT A POST STANDING NEAR JOHN SAMUEL'S 
GATEWAY AND RUNNING NEARLY SOUTH SIXTY-NINE YARDS TO A STAKE; THENCE 
NEARLY NORTH ABOUT SIXTY-NINE AND A FRACTION YARDS; THENCE NEARLY WEST 
ALONG THE TUNR-PlKE ROAD, TO THE BEGINNING, CONTAINING NEARLY TWO 
THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED SQUARE. YARDS, TOGETHER WI TH ALL AND. SINGULAR THE 
APPURTENANCES. fOR A MORE PERFECT DESCRIPTION OF SAi» LAND RErERENCE IS 
HEREBY GI VEN TO THE DEED FROM EDWARD VI RTE.GANS TO THE SAID KAMES M. 
SHELTON DATED TK.E 10TH DAV or SEPTEMBER, 1858. ALSO, THE FOLLOWING 
-I 1-
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PERSONAL PROPERTY t TO-Wl T: ONE BROWN HORSE NAMED GE.ORGE, ONE GRAV MARE 
MARE 
NAMED NELL, ONE GRAY KUXK NAMED KATE AND ONE BAV HORSE NAMED JOHN. 
ALSO ONE CARRIAGE THAT HE PURCHASED OF A.WESTHOFF RND ONE BUGGY THAT 
SHELTON PURCHASED OF ALEXANDER CHAPMAN, ONE TWO - HORSE WAGON, ALSO 
THREE OPEN BUGG.lES, TOGETHER WITH ALL THE HARNESS AND FIXTURES THAT 
BELONGING TO EACH BUGGY AND WAGON. ALSO ALL OF THE HOUSEHOLD AND KITCH-
EN f'URNITlRE OF EVERY KIND AND DESCRIPTION THAT IS NOW IN POSESSlON OF 
JAMES M. SHELTON, AND ALSO ONE NEGRO MAN (SLAVE) _ NAMED Bl LL; AND THE _ 
SAID PAFTV OF THE FIRST PART COVENANTS TO WARRANT, GENERALLY, THE 
TITLE OF THE FORE.GOING PROPERTY IN TRUST TO SE.CURE DAVID- HARSHBARGER 
IN THE PAYMENT Of' THE SUM OF NI NE HUNDRED AND s~EVENTY - THREE DOLLARS AND 
SIX CENTS, WITij INTEREST FROM DATE WHlCH I~ EVIDENCED BY A NOTE OR SINGL 
BILL BEARING DATE 5 JANUARY·, 1859 AND BECOME PAYABLE. ON THE FiRST DAY. -
OF SEPTEMBER, ( 860. THE PART I ES HEREBY COVENANT THAT THE S.A ID JAMES 
M. SHELTON SHALL REMAIN IN QUIET AND PEACABLE POSESSION.
0
0r THE PROPERTY 
AFORESAID UNTIL Ef'AULT SHALL BE MADE IN THE PAYMENT OF THE S.t1.ID SUM.--OF 
$973.06, AND IF DEFAULT BE MADD lN THE PAYMENT OF _SAlD SUM Of' $973.06 
OR ANY PART THEREOF IT SHALL BE LAWFUL FOR THE SAID MOSES S THORNBURG 
TRUSTEE TO SELL ALL THE REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY THEREIN CONVEl 
ED TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR READY MONEY AFTER HAVING GIVEN THIRTY DAYS 
NOTICE OF THE TIME AND PLACE PF SALE THEREOF BY ADVERTISEMENT POSTED AT 
THE COURT HOUSE DOOR OF CABELL COUNTY, VIRGINIA, AND OUT OF THE PROCEED~ 
OF THE SALE SHALL AFTER PAYING ALL COSTS THEREOF PAV OFF ALL THAT MAY BE 
REMAIN DUE, UNPAID UPON SAID DEBT; BUT IF THE WHOLE DEBT SHALL BE. PAID 
OFF THEN THIS INDENTURE TO BE VOID. 0TH'mRWISE, TO REMAIN IN FULL FORCE 
AND VIRTUE. 
WITNESS TME FOLLOW I NG SIGNATURES AND SEALS. 
FROM BOOK 13. PAGE 249, 
. . 
JAMES M. 9-tEL TON. 
CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
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THE FOLLOWlN.G DEED OF ALLEN MCGINNIS MENTIONS CERTAIN SLAVE. 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT WHEREAS ROBERT HOLDERBY, DECrD 
IN -HIS UFE TIME PLACED IN MY HANDS THE SUM OF THIRTEEN HUNDRED AND 
FOURTEEN DOLLARS AND TWENTY CENTS lN TRUST FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT OF 
MV CHILDREN, AND WHEREAS, MY SON ALLEN 8. McGINNIS, HAS ASSUMED AND 
OBLIGATED H lMSELF TO PAY THE SEVERAL AND RESPECT I VE PARTS Of THE SAID 
SUM, GOING TO ALL THE CHILDREN EXCEPT MINERVA J, HANLEY, WHO HAS · BEEN 
PAID- WITH INTEREST FOR SIXTEEN YEfi.RS, WHICH HAVE ELAPSED, (; ALLE.N A. 
McG.INNIS FOR AND IND IN CONSIDERATION Of' THE PROMISES ANO OTHER OBLIGA-
TIONS I AM ~NDER TO MY SON, ALLEN 8. MCGINNIS, HAVE GIVEN, GRANTED, 
BARGAJNED AND SOLD UNTO THE SA ID ALLEN 8. McGINNIS THE FOLLOWING PROP-
ME.N 
ERTY, TO-\VlT: MY TWO NEGRO SLAVES THAT IS, WILLIAM, AGED ABOUT 25 
VE.ARS, AND Jo AGtD ABOUT 30 YEARS OF AGE AT THE. PR ICE OF $r ,500.00 FOR 
BOTH, ALSO TWELVE HEAD OF CATTLE· (STOCK)- AND ONE YOKE OF OXEN AT THE 
SUM_OF $175-.00, ONE WAGON, ONE BUGGY, ~NE CART AND FARMING -UTENSILS FOR 
THE SUM OF $100.00; ALSO ALL MY HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN FURNITURE: $150.00 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID PROPERTY TO HlM AND HIS HEIRS FOREVER; YET 
UPON THIS COJmlTlON AND AGREEMENT, THAT THE SAID SLAVE.S, ' NOR EITHER OF 
THEM ARE TO BE VOLUNTARILY SOLD TO GO BEYOND THE COMMONWEALTH OF VI R-
GI NtA. AND THE SAID ALLEN A. McGINNIS FOR HIMSELF AND HIS HEIRS DOTH 
AGREE TO WARRANT :SXHX~~XVCX THE TITLE TO SAID SLAVES, AND THAT THEY ALL 
ARE TO BE SLAVES FOR LI FE, AS WI TN-ESS MY HAND AND SEAL TH IS 22ND DAY Of 
MARCH , I 859 • 
ALLEN A. McGINNIS (SEAL). 
FROM DEED BOOK 13 • 
. '-'-~~1~~~~;:;:~~i ... · ·-
THE FOLLOWlNG DEED OF SALE. OF ONE SLAVE APPEARS IN BOOK f2, 
P. 572, CABELL CoUNTY RECORDS. 
GUVANDOTTE, VA ■ APRIL 10, 1858. 
I I 
RECEIVED OF JAMES R. BUFF I NGTOl\l EIGHT HUNDRED Do LLARS, BE I NG IN 
FULL roR THE PURCHASE OF ONE NEGRO SLAVE NAMED ADALAlDE. THE RIGHT 
IIND TITLE OF SAID SLAVE I WARRAN-T AND DEFEND AGAINST THE CLAIM Of" ALL 
PERSONS, WHATSOEVER, AND LIKEWISE WARRANT HER SOUND AND HEALTHY, AS 
WITNESS MV HAND AND SEAL. 
. THOS. C. BUFFINGTON. 
CA8ELL COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE APRIL 17, 1858. 
THIS INSTRUMENT OF WRlTlJG WAS THIS DAY PRESE,.!IJTED TO ME:, THE 
CLERK OF CABELL COUNTY COURT, AND THE SAME lS ADMITTED TO RECORD. 
TESTE: JOHN SAMUELS, CK C.C. 
FOLLOWS THE DEED Of" COL. WM~BUFFlNGTO~ WHICH EMANCIPATES HIS 
• 
SE.RYANT, CLARK: . 
, •'WHEREAS, COL. WM.BUFFINGTON BY HIS LAST ~ILL AND TESTAMENT, 
DIRECTED THAT HIS EXECUTORS SHOULD SET FREE AND EMANCIPATE HIS SERVANT 
MAN CLARK, UPON HIS PAYING A BALANCE OF' THE PURCHASE MONEY OF HIS FREE-
DOM AND THE EXECUTORS BEING SATISFIED THAT OF THE DATE Of THAT WILL, THE 
SAID TESTATOR RECEIVED THE FULL AMOUNT OF THE PURCHASE MONEYj THEREFORE, 
THE UNDERSIGNED AS EXECUTOR AND EXECUTRIX Of SAID WILL IN CONVEYING OUT 
THE INTENTION OF SAID TESTATOR, DO HEREBY APENT TO THE SAID LEGACY, AND 
LET FREE AND DISCHARGE THE SAID NEGRO MAN CLARK FROM ANY FURTHER SERVI-. 
TUDE, TO ENJOY HIS FREEDOM AND EMANCl?ATlON FROM SLAVERY FOREVER HERE-
AF'TE.R. rN WITNESS WHEREOF, THEY HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND 
)_ SEALS TH IS 6TH DAY OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY-
E l_GHT. NANCY Bu FF I NGTON, Ex ECU.TR IX 
JAMES H'. 8UFrl NGTON, EXECUTOR 




SEPTEMBER COURT 1823-MlmJTE. BooK 11, PAGE. 210. 
TRIAL AND PUNISHMENT OF SLAVE: 
•tAT A COURT OF OYER AND TERMI NER HELD FOR CABELL COUNTY ON 
fRI D-AY SEPT• 26, 1823 FOR THE TR I AL OF ANDREW, A MAU OF COLOUR, AND A 
SLAVE BELONG l NT TO THOMAS DUNDAS UPON A CHARGE OF PET rr LARCENY-tt 
PRESLNT 
WILLIAM, 8UFFlNGTON 




AssoLoM HoLDe:Rav ( 
GENT. JUSTlCES. 
•~ORDERED THAT WILLIAM H. DuNDAS, [SQ. BE ASSIGNED AS COUNSEL FOR -• ' 
THE PR I SON ER WH O DE.CL l NED SERVI NG AS SUCHu • 
MINUTE BOOK II, PAGE 211--NEGRO TRIAL CONTINUED: 
''Tl!filS DAV THE PRISONER WAS U:D TO THE BAR IN CUSTODY OF THE 
KEEPER OF THE JAIL, AND THE ATTORNEY FOR THE COMMONWEALTH FILED AN 
INFORMATION AGAINST THE PRISONER, TO WHICH INFORMATION THE PRISONER 
PLEADED "Nor GU I LTVtt, WHEREUPON DIVERS WITNESSES WERE. SWORN AND THE MAT· 
TERS FULLY HEARD. IT IS THE OPINION OF THE COURT THAT PRISONER ANDREW 
IS GUILTY OF THE PETIT LARCENY OF WHICH HE STANDS CHARGED. IT IS THERE· 
FORE CONSDIERED BY THE COURT THAT THE PRISONER BE BURNT IN THE HAND BY 
THE JAlLOR OF THIS GOUNTV WlTH A NAIL ROD IN THE PRESENCE OF THE COURT 
AND ALSO THAT .HE RECEIVE ONE LASH ON lH.6 BACK AT THE PUBLIC WHIPPING 
POST lN THIS COUNTY BY TH~ SHERIFF~~ 
ORDERED THAT THE COURT BE ADJOURNED. 
WI LL l AM Bu f•I NGTO~. 
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\ DECEMBER COURT, 1823. Ml NUTE BOOK I J. PAGE 227 • 
•· - .. 
.. , 
. -. .·. . . 
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION FROM TAXES ON SLAVES. 
110RDERED THAT LEAH TONEY BY EXEMPT F89" THE PRESENT YEAR< 
AND HEREAFTER FROM PAYING CoUNTY AND PARISH LEVlES ON A NEGRO WOMAN 
NAMED NANNVtt. 
JUNE, 1824. COURT-Ml NUTE BooK 11--TRIALS OF SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES: 
PAGE 263 JtAN INDlCTME.NT FOR A MLSDEME.ANOR AGAINST SAM, A FREE. MAN Of' 
COLOUR-A TRUE BI LL1t • 
JUNE 1824 COURT.· MINUTE BoOK If. PAGE 263: 
REGISTRY AND OCCUPATION OF SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES: . . 
ttORDERED THAT JOHN SAMUELS AND SOLOMON THORNBURGH 00 SETTLE 
W'ITH EDMOND McGtNNlS, GUARDIAN Of ·-~RGARET, WOMAN OF' CC:>LOUR, AND THAT 
THEY RETURN THEIR REPORT TO THIS COURT1t. 
JUNE 1824 CoURT. MINUTE BoOK I l. PAGE 265. 
DEED OF MANJMITION OF SLAVE: 
uA DEED OF MANUMlTION FROM WILLIAM McCOMAS TO LISA, A WOMAN 
OF COLOUR WAS TH IS DAY PRESENTED IN COURT AND PROV 1.DED BY JOHN SAMUELS J 
AND ANTHONY SHELTON, THE WITNESSES THERETO, WHICH IS ORDERED TO BE RE-
CORDED"• 
SEPTEMBER 1824 COURT. MINUTE BOOK I I, PAGE 265. 
ORDINANCES AND LAWS AFFECTING SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES: 
ttORDERED THAT THE SHER l FF OF CABELL COUNTY DO DI STRAIN AND SELL 
so MUCH Of THE ESTATE OF' JEREMIAH WARD, DEc•n AS WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO 
MAINTAIN PEG, A WOMAN OF' COLOUR WHO WAS LIBERATED BY THE SAID JERH. 
WARD IN HIS LIFE TIME, AS THE PE.R.SON TO WHOM SAID ESTATE WAS BEQUEATHED 
RE.FUSES TO SUPPORT HER't..• - 16 -
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MARCH COURT 1829. Ml NUTE BoOK I I I, PAGE 161. 
MORTGAGE OF SLAVE. 
JOHN LEATHERS ' i vs. 
PHfLEMON CHAPMAN 
I N CHANCERY 
THIS DAY CAME. THE PARTlES AFORE.SAID BV THEIR COUNSEL, AND THE COM-
PL.i\lNANT W:ITHDRAWS HIS OBJ-ECTION~ TO THE D.EPOSITIONS TAKEN BY THE DEF'ENDA~ 
HEREtrii, AND THEREUPON, THLS CAUSE. CAME. ON fOR FINAL HEARING UPON THE 
8 r LL, A~SWERS, EXIH B t TS AND DEos IT l ON.S HEREl~, AND THE COURT BE ING NOW 
SUFF'IC.lE.NTLY ADVISED OF AND· CONC ERNING THE PREMISES DO DECREE A\ND ORDER 
THAT THE DEFENDNNT Ptttll LEMON CHAPMAN DO SURRENDER TO THE COMPLAINANT 
JOHN LEATHERS, THE NEGRO MAN IN THE BI LL, ANSWERS IE. NAMED AND THAT HE 
DUOENT RO THE. SAID COMPLAINANT F'OR THE REASONABLE, ANNUAL HIRE OF THE 
SA t D NEGRO MAN, SAM FROM THE 23RD DAV or OCTOBER, 1823 .tiP TO THE 
. TfME HE SHALL SO SURRENDER HIM, THAT BEING THE TIME AT WHICH THE SAID 
COMPLAINANT ACQUIRED TKE LEGAL Tl TLE TO THE. SAi D NE.Git) MAN, DEDUCT I NG 
FROM THE SAID HIRE THE SUM Of' ONE tiUNDRED, FIFTY DOLILARS, BEING THE A-
MOUNT OF THE DEBT DUE FROM THE DEFENDANT RI CHARD, TO . THE DEFENDANT 
CHAPMAN AT THE TIME OF THE EXECUTION OF THE MORTGAGE HEREUPO~ THE SAID 
NE.QRO MAN WITH EQUAL INTEREST ON THE SAID SUM OF ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
DOLLARS FROM THE DAY OF THE DATE OF SAID MORTGAGE UNTIL THE SAID DEBT 
SHALL HAVE BEE.N EXTINGUISHED BY' CREDITING THE SAME AT THE EXPIRATION 
Of' EACH VEAR THE AMOUN.T OF THE HI RE. OF THE. SA l D NEGRO MA.N SAMj BUT BECAUSE 
THE COURT HERE CANNOT KNOW WHAT IS THE REASONABLE HIRE OF THE SAID NEGRO, 
IT IS DECREED AND ORDERED THAT RICHARD BROWN, JOSEPH GARDNER, OF GUYAN-. 
DOTTE AND JAMES McCORMICK BE, AND THEY ARE HEREBY APPOINTED COMMISSIONERS 
TO ASCERTAIN AND REPORT TO TH IS COURT THE VALUE OF THE ANNUAL HI RE OF THE 
( SAID NEGRO BOY, SAM. FROM THE SAlD 23RD DAY Of OCTOBER,1823 UNTIL THE TIME 
'--
• ,I ~ • 
OF TAKI NG SUCH AMOUNT, AND THAT THEY RE.PORT TO THE NEXT JUNE TF:.RM OF 
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THIS COURT, AND IT IS fUR.THER DE.CREED AND .ORDERED THAT THE SAtD Cou-· 
MtSSIONERS BEFORE THEY PROCEED TO TAKE. THE AMOUNT l-;IEREIN REQUIRED TO 
TAKE. AN OATH BEFORE SOME JUSTICE-OF-THE-PEACE IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Of 
CABE.LL TO ACT IN ALL THINGS TOUCHING THE DUTIES HERE.IN REQUIRED OF 
THEM FAIRLY AND lMPARTlALLY, AND ALL OTHER MATTERS OF' EQUITY HEREIN 
ARE RESERVED UN.TIL THE: COMlN.G lN Of THE CoMMlSSIONER'rs REPORT AFORESAID 'i. 
1 TtL WH. I CH TIME. TH IS CAUSE IS CONT I NUED. 
MARCH CoUltT, 1829. Ml Nun: Boott I 11 : 
AWOUNT OF H l RE OF NEGRO. 
JOHN LEATHERS -vs. ( IN CH I CV. 
PH I LEMON CHAPMAN 
11THIS DAY CAME THE: PARTIES AFORESAID AND AGREED THAT THE ACT-
lNG OF THE: COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED HERE.IN BY Th-IE FORMER DECREE RENDE.R-
a> IN THIS CAUSE SHALL BE DISPENSED WLTH, AND THE. CONTINUANCE: OF THIS 
CAUSE SET ASlDEj AND BY CONSENT OF THE. PAR"(lES AF'ORESAl.D IT IS DECREED 
AND ORDERED THAT THE REASONABLE HIRE Of' THE SAID NEGRO MAN- SAM. tS SIXTY 
DOLLARS PER ANNUM, WHICH, FROM THE LLTH DAV OF 0CTOBE.R, 1823 UNT·l L TH IS 
TIME AMOUNTS TO THE SUM OF $327.00; AND THE. AMOUNT DUE fROM RICHARDS 
TO CHAPMAN 1S RECITED IN THE FORMER DECREE IS ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
DoLLARS, LEAVING A BALANCE IN FAVOR Of THE COMPLAtNANT OF ONE HUNDRED, 5 
FIFTY-SEVEN DOLLARS; AND BY THE FURTHER CONSENT OF PARTIES IT IS DE-
CREED AND ORDERED THAT THE. DEFENDANT CHAPMAN FORTHWITH SURRENDER TO THE 
COMPLAINANT THE SAID NEGRO BOY SAM AND THAT ALL CLAIMS SET UP BY OR HELJ 
BY THE SAID CHAPMAN, INCLUDING THE. NOTE FROM RICHARDS TO FARLEY ASSIGN-
ED TO TIERNAN, AND BY HlM ASSIGNED TO THE DEFENDANT CHAPMAN MXMXMEXIQJ 
ll&l«tBOK. QlR DUt 141D MtU AS THE COURT ARE SATISFlED FROM THE EVIDENCE. 
IN THIS CAUSE THAT TKE SAID NOTE HAS BEEN FULLY PAID OFF AND SATISFIED 
. AND BV FURTHER CONSENT OF' THE CoMPLA I NANT THAT THE RES lDUE Or THE HI R~ 
. . . . . 





Of SAID NEGRO MAN SAM IS EXTINGUISHED• IT IS THEREFORE DECREED AND 
ORDERED THAT SO MUCH OF THIS AS THE rORMER DECREE HEREIN RENDERED AS 
REQUIRES THAT THE DEFENDANT CHAPMAN PAV THE S-AID RESIDUE OF THE SAID 
HIRE BE CONSIDERED AS lMPERATlVE; AND BY FURTHER CONSENT Or PARTtES EACH 
PARTY lS ORDERED TO PAV H tS OWN COSTS HERE LN, AND THE PART I ES ARE HENCE 
DI SMI SSEJ> WITHOUT PAY". 
JULY Couat (830. MlNUTE BoOK I I.I, PAGE 230. 
COURT PROCEEDINGS PAID BY HIRE ·OF NEGROES: 
HANNAH DEAN, CoMP'T, 
Vs. ( IN CHANCERY FOR ALIMON~. 
JOHN DEAN, DEF'T 
TH tS DAY THE COMPLAINANT PRODUCEI> JER Bl LL AND MADE OATH TO U 
THE " SAME lN OPEN COURT; AND ON HER MOTION IT IS DECREED AND ORDERED 
THAT THE DEFENDANT, ON OR BEFORE THE FOURTH MoNDAY IN Se:P~EMBER NEXT 
HAVING BEEN DULY SERVED WLTH A COPY OF THIS DECREE. DO PAY OVER TO THE 
COMPLAlNANT OR TO THE SHERlFf Of' THIS COUNTY FOR HER USE THE SUM OF 
TWENTY-f lVE DOLLARS, AND THAT HE PAY AT THE END OF EVERY THREE MONTHS 
THEREAFTER DURING THE PENDANCY OF THIS SUITOR UNTIL THE FURTHER OR- , 
DER OF THIS COURT THE LlKE SUM OF TWENTY- FIVE DOLLARS AS AND FOR HER 
ALIMONY DURING THAT TIME, AND, IT IS FURTHER DECREED AND ORDERED 
THAT UPON A SERVICE OF A COPY Of THIS DECREE BY THE :SHE.RIFF THAT TH-E 
SAID DEFENDANT DO GIVE GOOD AND SUFFICIENT SECURITY TO BE APPROVED BY ,0 
THE SHERIFF IN THE PENALTY OF ONE THOUSAND DoLLARS CONDITIONED TO ABIDE 
BY AND PERFORM EACH AND EVE.RY ORDER AND DECREE Ot TH IS COURT MADE l N· 
THIS CAUSE, WHETHER INTERLOCUTORY OR FINAL, WHICH BOND SHALL BE TAKEN 
PAYABLE TO THE. HlGH SHERIFF Of THIS CoUNTV FOR THE TIME BEING, OR HIS 
() SUCCESSORS IN OFFICE FOR THE USE AND BE.NE.FIT OF THE COMPLAINANT, AND UP· 
ON THE FAILURE or THE SAID DEFENDANT TO GIVE SUCH BOND AND SECURITYVAS 
- - 19-
. ' . . 
HEREIN DLRECTED THE: 9-iERIFF' SHALL TAKE INTO HIS CUSTODY AND HIRE OUT AT 
THE COURT HOUSE ON THE PRECEDING COURT DAY TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER F:OR 
ONE VEAR, AND SO ON, FROM YEAR TO YEAR UNTIL THE FURTHER ORDER Of THIS 
COURT SO MANY Of THE SAID NEGROES, THE HIRE Of WHICH WILL, AFTER PAYING 
THE EXPENSE, PRODUCE. THE SUM OF TWENTY- FI VE DOLLARS, AND SHOULD ONE OR 
MORE or THEM REQUIRED TO FAISE THAT SUM EXCEED THAT AMOUNT THEN THE 
RE.SlDUE SHALL BE PAYABLE AND PAID OVER TO THE DEFENDANT, AND THE ~ERIFF 
SHALL TAKE SECURITY FROM THE HIRER FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE HIRE: AND THE 
PROPER TREATMENT . AND PRESERVATION OF THE NEGRO OR NEGROES SO HIRED PAY-
ABLE TO , THE HIGH SHERIFF OF THI,$ Cou:NTY FOR THE USE OF THE CoMPLAlNANT 
UNLESS THE HIRE Of THE NUMBER OF NEGROES NECESSARY TO RAISE THAT SUM 
SHALL TAKE LIKE BONDS PAYABLE TO THE DEFENDANT FOR SUCH EXCESS, AND ALL 
BONDS TAKEN tN LPUTSUANCE OF" TH IS ORDER SHALL BE B THE SiER I FF OR DEP-
UTY TAKING THE SUM, RETURNED TO THE COURT AND FILED BY THE CLERK WtTH 
THE PAPERS l N TH IS CAUSE, AND IT IS FURTHE.R ORDRUlD THAT PROCESS Of' SUBP 
' 
POENA AGAINST THE DEFENDAN.T·ALSO ISSUE HERElN, AND THIS CAUSE IS CON-
Tl NUED" • 
-20-
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( JULY 181 a--DEED BOOK I, PAGE 51. 
SLAVE SALE 
ttl(Now ALL MEN B\' TH.ESE PRESENTS THAT I, ELJSHA McCOMAS, Of' 
CABELL COUNTY AND COMMONWEALTH OF VlRGlNlA fOR AND IN CONStDERA-
TION OF THE SUM Of FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS TO ME IN HAND PAID BY JAMES 
WILSON, OF' _KANAWHA COUNTY AND COMMOMVEALTH AfORESAI D- AT, OR BEFORE 
THE SEALING AND DELtVERV Of" THESE PRESEN~S, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF° tS 
HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED. 
"HAVE BARGAINED AND SOLD AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO BARGAt~ AND 
SELL UNTO THE SAID JAMES WlLSON, · HlS HELRSAND EXECUTORS, ADMINIS-
TRATORS AND ASSIGNS A NEQRO MAN SLAVE NAMED BLACK BILL ABOUT 27 YEARS Of 
AGE AND AB-OUT 5 FT. Stt OR 9n HlGH. Tb HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID 
NEGRO MAN SLAVE UNTO THE SAID JAMES WILSO~, HIS HEIR, EXECUTOR, ADMlN-
lSTRATORS AND ASSt.GNS f'OREVER; AND I DO TRULY COVE:NANT AND AGREE FOR 
MYSELF, MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS THAT f WILL WARRANT AND 
DEFEND BY THESE PRE:SENTS THE TITLE Of' THE. SAID SLAVE AGAINST TttE 
CLAIMS or MYSELF" OR ANY PERSON, OR PERSO NS CLAIMtNG BY, THROUGH OR FROa 
ME AND ALL AND EVERY PERSON OR PERSONS, WHATSOEVER. 
IN WITNESS WHEREO~ I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MV HAND NND AFFIXED MY 
SEAL TH IS 11TH DAY OF JULY, 1811. 
SEAL'D AND DELIVERED IN 
PRESENCE OF US. 
TESTE: MOSES McCoMAS. 
ELISHA McCoMAS 
MARCH 1808. DEED BOOK I, PAGE 57-8. 
(SEAL). 






11 1N THE NAME. OF Goo, AMEN°. 
I, SAMUEL HUTCHERSON OF KANAWHA COUNTY AND STATE. OF VfRGlNIA, 
BE.ING VERY SlCK AND WEAK, BUT Oli PERFECT MIND AND MEMORY, TH"ANKS BE TO 
GOD, CALLING TO MIND THE MORTALlTY OF MY BODY AND HAVING THAT rT rs 
APPOlNTED FOR ALL MEN TO DIE, DO MAKE AND ORDAtN THIS LAST WILL AND 
TESTAMENT, THAT IS TO -SAY, PRI NCI -PALLY AND FIRST Or ALL, I Gt"VE AND 
RECOMMEND MY SOUL INTO THE HANDS OF THE ALMIGHTY GOD THAT GAVE- IT, AND 
MY BODY I RECOMMEND TO THE EARTH TO BE. BURIED IN DECENT, . CHRISTIAN 
BURIAL AT THE DISCRETION Of' MY EXECUTOR AND .l\S TOUCMtNG SUCH WORLD-
LY ESTATE WHEREWITH IT HAS PLEASED Goo TO BLESS ME . IN THIS LIF"E,- I' 
• 
GtVE, DEMtSE AND DISPOSE Of' THE S:AME IN THE fOLLOWING MANNER AND . 
FORM: FIRST I GlVE AND BEQUEATH TO HANNAH CHEADLE, MY DEARLY BE• 
LOVED WIFE ALL MY ESTATE, AFTER PAYING ALL MY JUST DEBTS DURING HER 
LlFE OR WIDOWHOOD, NAMING ONE NEGRO MAN BY THE NAME OF' DANIEL, 
THREE HEAD OF CATTLE, ONE BED AND FURNITURE AND ALL MY TOOLS AND ALL 
MY HOUSEHOLD FURNlTURE. WM. LOVE, WHOM I LlKEWI SE CONSTITUTE AND OR-
DA IN THE SOLE: EXECUTOR OF TH IS !,4V LAST WI LL AND TESTAMENT, AND I DO 
HEREBY UTTERLY DISALLOW, REVOKE AND DISANNUL ALL AND EVERY OTHER FORMER 
!ESTAMENT, WILLS, LEGACIES BEQUEATH AND EXECUTORS BY ME IN ANYWISE BE-
FORE NAMED WILLED AN» BEQUEATHED, RATIFYING AND CONFIRMING THIS AND 
NO OTHER TO BE MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT. 
"IN WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
THIS FOURTEENTH DAV OF MARCH, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND, 
EIGHT HUNDRED AND ELEVEN. 
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THE NE&RO IN WEST VlRFINL A. • I 
AND THIS DEPONENT TOLD THE PRISONER THAT HE WAS DETERMINED TO HAVE 
THE TRUTH OUT OF' HIM, AND ORDERED HIM TO PULL OFF HIS SHIRT, AND 
THAT THE PRISONER REPEATEDLY DENI ED HIS HA\t'I NG BEEN THE MAN; AND AT 
LENGTH HE DID SAY THAT If" I WOULD NOT WHIP HIM HE 'N_PULD TELL THE 
TRUTH. TH IS DEPONENT THEN TOLD H LM TO TELL ~THI NG BUT THE TRUTH 
AND THAT If HE WAS INNOCENT NOT TO SAY HE W,AS GU I LTYj AND THAT THE 
PRISONER THEN STATED THAT IT WAS HIM WHO GOT INTO THE WNDow; AND 
FURTHER STATED THAT HE W.:ENT DOWN WI TH AN tNTENT I ON. OF GO I NG INTO DE-
PONENT IS KITCHEN, AND THAT AS HE PASSED BY DEPONENT 1 S HOUSE. HE SAW' 
-
THROUGH THE WINDOW SOME BEDS AND A PALLET NAND THAT HE HAD SEEN 
SOME WHITE GIRLS PASSING ABou• AND THOUGHT THAT THEY LAV THERE, AND 
THAT HE RAISED THE W_lNDOW AND CRAWLED IN WlTH THE INTENTIO_N Of GOlNG 
TO THE GIRLS, AND THAT MRS.HANNAN MADE A NOISE, AND FURTHER THE DE-
PONENT gyETH NOT .... 
S_EPTEMBER COURT., I 823. MLNUTE BoOK 11, PAGE 207. 
JOE.L ESTES 
vs. 
DEED OF TRAN.5FERRI NG SLJ\VES OF JEREMIAH WARD. 
JoHN WARD, THOMAS WARD 
AND JEREMIAH WARD. 
THIS DAV THE COMPT. FILED HIS BILL IE; IT IS THEREFORE OR-
DERED THAT THE DEFENDANTS JOHN WARD AND JEREM11 AH WARD DO EXECUTE A 
BOND PAYABLE TO JOEL ~STES IN AT LEAST THE PENALTY OF SIXTEEN HUN-
DRED DOLLARS, 'MilCH MAY BE EXECUTED IN THE CLERK'S OFFICE ON OR BE-
FORE THE CLERK WITHIN TEN DAYS f'ROM THE TIME CONDITIONED AND f'OR THE 
SAID JOHN WARD HAVING THE NEGROES WINNY, LEANDER, LISLE, AMERICA, 
SND Lou:ISA ON THE BILL MEl\lTlONED FORTHCOMING BEFORE THE COUNTY COURT 
OF THIS COUNTY AT THE TIMEOFT'HE DEATH OF THE SAID JEREMIAH WARD, AND 
DE:rAULT OF THEtR ENTERlNG lNTO SUCH BOND WITH GOOD AND SUff'IClENT SE-
CURITY, IT IS ORDERED THAT THE. SHERIFF OF THIS CouNTY, OR ONE OF HIS 
DEPUTIES DO TAKE THE. SAID NEGROES INTO HIS CUSTODY AND HLRE THE SAME 
OUT FOR THE BEST PRICE THAT MAY BE HAD FOR THE use: Of THE SAlD JEREMIAH 
WARD, AND THAT HE MAKE A REPORT Of' HIS PROCEEDINGS THEREOF TO TH IS 
COURT FROM TIME TO TIME, AS SHALL BE REQUIRED. AND THE CoURT ALSO ORDEf 
THAT THE SA l D JOEL ESTES, THE COMP LAL NANT IN TH IS CASE DO HENCEF'ORTM 
ENTER tNTO BOND WI TH ONE OR MORE GOOD SECURITIES tN AT LEAST THE PEN-
ALTY OF EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS CONDITIONED FOR THE. INDEMNIFICATION 
Of' THE SA ID D·Ef'ENDANTS FROM ANY lNJRY THEY MAY SUSTAIN BV CARRYlNQ THE 
ABOVE ORDER INTO EFFECT. WHEREAS, THE SAID JOEL tsre:s, AND EDMUND McGIN• 
. 
NIS AND JOHN SAMUELS, HIS SECURITIES ENTERED INTO AND AVKNOWLEDGED A 
BOND IN THE PENALTY Of EIGHT HUNDRED CONDITIONED AS THE ABOVE ORDER 
DIRECTS'•• 
JULY COURT 1861--MlNUTE BooK VI t, PAGE 357. 
OCCUPATION OF NEGROCS RECORDED'. 
"-ORDERED THAT JOHN MERRlTT BE APPOINTED 0vERSEER OF THE ROAD 
FROM THE TOWN OF BARBOURSVILLE TO THE FORKS OF THE ROAD NEAR DuSEN-
BERRY MILL, AND THAT JOHN 8. BAUMGARDNER, GEORGE PROCTOR, JAMES PROCTOR 
JOHN T. HtBBfN, F. M. FERRtLL, JOEL B. SALMON, BENJAMINE. McCUNE, 
C. S. MILLER, C. S~ MILLER, MARY MOCRES HANDS, W.8.MOORE AND HIS HANDS, 
H.H.WOOD, JOSEPH EGGERS, CHARLES LATTIN, JOHN LOYD, H.B.M·uPIN AND HAND 
CHARLES H. MILLER, 8.H.THACKSTON, WM.E.JONES, ALBERT LAtDLEY, ARNOLD 
WESTHOFF AND HANDS, A.W.MINGO, F.MOREZ, WM~DERTON, HARRISON BERTON, Ju~ 
IUS FREUTEL, M.5.THORflBURG, RODOLPH BURKEY, ENOCH D. BLANKENSHIP, 
JOHN MATHER, JAMES BUTCHER, STEPHEN, A SLAVE Of MRS. WATSON, IRA J. 




WM. H .. LONG, JAMES M .. SHELTON, GEo. w. FuLwE ILER, DAv ID LATrrN, 
CHARLES LATTIN, JR., ANDREW MARTtN, SAMUEL WAD£, WILLIAM SWEETLAND, 
C.L.ROFFE AND HANDS, JACKSON LLOYD, THOS. COWEN, HAM:I LTON MAYS, 
WILLIS CONWELL AND JAMES SKILLlNQ DO AID AND ASSIST HlM IN KEEPlNG 
THE SAME IN REPA I Rtt • 
JANUARY COURT 1863. Ml NUTE BOOK VI t, PAGE 428. 
LAWS AFFECT! NG SLAVES AND FREE l'EGROES. 
110N MOT ION OF THE ATTORNEY FOR THE COMMONW£Al Tlf THE ORDER 
MADE AT THE MAY TERM FOR 1861 AS REGARDS THE FREE NEGROES IN TH IS· 
CouNTV AND THE SUMMONS HAVING NOT BEEN ISSUED, A NEW SUMMONS ts OR-
DERED TO BE ISSUED AGAl~ST THE PARTLES NAMED IN SAID ORDER TO APPEAR 
AT THE JUNE TERM OF THIS COURT 186J'•. 
HAVE GRANTED HERETOFORE TO THEM TO REMAIN lN TH IS COMMONWEALTH SHALL 
NOT BE REVOKED. AND ALSO THAT FREE NEGROES WHO HAVE BEEN EMANCI.-PATED 
SINQE THE 4TH THURSDAY IN OCTOBER, 185l AND WHO HERE REMAINED IN THE 
COMMONNEALTH MORE THAN TWELVE MONTHS SINCE THEIR EMANCIPATION, BE SUM-
MONED TO APPEAR BEFORE THE JUSTICES OF THE COUNTY COURT AT THE PRIME XX: 
TERM DOR 1861 AND TO SHOW CAUSE, IF ANY THEY CAN WHY THEY HAVE NOT FOR-
FE I TED THEIR FREEDOM 1'\ND WHY THEY SHALL NOT BE ORDERED TO BE SOLD IN 
SLAVERY. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED BY THE COURT THAT THE CLERK ASCERTAIN, 
IF POSSIBLE, THE NAMES Of THE S.EVERAL F'REE NEGROES IN THIS COUNTY 
(OF' THE COMMl SS I ONER OF' THE REVENUE OF TH IS _COUNTY) AND THAT HE INSERT 
THE SAME IN THE ABOVE BLANK11. • 
JUNE COURT 1861. MINUTE BOOK VI I, PAGE 341. 
LAWS AFFECT I NG SLAVES AND FREE t£GROES. 
-25-
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U[DMUND AND LILLER., HIS WIFE, FREE PERSONS OF COLOR AGAJNST 
WHOM A RULE WAS AWARDED THE MAY TERM 1861 TO SUMMON THEM TO APPEAR HERE 
ON THIS DAV TO SHOW CAUSE lF ANY THEY CAN, WHY THE PERMlSStON IF" ANY 
THEY 11DK HAVE TO REMAIN tN TH IS GOMMONWEALTK SHOULD NOT BE REVOKED, 'R 
THIS DAY APPEARED IN COURT, AND THE COURT HAVING HEARD ALL THE EVIDENCE 
THE COURT REFUSED TO REVOKE THE PRIVILEGE HERETOFORE GRANTED THEM TO 
REMAIN IN TH IS COMMONWEALTH11 • 
AUGUST, 1821 COURT. M lNUTE 8oOK 2, PAGE 22. 
0 RDI NA~ES AND LAWS AFFECT I ~ SLAVES: 
''AT A CoURT CALLED AND HELD AT THE COURT HOUSE Of CABELL COUNTY 
. 
ON MONDAY 13TH Of' .!l.U.GUST, 1821 FOR THE TRIAL ANO E-XAMlNATION OF BEN-
JAMlN MARTIN, WHO STANDS CHARGED Wint FELONIOUSLY STEALlNG, TAKrNG, AND 
CARRVlNG AWAY ONE NEGRO WOMAN AND ON.E NEGRO BOV FROM THE POSESS ION Of° 
ONE FREDERtCK MOORE. · 
· . PtESENT 
WILLIAM 8uFFINGTON 
THOMAS Kl LGORE 
THOMAS GARTEWRlTE 
ABSOLOM HOLDERBY, 
: I.., ... 
JAMES McG l Nt-ll S (_ 
LEVl McCORMlCK GENT. JUSTICES. 
"THE PRISONER WAS TH IS DAY LED TO THE BAR IN CUSTODY OF THE KEEPE 
OF THE JAIL OF THIS COUNTY, AND ALL THE EVIDENCE BEING HEARD, IT lS THE 
OPINION. Of THE COURT THAT THE ~RISONERS NOT GUILTY Of FELONIES IN THE 
TAKlNG AND CARRYING OF THE. SAID NEGROES JAMES AND ISAAC, AND THAT HE 
' 
BE HENCE DISMISSED FROM FURTHER PROSECUTION1t. 
JAS.- P. McGt NN-1S. 
l MARCH 1822 tl)uRT. Mt NUTE BooK I f, PAGE 74: 




"UPON THE MOTION OF SAl4U£L, A NE.Q.RO MAN LATELY EMANCrPATED 
BY ESTHER RUSSELL, DEC'D" IT tS ORDERED THAT ALL THE. ACTING JUSTICES 
OR A MAJOR ITV OF THREE Of TH IS COUNTY BE SUMMONED TO ATTEND HERE ON 
THE FIRST DAY OF JUNE COURT NEXT FOR THE. pu :zposE or TAKlNG THE APPLr-
CATlON OF THE SAID SAMUEL FOR LEAVE TO RESIDE IN THE COUNTY INTO CON-
' 
SI DE RAT tON:" • 
APRl L 1822 COURT. Ml NUTE BOOK 2, PAGE 93: 
ORD I NAns AFFECT I NG SLAVES. 
UUPON MOTION or SAM, LATELY AN EMANCIPATED SLAVE OF ESTHER Rus-
SELL DEC 'n, IT IS ORDEREDT'HAT ALL THE ACT I NG MAG I ST RATES I NTH IS 
CoUNTY, OR A MAJOR I TV OF TH EM BE SUMMONED TO ATTEND HERE ON THE f' I RST 
DAY or AUGUST COURT NEXT f'OR THE PURPOSE OF' TAKING THE APPLlCATION Of' THE 
SAID l.AW FOR LIVERTY TO R.ESIDE WITHIN THIS CoMMONWEALTH INTO CONSIDERA-
JuLY TO AUGUST 1822COURT. MINUTE Boot< 1r, PAGE lt4: 
ORDINt\NCES AFFECTING SLAVES AND FREE t-E:GROES. 
"UPON MOTION or NEGRO SAMUEL, LATELY AN EMANCIPATED SLAVE BY Es~ 
THER RUSSELL FOR LEAVE TO RESIDE WITHIN THIS COUNTY AND IN THE PRESENCE~ 
OF THE ATTORNEY FOR THE COMMONWEALTH, THE APPLICANT HAVING PRODUCED HIS 
~RXlQt TESTIMONY AS TO EXTRAORDINARY ACTS OF MERIT, AND THE COURT HAV• 
ING ORDERED THE SAME, DEEMS THE TESTIMONY INSUFFICIENT, AND THAT THE AP-
PLICATION IS OVER-RULEDn. 
AUGUST 1822 COURT. MINUTE BooK 2, PAGE 12t: 
ORDINAr-.cES AND LAWS AFFECTING SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES. 
uTHlS DAY CAME THE COMPT, BY HIS COUNSEL, AND IT APPEARED TO THE 
SATISFACTION Of' THE COURT THAT THE NEGRO BOY BILL HAS NOT YET _BEEN, 
-27-
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rORTHCOMING, AS DIRECTED BY THE LAST lNTE.RLOCKUTORY DECREE HEREIN:• fr 
I'S THERE.FORE ON MOTi VE.S BY THE COMPLAINANT BY H l S COUN.SE.L ORDERED AND 
DECREED THAT THE LAST l NTERLOCKUTORY DECREE MADE HERE Ht, WI TH ALL I TS 
PROVISIONS, SO FAR AS THE SAME CAN BE APPLICABLE IE SO FAR ATTEND AS TO 
RELATE. TO THE NEXT FEBRUARY TERM Of' COURT,, AND THAT A COPY OF THAT DE:"." 
CREE, AND ALSO TH IS ORDER BE EXECUTED ON THE DEFENDANTS, RETURNABLE TO . 
faBRUARV INSTEAD OF THE. PRESENT TERM AND THAT THE DEFENDANTS THEN PRODUCE 
SAID NEGRO BOY BILL, ACCORDlNG TO THE TERM Of' SAID INTERLOCKUTORV DECRE;E 
' 
AND DO AND PE:RFORM THE SAME AT OUR SAID FEBRUARY TERM, NExr• • . 
JULY 1823 COURT .. MtN_UTE BooK 11, PAQE 189: 
PUNISHMENTS AFFECTING SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES. 
11AT A COURT CALLED AND HE.Lil AT THE COURT HOUSE Of' CABELL COUNTY ON 
MONDAY JULY 7TH, 1823, FOR THE TRIAL AND EXAMINATIOM OF' JACOB, ALIAS 






SOLOMON THORNBURG GENT. 
THIS PERSON WAS THIS DAY BROUGHT TO THE BAR IN CUSTODY OF THE 
KEEPER OF THE JAIL OF THIS COUNTY, AND DIVERS WITNESSES BEING DULY 
SWORN, THE MATTERS BEING FULLY HEARD, 
IT IS THE OPINION OF THE COURT THAT THE PRISONER IS GUILTY AND 
THAT HE BE REMANDED BACK TO JAIL TO STAND HIS TRIAL IN CHIEF AT THE 
NEXT SUPERIOR COURT Or LAW FOR THIS COUNTY FOR THE OFrENSE WITH WHICH 
HE STANDS CHARGED1t. 
-
TRIALS: "8£: lT REMEMBERED .THAT _JOHN HANNAN AND ABSALO.M HOLDERBY TH IS 
DAY CAME INTO · COURT AND S EVE.RALLY ACKNOWLEDGED TH EMS ELVES TO OWE 
r·, CHIEF MAGlSTRATE Of' THIS COMMOMVEALTH, AND HIS SUCCESSORS IN OF-
I • 
f'lCE, THE SA ID JOHN HANNAN, IN THE SUM Of' ONE HUNDRED DoLLARS, AND 
THE SAID AB:SALOM HOLDE".RBY IN THE SUM OF ONE HUNDRED DoLLARS, TO BE 
SEVERALLY LEVIED OF THEIR RESPECTIVE GOODS AND CHATTELS, LANDS AND TENE~ 
' 
ME:NTS f'OR THE use: OF THE s:A ID COMMONWEALTH.. 
UPON THIS CONDITION, THAT IS TO SAY, IF. THE SAID JOHN HANNAN 
AND leSALOM HOLDERBY DO MAKE THEIR PERSONAL APPEARANCE BEFORE TH£ 
~«KU JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT OF LAW FOR CABELL COUNTY AT THE 
COURT HOUSE THEREOf ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE NEX.T TE.RM., AND THEN AND XDJ 
THERE GIVE EVIDENCE AGAINST JACOB ALIAS JACOB BAIRD, A fREE MAN OF 
COLOUR WHO STANDS CHARGED WITH FELONY AND SHALL NOT DEPERT THENCE 
WITHOUT THE LEAVE OF THE SAID COURT THE.N THIS RECOGNlZANCE TO BE VOID; 
ELSE TO REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND :O:XDX VIRTUE"'. 
TRfAL: THE DEPOSlTtON OF AIBSALOM HOLDERBY, OF LAWFUL AGE, WHO, BEING 
SWORN, DEPOSE.TH. AND SAITH THAT HE WAS THE COMMITTING MAGISTRATi 
WHO COMMITTED THE PRISONER JACOB BlARD, AND THAT AT THE TIME HE WAS 
BROUGHT BEFORE HIM, THE PRISONER BIARD ACKNOWLEDGED AND CONFESSED TO 
HrM THAT HE PASSED AROUND JOHN HANNAN 1 S HOUSE AND WENT TO THE KITCHEN 
WHERE HE EXPECTED TO FIND A NEGRO GIRL AND THAT HE DID NOT FIND HER X 
THERE. ON HIS RETURN THE SAME WAY BACK HE DISCOVERE~ SOME BEDS 
THROUGH A WINDOW OF HANNAN 1 S HOUSE AND EXPECTED THAT THERE WERE SOME 
GIRLS THERE, AND THAT HE RAISED A WINDOW AND CRAWLED IN ON A TABLE WITH 
HIS KNEES; AND AT THE TIME AN ALARM WAS MADE BY MRS~HANNAN WHICH A-
· •. 
LARMED HIM, AND THAT HE MADE HIS E.SCAPE AZ f"AST AS HE COULD, AND rURTHE 
THIS DEPONENT SAYETH NOT"• 
SAME COURT MINUTE BOOK 2, PAGE 190. SAME CASE CONTJD: 
UTHE DE.POSITION or JOHN HANNAN, OF LAWFUL AGE~ WHO BE.ING 
SWORN, DEPOSETH AND SA 1TH THAT HE. ARRESTED JACOB BAIRD, THE PR I_SONER, 
. _'}o_ . . . . 




· ·= .. . ~·-
SUSPICION OF HlS HAVING BEEN THE MAN WHO GOT INTO HlS WINDOW IN THE 
SEPTEMBER CouRT 1830. MINUTE BooK. 111, PAGE 235: 
ORD I Wi-1\CES AFFECT I NG SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES. 
ttJoH N MERR l TT' JA I LE.R OF TH Is Cour•nY TH Is DA y REPORTED TO TH Is 
CoURT THAT THORNTON, A RUNAWAY SLAVE tS Now: CONF 1 N:ED lN JA LL. WHEREUPON 
IT IS ORDERED THAT SOLOMON THORNBURGH, . AeSALOM HOLDERBY, AND JOHN SAMU-EL: 
AFTER BEING DULY SWORrt, DO REPORT TO THIS COURT THE VALUE OF SAID SLAVE" . 
MAY COURT 1831. Ml NUTE BooK 1 t 1, PAGE 262: 
DEED Of MAMJMITION OF SLAVES. 
ttA DEED OF MANUMlTION FROM STEPHEN SPURLOCK TO NEGRO PRISCILA, 
ANTHONY AND DELPHEY WAS TH IS DAV PRE.SiNTED IN COURT, ' ·AND WAS DULY 
ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE SAlD STEPHEN SPURLOCK AS HlS ACT AND DEED, WHICH IS 
ORDERED. TO BE RECORDO>tt • 
MARCH CouRT, 1838. MINUTE BooK IV, PAGE 161: 
ORDINAr-.cES AND LAWS AFFECTING FREE r£GROES AND SLAVES ~ 
110N MOTION OF SAMUEL AND JESSE, fREE. BLACK MEN, fT IS ORDERED 
THAT ALL THE ACTING JUSTICES OF THE PEACE FOR THIS COUNTY BE SUMMONEE 
TO APPEAR HERE ON THE FIRST DAV Of JUNE COUNTY COURT, NEXT, FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE APPLICATION Of SAID SAMUEL AND 
JESSE FOR LEAVE OR LI BERTY TO RES I DE IN THE COMMONWEALTH, AGREEABLE TO 
THE ACT Of ASSEMBLY IN SUCH CASES MADE AND PROV lDEDtt • 
SEPTEMBER, 183:8 COURT. MI NUTE BooK IV: 
ORDINANCES AND LAWS AFFECTlf\K3 FREE NEGROES AND SLAVES. (P.21O) 
"SAM, A BLACK MAN MANUMITTED BY EsntER RUSSELL". 
"THIS DAY THE PARTlES BY THEIR ATTORNEYS, AND . IT APPEARlNG TO THE 
--30-- ·. 
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SATlSFACTION OF THE COURT THAT, NOTICE FOR TWO MONTHS PRECEEDlNG THIS 
APPLICATION HAD BEEN REGULARLY GIVEN. AND THE /Ir,ORNEY FOR THE COM-
MONWEALTH HAVtNG APPEARED ON BEHALF OF TH£ COMMONWEALTH AND DEFENDED 
SAID APPLICATION, AND A MAJORITY OF THE ACTING JUSTICES OF THI:: PEACE FO 
SATISFACTORILY 
SAID COUNTY BEING ACTUALLY PRE.SENT; AND IT BEING PROVE.ft THAT THE 
APPLlCAN_T IS A PERSON OF GOOD CHARACTER, PEACABLE, ORDERLY AND INDUSTRI 
OUS, AND NOT ADDlCTED TO DRUNKENNESS, GAMING, OR ANY_ OTHER VtCE. [T · 1s 
THEREFORE ORDERED AND ADJUDGED- THAT THE SA lD SAM. BE ALLOWED AND PERMIT-
TED TO REMAIN IN THIS COMMONWEALTH AND R£SLDE IN THE SAID ,COUNTY Of 
CABELL DUR I NG THE PLEASURE OF TH IS COURT**• 
SEPTEMBER, t838 COURT. MINUTE BooK tV. PAGE 210: 
ORDINANCES AND LAWS AFFECT I NG SLAVES AND FREE t\EGROES. 
"KITTY, A BLACK WOMAN MANUMlTTED BY THE Rt~•D CHAS. L. BALDWtrl•. 
"UPON HEARING ON THE EVIDENCE lN THIS CASE, THE APPLICATlON OF Ktt 
TV REF-US EDtt • 
SEPTEMBER 1838 COURT. , Ml NUTE BooK IV. PAGE 211: 
ORDINANCES AND LAWS. AFFECT I NG SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES. 
"UPON THE. APPLICATION Of KlTTY, A FREE BLACK WOMAN MANUMITTED BY 
THE REV. CHAS. R. 8ALDWl~a 
"THE. COURT HAVING HEARD THE TEST IMCNY OFFERED BY THE APPLICANT 
UNDER THE STATUTE PASSED 27TH MARCH, 1837, AND BEING OF THE OPINION 
THAT THEY CANNOT GRANT THE APPLICATION UNDER THE SAID STATUTE IN CONSE(f 
QUENCE Of THE APPLICANT NOT.BEING ON THE SAID 27TH MARCH 1837 RESI-
DENT'MTHIN THIS COMMONWEALTH,. DO NEVERTHELESS RECOMMEND SAID APPLICANT 
TO THE FAVORABLE ACTION OF THE LEGISLATURE, AND TAKE PLEASU~E. IN CERTI-
FYtNG THAT FROM EVIDENCE BEFORE THEM, SHE IS A PERSON OF GOOD CHARACTER 
PEACIBLE, ORDERLY; AND INDUSTRIOUS NND THAT SHE IS NOT ADDlCTED TO ANY 
VI CE, WHATEVER.». 
-- J · ·':-. 
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THE NEGRO lN WEST VIRGLNlA 
( CABELL COUNTY) 
( 0cTOBER 1812, DEED BOOK I-A, PAGE 227: 
SALE OF SLAVE. 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT· I, JEREMIAH WARD, OF CABELL 
COUN.TY, AND THE STATE OF WEST VtRGLN.LA HAVE THlS DAY BARGAlN.ED AND SOLD, ll 
·-
AND DO, BY THESE ~RESENTS, B~RGA l N AND SELL UNTO JOEL ESTt S, H 1-s HE I RS 
AND ASStGNS, A CERTAIN NEGRO MAN_ NAMED °CARMYu-, ABOUT 22 YEARS OLD. f, 
SAID JEREMtAH WARD, DO VE.ST, WARRANT THE TlTLE Of THE SAID NEGRO MAN: 
NAMED CARMY WITH THE SAI.D JOE.L ESTES, HIS HElRS AND JfSSlGNS. [ BIND Mye,e:,t: 
SELF", MY HEIRS, E?(ECUTORS, AND ADMlNlSTRATORS IN THE PENAL SUM OF ONE 
THOUSAND DoLLARS, CURRE~T f\JM.ONEY or THE UNil T·ED STATES, 
rtAs WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL TH IS NlNTH DAV OF JIIN~RV-, ElGfjTEErt 






ttAND SAJD JEREMIAH WARD- AND ARMA WARD,· ttlS Wt FE, :· _ 
IS TO HAVE THE ABOVE NEGRO: AS LONG AS El THER Of' THEM -
Ll VEtt • 
JULY 1812 .. DEED BOOK I-A, PAGE 230: 
SALE OF NEGRO. 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT I II RICHARD CRUMP, OF CABELL 
COUNTY, STATE. OF WEST VIRGINIA FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM 
or FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS, TO ME IN HAND PA ID BY JESS. B. BooN BEFORE. THE 
' SE.ALlNG OF THESE PRESENTS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF I, THE SA_lD RICHARD-
CRUMP, DO HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE, HAVE BARGAlNED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE 
( • 
1 
PRESENTS BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SA lD JESS 8. BooN, HIS EXECUTORS, 
'·· 
ADMIJISTRATORS, AND ASSIGNS, ONE NEGRO FELLOW BV THE NAME OF JEREMIAH, 
: 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD TME SAID NEGRO FELLOW AFORESAID TO HIM AND HIS HEIRS. 
·. ::: ... ·· ., 
.. '.; ·:. '.~:.t t/::){{~i '·. ·· .- .\-;__ , .. 
( 
•. ·..- S..,,._-,,-:,-,:·•,Y" .. - .. ,,r_, - . 
..... I'~ ·- • • .. ' - •' • 
. . · i -
. 
FORE.VER. AND I, F'OR MYSELF', MY HElRS, EXE.CUTORS AND ADMtNlSTRATORS, 
I>O WARRANT AND DEFEND THE AFORES.Af.D NEGRO JEREMlAH AGAlNST THE CLAIM, Of 
CLA.lMS Or ALL OR ANY PERSON, WHATEVER. 
lN 'NlTNESS WHEREOF, I HAVE HEROJNTO SET MY HAND AND AfFlXED MY SEAL 





JUNE. I 813. DEED BOOK I -A, PAGE. 325: 
SALE OF CERTAIN SLAVES. 
(SEAL). 
\ . 
THIS INDENTURE MADE THIS r.OURTH DAV OF JUNE, lN THE VEAR, Of° · 
. ' 
OUR LORD ONE. !HOUSAND, ElGH.T HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN, BETWEE:t-t ROBERT ADAMS 
Of' THE COUNTY OF £ABELL, lN THE COMMONWEALTH Or VlRG l N tA, OF" THE Ff RST 
PART; MANOAH BOST I CK, Of THE SAME PLACE, Of' THE SECOND PART; AND PETER 
SCALES, Of' TH~ THlRD PART, 
WITNESSETH: THAT, WHEREAS, T.HE SAID ROBERT ADAMS tS INDEBTED 
TO THE SAID MANOAH BoSTlCK lN THE' SUM OF ElGHT HUNDRED DOLl,.ARS, LAWFUL 
MONEY BE PA ID ON OR BEFORE THE FIRST DAY OF SEPT EMBER NEXT AS BY A BOND 
BEARING EVEN DATE WIT~ THESE PRESENTS WILL MORE FULLY APPEAR, WHICH 
SAID DEBT WITH THE LEGAL INTEREST THEREON ACCRUING, THE SAID ROBERT 
ADAMS IS WILLING AND DE.SCRIBED TO SECURE, Now THIS INDENTURE WITNESS.-
ETH, THAT FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF' THE PREMlSES, AND ALSO THE FURTH-
ER CONSIDERATION OF' ONE DoLLAR OF LIK~ AND LAWFUL MONEY TO THE SAID 
ROBERT ADAMS, HATH GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED, AND SOLD, AND BV THESE 
PRESENTS DOTH GIVE, GRANT, BARGAlN AND SE.LL ALIE.rt AN.D CONFlRft4 TO THE 
SAID PETER SCALES,, HIS HE l RS,. EXECUTORS-, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS 
· OTHER ' , 




.. )~ .. :\ 
, ., 
A NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE NAMED MARV ABOUT TWE.NTY-f' IVE YEARS Of' AGE--A YELLOW 
COMPLEXtON AND HER FOUR CHILDREN: Kazv, tSAAC, CABELL AND CHARLOTT; 
A NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE NAMED LUCY, ABOUT TWENTY-f IVE YEARS Qf'. AGE, AND HER 
TWO CH I LDREN LOTT AND EDMUNDj TWO BLACK MARES, ON.E SORREL MARE, ON£ 
BAV MARE, TWO THREE YEAR OLD COLTS, TWO ONE VEAR OLD COLTS, TEN HEAD Of 
SHEEP, TEN HEAD OF HORNED CATTLE, FOUR FEATHER BEDS WITH. THE BEDSTEADS 
A.ND FURNITURE TO EACH,ONE BUREAU, ONE TABLE, AND ONE:¾-- ------
AND THE !FURTHER I NC REASE Of THE FEMALES Of' THE SA LD SLAVES, AND ALL THE E! 
TATE, ' RIGHT, T,ITLE AND INTEREST Of' THE SAID ROBE.RT ADAMS, TO THE SAID HER F 
BY GRA~TED SLAVES AND OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE 
SAME, THE FUTURE INCREASE OF THE. SAID SLAVES TO THE SAID RETER ~CALES, 
HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS, f'OREVE.R. AND THE SAID 
ROBERT ADAMS FOR HIMSELF, HIS HENSW EXECUTORS, AND ADMINISTRATORS· 
AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, lN MANNER FOLLOWlNG: TH.AT lS TO SAY THAT THE 
SAID ROBE.RT IOAMS, HIS HEIRS, E.XECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, THE_Af'ORE-
SAID SLAVE, AND THE FUTURE INCREASE OF THE FEMALE THEREOF AND ALL THE 
PE.RWONAL PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED UNTO THE SAlD PETER SCALES, HIS HEIRS, 
ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS AGAINST ALL PERSONS WHATSOEVER, SHALL AND WIL 
WARRANT AND FOR EVER DEFEND BY THE.SE. PR E.SENTS. 
UPON TRUST, NEVER/THE- LESS THAT THE SAID t't.TER SCALES, HIS HEIRS, 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS SHALL PERMIT THE SAID ROBERT ADAMS TO RE-
MAIN IN THE QUIET AND PEACABLE POSESSION OF THE AFORESAID SLAVES, AND 
OTHER PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED AND TAKE THE PROFlTS WHEREOF TO HIS OWN 
UNTIL DEF'AULT BE MADE IH THE PAYMENT Of' THE SAID SUM OF EIGHT HUNDRED 
DOLLARS, AND THEN UPON THIS FURTHER TRUST, THAT THE SAID PETER SCALES, 
HIS HELRS, ADMINISTRATORS OR EXECUTORS SHALL AND wrLL BE SOON AFTER 
c·-.,  THE HAPPENING Of" SUCH DEFAULT OF PAYMEl\!T AS THE SAID MANOAH 8oSTICK, HIS 
HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINLSTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS SHALL THINK PROPER AND IN 
. ,. . 
1".U-,..._(l.\.ll~~._:~..,,t;.. ........ ._."1'_ 44~_.:;.; .. : ,~~- \~-:,-._,-;<,, ,.;..,;.~ . ._. ..... -.i .,.• 
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WRITLNG - REQUIRE, SELL THE AFORE.SALO SLAVE AND THE INCREASE Of THE FE-
MALES THEREOF, AND ALL THE OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY HEREBY CONVEYED FOR 
READY MONEY AT PUB·L IC AUCTION, AFTER HAVING f' I XED THE TI ME AND PLACE . OF 
SALE ATTHIS DlSCRETIO~ ANb GIVE AT LEAST TEN DAYS NOTICE THEREQF BY ADVER -
TISEMENT, TO BE - SET UP AT THE DOOR Of TH£ CoURT HOUSE Of THE SAID COUNTY 
OF CABELL; AND OUT OF THE MONEY ARISlNG FROM. SUCH SALE: AFTER SATlSfYING 
THE CHARGES THEREOF", AND ALL OTHER EXPENSES ATTENDlNG THE PREMISES, PAY TO 
THE SAID MANOAH BOSTICK, HlS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMlNlSTRATORS, OR AS -
SIGNS THE SAID 'suM Of EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS WlTH l'NTEREST WHICH MAY 
THEREON LAWFULLY HAVE ACCRUED, AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY, SHALL U PAY TO 
THE SAID ROBERT ADAMS, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, _OR ASSIGNS. 
I 
Bur IF THE WHOLE OF' ni'E SUM OF EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS SHALL BE f'ULLY PAID 
OFF AND DISCHARGED TO TH£ SAt,D MANOAH BoSTlCK, HIS HELRS, ADMtNlSTRA• 
TORS EXECUTORS, OR ASS lGNS ON OR BEFORE. THE FI~ DAV - or SEPTEMBER 
NEXT THE~ THIS_ tNDENTURE. TO BE VOlD, OR ELSE REMAIN IN fULL FORCE AND .. · 
EJUtED VtRTUE. 
IN WlTNESS WHERE.OF THE SAID PARTIES TO THESE PRESENTS HAVE HEREH 
UNTO SET THEIR HANDS AND AFFIXED THEIR ~EALS THIS DAV AS FIRST ABOVE vrt 
WRITTEN. ROBERT ADAMS 
SlGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED PETER SCALES 
lN PRESENCE. OF MARV SCALES, ABlGAI~ SCALES 
DECEMBER 13, 1813. DEED BOOK I-A, PAGE 368: 
SLAVES RETA t NED. 
(SEAL) 
(SEAL). 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT l, DANIEL WITCHER,SR DO TH IS 
DAY G.l VE TO MY SON DAN I EL Wt TCHER TWO NEGROE.S, Gl RLS NAMED JENNY AND 
CHARLOTTE., AND THEIR INCREASE FOREVER, THE RIGHT AND TITLE OF WHICH I WI LL 
( ) DEFEND AGAINST EVERY CLA tM • . f ALSO G l VE TO MV SA l D .SON ALL RIGHT AND Tl -
TLE TO THE ESTATE OF MY DECEASED . SON. SANDERS Wl TCHER. 
"IN WlT_NESS WHEREOF ,_ H~RE_UNTO :R-~Y- _HAND~-~~ ~E~L T~~-~ . 13-t~ DAY 
.. ~ . ~.-~- '~:-~:~ .-:'".:~~~~~~~::~;;~L:_· •;:~.--·,:.·~-:~i:;l4L:~~~,L~: -~,~;~-~~~iXI:~~~\li;.;L;li!L~.:t!'.fo,. ,,,,,.; ... L:.~;~:~~;;;{~i,.~,--~.~ ~-





. i · ·. 
DANIEL WITCHER 
FEBRUARY l8l4. DEED BOOK IA, PAGE 449: 
WILL BEQUEAllHNG NEGRO SL.AVE. 
. ; 
11 KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT f ,· JOHN HARRI SON, OF CABELL 
COUNTY AND STATE Or VIRGlNlA, REVOKlNG ALL OTHERS, 00 MAKE AND CONSTITUTE 
A.ND APPOINT THIS AS MV LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT lN MANNER AND fORM FOLLO~-
l NG.. 
11 I WI LL AND BEQUEATH TO MY Wl FE HANNAH THE PROPERTY THAT I RE-. . 
CElVED BY HER WHEN WE WERE MARRIED AND ALSO THE f'ARM THAT WE NOW LtVE 
UPON WITH ALL THE PROVlSlONS NOW IN OUR POSESSION, ALSO A BLACK MARE NOW 
r N MY POSESS tON, ALSO ONE FEATHER BED AND rURN ITURE:, ALSO THE PLATES, AND 
KNIVES AND FORKS AND CUPBOARD FURNITURE. 
Hf GIVE IN TRUST MY NEGRO FELLOW SAMUEL TO MY TRUSTY FRIEND JERE-
MIAH BUCKLEY, OF KENTUCKY, TO HIRE THE :- SAID NEGRO OUT FOR THE BEST 
PRICE HE CAN GET, TO SCHOOL AND RAISE MY FOUR SONS, GEORGE nARRISON, 
WILLIAM HARRISON, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HARRISON, AND HENRY HARRISON UNTIL 
THEY BECOME: TWENTY- ONE YEARS OF AGE, A ND THAT S.t-.l D NEGRO SAMUEL BE THEN U 
SOLD AND THE MONEY EQUALLY DIVIDED B£XWXIDQCXBJIII AMONG THEM. 
GlVE TO FANNY HARRISON TWO COUNTERPlNS, AND FOUR PILLOWS. 
F"URTHER 
"AND I REQUEST THAT THE REST Of MY PROPERTY BE SOLD AND MY DEBTS 
PAID OUT OF THE PROCEEDS THEREOF, AND THE BALANCE, If ANY, TO BE: EQUALLY 
( _) DIVIDED BETWEN MY FOUR SONS ABOVE MENTIONED·, EXCEPT AS MUCH MONEY AS WI LL 
BUV AS GOOD A TABLE AS TH.E ONE THAT WAS BROKEN W H ICH I RECElVED BV MY . . ' ,,,, 
-36-




FURTHER WISH THAT MY TRUSTY 
FRJEND JEREM.LAH BARKLEY SHALL TAKE MV T~REE SONS FIRST ABOVE MENTION• 
a> WITH HIM INTO THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AND THERE TO PROVIDE FOR THEM 
31 
AS HE MAY THINK BEST. ALSO APPOINT MY BELOVED WIFE AND MARK RUSSELL 
EXECUTORS OF TH IS MY L.A.ST WI LL AND TESTAMENTlt•• 
uWlTNESS MY HAND AND SEAL TH IS Fl FTH DAV OF f EBRUARV, r8(4. I, 
JOHN f:fARRISON, ASSIGN THE WITHl·N WRITTEN WlLL AS MY LAST WILL AND -







JOHN HARRISON, (SEAL).•t 
Stl?·T EMSE rt I 814. DEED BOOK I -A, PAGE 458: 
SALE OF SLAVES FOR DEBT. 
"THIS INDENTURE., MADE TH IS 2ND DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1814, BETWEEN 
MANOAH BOSTICK AND PETER SCALES 1 OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND COMMON-
WEALTH OF VIRGINIA, OF THE ONE PART; AND NATHANIEL SCALES, or THE SAME 
PLACE, OF THE OTHER PART. 
"WHEREAS, NATHANIEL SCALES ev DEED BEARING DATE THE FIFTH DAY Of' 
JUNE, 1813, CONVEYED UNTO PETER SCALES, lN TRUST, FOR THE PURPOSE Of' 
SECURING SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY DOLLARS TO MANOAH 8oSTICK AND PETER iB&I 
SCALES FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION Of" ONE DoLLAR, TO THEM lN HAND PAID BY 
THE SAID NATHANIEL SCALES BEFORE THE SEALING AND DELIVERY OF THESE PRE-
() SENTS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF' IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, HAVE RELINQUISHED, 
AND FOREVER QUIT CLAIM TO THE SAID. f'iEGRO GIRL SLAVES U~TO THE SAlD Jd 
· .. -37-
,• 
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(} NATHANIEL SCALES, HIS HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, OR ASSIGNS 
FOREVER, AN.D THE SAID MANOAH 80STlCK AND PETER SCALES HEREBY EXONERATES J. 
AND DtSCHA.RGES THAT PART OF. THE DEED Ot TRUST CONVEYING THE SAI.D NEGRO 
GIRLS, BUT NO OTHER PART OR PROPERTY THEREIN CONTAINED, WHATSOE~E:R. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF THEY, THE SAID MANOAH BoSTICK AND PETER 
&:ALES HAVE HEREUNTO SET THEf;R HANDS AND SEALS TH IS DAY AND DATE Fl RST 
ABOVE WRITTErl. 
MANOAH BOSTICK 
PET ER SCALES 
(SEAL) 
(SEAL)ll. 
JUtiE, 181.0 COURT. DEED BOOK I. PAGES 68,69 AND 70. 
WILL OF SLAVE 0Wt£R. 
1tlN THE NAME OF GOD, AMEN, .THE 10TH DAV Of MARCH, ONE THOUSAND, 
SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTV-ElGKT, 1,.HENRY HAMPTON, OF PRINCE WILLll\M 
COUNTY, BElNG SICK IN BODY, BUT OF GOOD AND PERFECT MEMORY, THANKS BE 
TO ALMIGHTY GoD, AND CALLING TO REMEMBRANCE THE UNCERTAIN ESTATE Or 
TRANSITORY LlFE, AND THAT ALL FLESH MUST YIELD TO DEATH WHEN IT PLEASE 
GOD TO CALL THEM, 00 MAKE AND DECLARE THIS MY t..AST WILL AND TESTAMENT 
IN MANNER AND FORM FOLLONING: 
11 FlRST, BEING PENITENT AND SORRY FOR ALL MY SINS, MOST HUMBLY 
DESIRING FORGIVENESS FOR THE SAME, RECOMMEND MY SOUL UNTO ALMIGHTY GOD, 
MY SABIOR AND REDEEMER, lN WJOM, AND BY WHOSE MERLTS I TR8ST AND BELIEVE 
ABSOLUTELY TO BE SAVED, AND TO HAVE FULL REMISSION AND FORGIVENESS OF 
ALL MY SINS AND TO INHERIT THE KtNGDOM OF HEAVEN, MY BODY TO BE DECENTLY 
BUR I ED AT THE DI.SCRET lON Of MY ESECUTOR HEREAFTER TO BE NAMED AND FOR 
TEMPORAL 
THE SETTLlNG OF MY ~DUUL ESTATE, AND SUCH GOODS, CHATTELS AND DEBTS 
. . 
AS IT HATH PLEASED GOD TO BESTOW UPON ME, IN ORDER GlVE AND DISPOSE OF 
THE SAME l N MANNER IIND fORM FOLLOW·!: NG, V lZ: 
' .. 38 ... 
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''I LEND ALL MV ESTATE TO MY BELOVED Wlf"E DURING HER L~F'E, AND Af'-
TER HER DECEASE TO BE DISPOSED Of' l N MANNER AND FORM FOLLOW I NG.: 
ITEM 1--f GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY ELDEST SON WILLlAM HAMPTON, PART 
OF THE TRACT Of' LAND WHICH l M OBTAl NED LEASE Of" COLONEL ·THOMAS BLACKBURN 
FOR THREE LlRES JDX DD BOUNDOl AS FOLLOWS: BY JAMES WYATT rs AND OBED M} 
MORRIS'S TRACTS TO THE NEW MOUNTAIN ROAD, AND THE REMAlNlNG PART I 
GIVE TO MY SON HENRY HAMPTON, ALSO I Gt VE TO MV SON WI LLf AM HAMPTON 
THE LEASE PURCHASED Of ANTHONY TEAL£ WHlCH HE OBTAINED OF' COL. THOMAS BLA C: 
• I 
BURN, TO BE THEIRS AND THE.f R HE.IRS DURING THE SAID LEASE. ALSO, r GIVE 
TO MV TWO SON.S \f I LLl AM HAMPTON AND HENRY HAMPTON EJ GHT HUNDRED ACRES OF 
LAND (SOLD l ER I S CLAIMS WHICH PURCHASED) ALREADY ALLOTTED, BEING UPON 
I 
, I 
~ANDY CREEK, BELOW THE MOl}TH Of' THE. GREAT KANAWHA, TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED 
BETWE~N TKEM, TO BE THEIR 1 S AND THEIR HEIRS LAWFULLY BEGOTTEN OF 
THE.IR BODI ES f"ORE.VEJt. 
fTEM-~I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MV SON WILLIAM HAMPTON ONE BAY 
HORSE, TWO COWS f.ND CALVES, · THREE. HEAD Of' SH EEJ>, AND ONE BED AND FUR-
N I TURE WHlDH HE IS NOW IN POSESSION OF; ALSO ONE NEGRO WOMAN NAMED 
JENNV AND FRANK, YOUNGEST CHILD, WITH HER INCREASE HEREAFTER TO BE HIS 
HE I RS FOREVER, 
ITEM- - 1 GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY DAUGHTER ELIZABETH BREWER, WIFE OF 
THOMAS BREWER, ONE NEGRO BOY NAMED JESSE TO BE HERS AND HER HEIRS FOR-
EVER .. 
ITEM--1 GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MV DAUGHTER SARAH BROWN, WIFE OF 
GEORGE NORMAN BROWN ONE NEGRO GlRL NAMED ttMoN", AND HER INCREASE TO BE 
HERS AND HER HEIRS, FOREVER, 
fTEM--1 GIVE AND BEQUEATK TO MY DAUGHTER - IN-LAW ELLINDORE STEELE, . 
w I FE or SAMUEL STEEL£, ONE NEGRO WOMAN NAMED rtCHARLOTTE"'' AND HER I NCRE-ASE 
·, -! ' . 
.,/~~~<•~.~~•~~-.;,~;.._,_~u.::.,:i~:.1~.;~~:;~t.,~,~:~~-·· .\,,~:,. _ _. s•'-''°"··•''"'-'; _ _,,,-,,,.c,,; \ /·;, ·~~ · •.. ·•<·.:. __ .A {~ •• • ):, ~L-- .::· -~ ~~::~~~_.~:):~;;~~5-tf:._ ; ·--~•:·>. 
TO BE HERS AND HER HEIRS FOREVER. 
ITot--1 GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MV DAUGHTER-tN-LAW MARY BUCKLEY, 
WI FE 0fC JOHN BUCKLEY, ONE NEG.RO WOMAN NAMED "~tNW," AND HER I NC REASE 
FOR EVER I N LI OF THElR FATHER
1
S ESTATE. 
ITEM--1 GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY GRANDDAU~HTER MARGARET GARNER, 
DAUGHTER Of FRANCIS GARNER, DE.csto ONE NEGRO GIRL NAMED MtLLEY AND 
HER . I NC REASE, AND ONE NEGRO BOY NAMED ELIJAH, TO BE HERS AND HER HE I RS 
FOREVER IN LIEU Of HER FATHER'S PART or THE ESTATE. 
fTEM--1 GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON HENRY HAMPTOf.t THE TRACT Of 
•· 
LAND WH I.CH I PURCHASED or ISAAC s l NKLE.R TO BE HI s AND Hrs HE r RS, LAW-
FULLY BEGOTTEN OF HIS BO~Y FOREVER; eu·T If' HE SHOULD '. DIE WITHOUT SUCH 
HEIRS, THE LAND TO BE RE.TURNED TO MY GRANDSON JOHN BROWN, SON Or 
\ 
GEO. N •. BROWN. 
7v 
ALSO I GIVE TO MY SON HENRY HAMPTON ONE BLACK MARE WITH A STAR AND 
SN IP AND SIX NEG.ROES, NAMELY ABRAM AND. AM.EY, AND THEIR INCREASE, ALSO 
DANIEL, CHARLE.St fANNY AND ADAM, TO BE HIS AND HIS HEIRS' LAWFULLY BE-
GOTTEN OF HIS BODY FOREVER; AND THE OTHER PART OF THE ESTATIE I LEAVE TO 
BE. DIVIDED BETWEEN MY FOUR CHILDREN, NAME.LY: SARAH- BROWN, WlrE OF THOMAS 
BROWN, AND WILLIAM HAMPTON AND 0 ENRY HAMPTON TO HAVE EACH OF THEM EQUALLY. 
ALSO, f GIVE MY SON HENRY ALL MY CLOTHES AND CLOTH, ALSO ONE DEER 
SKIN, ALSO ONE POT AND ALL THE PEWTER, BESIDES HIS EQUAL PART OF THE 
REMA l NDER • 
. I HEREBY APP0 NT MY LOV l NG FR I END GEO. N. BROWN, 1N. I LL I AM HAMPTON, 
AND HENRY HAMPTON FULL AND SOLE EXECUTORS OF TH IS MY LAST Wt LL AND TESTA-
MENT, HEREBY REVOKING, DlSANNULLLNG AND MAKING VOID ALL FORMER WILLS AND 
BEQUESTS BV ME, DECLAR PlG TH l S TO BE MY LAST WI LL AND TESTAMENT. 
IN WITNESS WHERE.OF I HAVE. HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL. 
-40-
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THOMAS THORNTON · 
. HUGH HAMrLL 
HENRY HAMPTON 
HER 
MARV X HARLEY 
- MARK. 
MAY 20,_ I 81 t .• DEED BOOK I. PAGE 151: 
APPRAISMENT Bl LL NAMES SLAVES. 
''MAY 20TH , . I 81 I • 
11Ta1s.· 1s THE BILL OF' APPRAfSMENT OF' THE ESTATE; Or WM.TONEY, 
' . . . 
' . 
DEC 1 D, BY JACOB STALLll"lGS, PHrLIP HAGGER AND HENRY ,TURLE:V~ QUALIFIED 
ACCORDING TO . LAW--
29 HEAD OF HOGS PRA I SEO TO. -
9 . STEERS, It · •• -
18 HEAD _OF SHEEP, PRAISED TO 
6 Cows, tt It _ .. 
.;. - -- - - - $ 72.00 
. 90.00 
·21.00 
· 7 YOUNG STEERS 
C·ASTIN PRAISED TO 









It - - - -
ti - - -
It 
BLACK WOMAN, PRAISED TO - - -
l·t n· ,, 
u " It ti 
BRASS KETTLE, tt " 
HEMP, PRAISED TO -
MAN•s SADDLE, PRAISED TO - - - -
TRUNK, It tt - - -
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2 BEDS, PRA l S£D 1:0 · - - - - · - - · 
SUNDRY. 'RON TOOLS, PRAISED TO - - - - -
WHIPSAW HASE CUP, 2 HAND SAW HACKLES- - - - • -
SUNDRY FARMING TOOLS, PRAlSED TO - - - -- -- - - -






"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS TH.AT . I, Wl LLlAM. BALL, OF 
CULPEPPER COUNTY DO BELl EVE . THAT AL;.L ME~ BY NATURE ARE EQUALLY 
), - F"REE; AND FROM A CLEAR CONVICTION OF THE lNJUSTICE AND CRlMINALtTY . 
OF DDPRIVlNG MV FELLOW CREATURES OF THElR NATURAL RlGHT ."ND LIBERTY 
DO l-tEREBY EMANCIPATE AND SET F:REE THE FOLLOW I NG SLAVES AND THEIR 
ISSUES TO ALL INTENTS AND PURPOSES, ACCORD LNG TO THE TRUE INTENT AND 
' . 
MEANING OF THESE PRESENTS, ONLY DESIRE THE QRACIOUS CARE OF THE YOUNG 
ONES UNTtL THEY ARE OF AQE.: Jo.ANNA AAD ANDREW' SHALL -·Go OUT THE f"IRST 
DAV OF JANUARY, f 794; BETTY .. SHALL GO OUT THE FIRST DAY OF JANUARY, 
1800; AUSTIN SHALL GO OUT THE flRST DAV FO JANUARY, 1809; PHl°LIP 
SHALL GO OUT THE FIRST DAV OF JANUARY 181., AND FANNY SHA~~ GO 
OUT THE Fl RST DAY OF JANUARY, I 8l3. AND I DO HEREBY RENOUNC-E ALL 
RIGHT AND TITLE OF THE SAID PEOPLE AFTER THE DATES ABOVE WRITTEN FOR 
MYSELF, MY HEtas, EXECUTORS, &c. 
IN 'NITNESS \.\'HEREOF I DO HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
THIS THE 16TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 179$. 
WILLlAM BALL (L.S.). 
A COPY. TESTE WM. · BROADDUS, JR. CU<. 
AT A COURT HELD FOR CABELL COUNTY ON TUESDAY THE 6TH ,DAV OF 
0CT08£R, f 822: 
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A COPY OF T-HE DEED OF EMANClPATlON OF' AUSTlN, AND OTHER f'REE 
NEGROES lN TH IS COUNTY, WAS PRESENTED LN COURT, AND HAVING BEEN DULT 
ORD"ERED BY THE CLERK OF CULPEPPER COUN.TY, VIRGINIA, WHICH THIS COURT . , 
THINKS SUFFICIENT TESTIMONY, IT IS ORDERED TO BE RECORDED. 
EDMUND MORRlS, C. C. C. 
A COPY. TESTE 
DEED BOOK I I • PAG~ 161 • AUGUST I 8 I 0: 
SALE OF SLAVES. 
1'KNOW ALL M.EN av THESE PR ESE:NTS THAT WE, w·, LLI.AM BOWLES AND 
SIMEON HARRISON, Of THE COUNTY OF CABE.LL, AND FRANCES HARRtSON, BY 
HIS GUARDIAN, EDMUND McGlNNtS, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL, FOR ' AND·. IN 
CONSLDERATI.ON OF ONE DoLLAR OF LAWFUL MONEY TO US IN HAND PAID BY 
SAMUEL TURNER OF CABE.LL. COUNTY, . AT AND BEFORE THE SEAL I NG AND DEL IV-
ERJNG Of' TH tM PRESENTS, THE RECEIPTS WHE_REOF WE HEREBY ~CKNOWLEDGE, 
HAVE BARGA HtED, SOLD, GRANTED AND CONF lRMED, AND BY THE.SE PRESENTS DO 
1 . 
BARGAIN, SELL, GRANT, AND CONFIRM TO THE SAID SAMUEL TURNER ONE rEMALE 
NEGRO SLAVE NNAMED DICV, ABOUT 8 YEARS OF AGE, To HAVE AND TOLD THE 
SAtD FEMALE NEGRO SLAVE AND HER FUTURE INCREASE TO THE ONLY PROPER USE 
AND BEHOOF OF THE SAID SAMUEL TURNER, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS 
AND ASSIGNS; FOREVER; AND WE, THE SAID WM.BOWLES, SIMEON HARRISON AND F~ 
FRANCES HARRISON BY HIS GUARDlAN, AS AFORESAID FOR OURSELVES, OUR EXECU• 
TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, THE SAID FEMALE NEGRO SLAVE TO THE SAID SAMUEL 
TURNER, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS .,iND ASSIGNS, AND WARRANT AGAINST 
ALL AND EVERY PERSON AND PERSONS, WHATSOEVER, SHALL AND WILL WARRANT 
AND FOREVER DEFEND BY THESE PRESENTS. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, WE. ,HAVE HEREUNTO SET OUR HANDS AND SEALS 
TH -IS DAV Ot 1810. 
' " ·..;, . : . ~ .. . , .. , .. ' ··: .. :,· -~'. ·, . : . 
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BY EDMUND McGINNIS, HIS GUARDIA·N. 
SEALED AND DELIVERED AND POSESSION 
DELIVERED lN PRESENCE OF 
' j 
AUGUST 1816. DEED BOOK It, PAGE 162: 
SALE BILL OF SLAVES. 
"KN.OW .ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT WE Wt LLIAll BoWLES AND 
SAMUEL TURNER, OF TH£ _COUNTY OF CABELL, AND FRANCES HARR I SON, BY 
HIS GUARDlAN, EDMUND McGtNNl6, Of' THE COUNTY Of CABELL, f'OR AND 
IN CONSIDERATION Of' THE SUM OF ONE DoLLAR OF LAWFUL MONEY TO ME t·N HAND 
PA ID BY S lMEON HARRI SON, O_F THE COUNTY Ot CABELL, AT AND BEFORE 
THE SEALING AND DELIVERY OF THE'.SE PRESENTS, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF' WE DO . · 
HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE, HAVE BARGAINED, SOLD, GRANTED AND CONFIRMED 
AND BY THESE PRE'.SENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONF lRM. TO THE 
SAID SIMEON ~ARRISON ONE MALE NEGRO SLAVE NAMED SANDERS, ABOUT TEN YEARS 
. OF AGE, AND ONE NEGRO FEMALE SLAVE NAMED DVNOR, ABOUT FORTY-FI VE YEARS 
OF AGE. 
11TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID TWO NEGROES SLAVES TO THE ONLY 
PROPER USE AND BEHOOF OF THE SP.ID SIMEON HARRISON, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMIN-
ISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER . AND WE, THE SP.ID WILLIAM BOWLES, . SAMUEL 
TURNER AND FRANCES HARRISON BY HIS GUARDIAN, AS AFORESAID, FOR OURSELVES 
OUR EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS THE SAID NEGRO SLAVES TO THE SAID 
SIMEON HARRISON, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS AGAINST THE 
SAlD WM.BOWLES, SAMUEL TURNER, FRANCES HARRISON BY HIS GUARDIAN AFORE-
( :t, SAID OUR ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS, AND ASSIGNS, AND AGAINST ALL AND __ -_.._,,. . 
EVE.RV OTHER . PERSON AND PERSONS WHATSOEVER, SHALL AND WI LL WARRANT AND · 
,. 
\ •,• "" . ~ ~.~ - 1,; ...... ,.: ,(. '( ' : ·• ~• • ._;;"', : l:•:"' • : ~--~-- . 
:~X~T~~~tf 2:_: .. l~[tt)-i:~:l;f;1~1;!i/:.:: ,.::.; <ri::~l~~t.,t£t\:~fln;ii~),. · 
FOREVER DEFEND BY THESE PRESENTS. 
tN WITNESS 'MiEREOF WE HEREUNT O SET OUR HANDS AND AFFIX OUR 
SEALS THIS DAV OF 
SEALED AND DELIVERED 
AND POSESSION DELIVERED 
l N PRESENCE OF 
1816. 






BY EDMUND McGLNNIS, HIS GUARDrAN. 
AUGUST 18J6. DEED BOOK If. PAGE 163: 
BILL OF SALE OF-SLAVES. 
ttJ<NOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRES£NTS THAT WE, SIMEON HARRISON AND 
SAMUEL TURNER Of' THE COUNTY OF CABELL, A.ND FRANCES HARR I SON, B't HIS 
GUARDIAN EDMUND McGINNIS, OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL, FOR AND IN CONSIDER-
ATION Of THE SUM Of' ONE DOLLAR OF LAWFUL MONEY TO US IN HAND PAfD BY 
. . 
WILLAIM Bowu:s, OF CABELL COUNTY ;AT ~ND BEF'ORE THE S.EALING AND DEUVER-- .. . . . . 
- -,_ . I NG Of' THESE PRESENTS, THE R-ECE I PT WHEREOF WE DO . HE~EBV ACKNOWLEDGE, 
HAVE BARGAINED, SOLD, GRANTED, AND CONFIRMED UNTO THt SAID WILLIAM Bow-
LES A CERTAIN FEMALE NEGRO SLAVE. NAM.ED WINNEY, ABOUT TWELVE YEARS OF 
AGE, AND ANOTHER f'EMALE NEGRO SLAVE NAMED CONSTINE, ABOUT THREE YEARS 
OF AGE. To HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID FEMALE NEGRO SLAVES AND THEIR FUTURE 
INCREASE TO THE ONLY PROPER USE AND BEHOOF Of THE SAID WILLIAM BOWLES 
HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER; AND WE THE SAID 
SIME.ON HARRISON, SAMUEL TURNER AND FRANCES HARRISON. BY HIS GUARDIAN, AS 
AFORESAID, FOR OURSELVES, OUR EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS A-
GAINST US THE SAID SIME.ON HARRISON, SAMUEL TURNER, AND AGAINST ALL AND EV€f 
ERV P~RSON OR PERSONS WHATEVER, SHALL AND WILL WARRANT AND FOREVER DEFEND 
~J BY THESE PRESENTS. 
IN WJTNESS WHEREOF WE HAVE ~EREUNTO. SET OUR HANDS AND AFFIXED 
OUR SEALS. -45-
( 








BY EDMUND MCGINNIS, HIS GUARDtAN. 
SEALED AND DELIVERED, 
POSESSION DELIVERED lN -
. PRES ENCE Of 
' THIS BILL OF SALE fROM SIMEON HARRISON, SAMUEL TURNER AND FRANCES 
HARRI.SON. BV EDMUND McGtNNlS, HIS GUARDIAN, TO WtLLlAM BOWLES WAS THIS 
- ·-
DAY PRESENTED TO THE CLERK Of CABELL COUNTY COURT AND DULY ACKNOWLEDGED 
BY THE SAlD SIMEON HARRISON, SAMUEL TURNER, AND EDMUND McGtNNlS, .AND AD-
Ml TTED TO R ECORD l N MY OFF l CE BY VIRTUE OF AN ACT Of ASSEMBLY IN SUCH 
CASES MADE AND PROVIDED. 
181'6. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND THlS· 27TH DAY or AUGUST, 
JOHN SAMUELS, . CLK C. C~ .. 
PURSUANT TO THE Wl nt lN ORDER Of ONE of" THE COUNTY CoURTS Of CABELL 
HAVE ATTENDED AND EFFECTED A DlVISlON. OF THE ESTATE SET OUT JN SAID 
ORDER, AND THE DIVISION THAT FELL TO f~ANCES HARRISON IS COMPSSED OF 
TWO NEGRO GIRLS, THE VALUE OF WHICH AMOUNTED TO '376.00, WHrCH NEGROES 
HAVE IN MY POSESSION. 
EDMUND McGINNIS. 
AT A COURT CONTINUED AND HELD FOR THE COUNTY OF CABELL ON FRIDAY 
THE 30T~ DAY OF 4.JGUST, 1816: 
THIS REPORT OF EDMUND McGINNIS, GUARDIAN OF FRANCES HARRISON WAS 
TURNED INTO COURT AND ORDEREDBC(DWBENRtBflRf>EDll~ESTBITCIDHElRMEBE.JQD<10l¥XSUJQ 
ORDERED TO BE RECORDED AND THAT THE PRESENT DIVISION BETWEEN THE DEVISEES f 
. CONF l RMED. 
TESTS. JOHN SAMUELS, C.C. 
. -46-
v:_ .. ~\-1'.•~{ ,·. ., . 
~~:\( .~· . ' 
. ' 
• :~/) I 
.I 
}\:•._: . 
. ··~ ,._. . . . 
( ~) APRlL 1818. DEED BOOK ll~ P,j~E 287: 
. , 
·". 
REGISTRY OF SLAVES. 
CABELL COUNTY, TO-WIT-- . 
J, WlLLlAM ALLISON, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOLLOW-
lNG STATEMENT OF SLAVES BROUGHT INTO THIS COUNTY FROM THE STATE OF 
KENTUCKY, TO BE CORRECT, TO-WIT: ONE NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE NAMED TOBITHA 
' ' 
OF THE AGE OF TWENTY-TWO YEARS OLD, WHICH SArD NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE WAS 
BROUGHT BY ME INTO THIS STATE FOR MY OWN USE, . AND NOT FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF EVADlNG THE LAWS TO PCEVENT THE lMPORTAT[ON OF' SLAVES. tt 
WILLIAM ALLISON. 
GIVEN UNDER MY.HAND. 
VIRGINIA, CABELL CouNtv, ro-w1T: 
. t1THIS DAY CAME WILLIAM ALLlSON BEFORE ME', · ONE Of THE QOMMON- " 
WEALTH•-s JUSTICES-_OF-THE-PEACE FOR THE SAID- COUNTY, AND MADE OA_TH IN 
DUE FORM OF. LAW THAT HE, ON THE f I RST DAY OF TH IS MONTH, AS /GENT FOR 
· HIS .BROTHER JOHN ALLISON, BROUGHT INTO THE. COMMONWEALTH ONE FEMALE 
SLAVE FOR HIS OWN USE, AND NOT FOR SALE,. OF THE.NAME Of TABITHA, AGED 
--~, 
22 YEARS OLD. .\i 
HGlVEN UNDER MY HAND THE 29TH DAY OF APRIL, 1818. 
EDMUND McGINNtS 11 • 
JUNE 1818. DEED BOOK II. PAGE 366-67: 
APPRAISMENT OF SLAVE PROPERTY, EST.4TE OF MARK RUSSELL: 
I CHEST - - - - - - - - $ 3.00 
BED, BEDSTEAD AND BLANKETS - - - - -
CORN - - - - - - -
3 YOUNG HOGS 






. .,-... ~~ ;_·.: __ 
.:. ':.:-·n, •,. ·-~; .. . 
l . 3 YEAR OLD HEI fE.R - . $ 1.00 
BLACK HELFER - - - - - - - -
t 3 YEAR OLD HElFER 
f COW, OLD ONE GOT OF CAMPBELL -
t Pl ED COW - - - - -
OLD RED. COW - -- - -
I YEARLING SALB 
J " H FROM WI LSoN•s 
18 PtGS -
.2 SHOATS - - - - - -














6 BARROWS AND SPAYED COWS - - - - - - - - - - (8.00 
OLD MARE - - - - - - -
2 YEAR OLF COAT - - · - -. 
NE$RO G I R tj - - - - - - - -
SILVER SPOON - - - - - - - - - -
f TUB OF LARD -
BACON - - - - -






PURSUANT TO AN ORDER OF THE WORSHIPFUL COURT OF CABELL CouNTY, WE THE 
UNDERSIGNED, HAVE PROCEEDED TO EXECUTE THE DUTIES BY THE SAID ORDER 
REQUlRED; AND AT THE REQUEST OF ROBERT 'NtLSON, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE 
[STATE OF MARK RUSSELL, DEC'D, APPRAISED THE PROPERTY, OF WHICH THE 
WITHIN IS A TRUE LIST WHICH WAS PRODUCED BY THE SAID ADMlNISTRATOR 
AS THE (STATE OF MARK RUSSELL, DEC 'D. 





JAMES McCORM ICK, 
'--NATHANlEL SCALES. 
AT A COURT HELD FOR CABELL COUNTY ON TUESDAY, THE 23RD Or JUNE, 
1818, TH IS APPRAISEMENT OF THE ESTATE. OF MARK RUSSELL, DECtD, WAS PREI 
SENTED IN COURT AND ORDERED TO BE RECORDED. 
TESTE.: 
JOl-fN SAMU ELS' Ctl< C. C. 
A BILL OF SALE OF THE ESTATE OF JSAtAH PERDUE, DECtD. 
SLAVE NAMED. 
DEED SOOK r 11. PAGE 39-40. 
FLAX. BRAKE .25 l BROADAX AND NARTOW AX $ 2.50 
I . STEER 11.50 3: BBLS .& HOGSHEAD 2.3t ., 
· I SHOVEL eLOUGH 1.00 3· TUBS AND HEMP 2.00 
2 GRUBBI NG HOES r.05¼ I TRUCK WHEEL 5.00 
1- MATTOCK AND STONE P I CK 1.00 . STEEL VARl> 3.87f 
OLD AXE. • I 8¾ 2 TUIBS . 12- 1/2 
REED J .oo COW AND CALF 20.00 
SU NDRY PEWTER WARE. 3.37~ OVEN I .62f 
D I SH AND PLATE 2.50 I COW 21.50 
CHEST AND TOOLS 18.25 I CANDLE STA ND r .25 
LOG CHA IN 2.00 5 SHEEP 13.00 
FLAT IRON • 93¾ 2 HOES AND LAX 2.25 
STEER 4.00 Bf G WHEEL 1.50 
. I COW AND CALF 20.00 SET HORSE GEARS 3.25 
TABLE I . 00 2 DLEAVI.SES I .25 
2 JUGS r.00 I SMALL WHEEL 2.00 
2 I RON WEDGES f .75 I LOOM ~!'·,·· 4.00 
-49-
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2· BBS. AND I SET 
TRACES 



















I BED AND FURNITURE 26.QQ 

























WHEAT AND RYE 7.50 
. l CROP Of . C.ORN. 
r NEGRO WOMAN 
f CHEST 
CUPBOARD AND WARE 
BED AND FURNITURE 
LOOKING GLASS 
CHA.I RS 
S l DE SA»DLE 
I BOX AND SUNDRlES 
BEn AND FURNITURE 
tt · tt tt 
f SET BLACKSMlTH TOOLS 
t· WHIP SAW 
[ CLE.VLCE 
I SCYTHE AND BANDLE 
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· cHAPrE.R: tv. CABE.LL couMrv-~ 
4-8. ,..., fJ.R.S.T _COUNTY .0F'Fl'CIALS.: 
JULY I. 8 l 6 COURT. DEED BOOK :5 l • PA G.E. l 4:0. 
. . 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THE.SE PRESENTS THAT WE., El LSHA Mc.COMAS, 
J 'O.HN H. HANNAN, THOMAS WARD, DAVID McC.OMAS, WILLlAM fULL.ERTON, HUGHA · 
80WEU, 8E.N MAXEY,. AND JOKN SM.L TH ARE: HELD AND Fl RMLY ·- BOUND UNTO Wr L -
SON c. NlCHOLAS, Es.q. GOVERNOR, OR. CttlEF MAGlSTRATE: ·of THE COMMONWEALTH 
.. . 
OF V-tRGlNtA, AND HlS SUCCESSOR IN OFFICE lN THE JUST ANµ FULL AMOUNT Of" 
TH l RTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, CURRENT MONEY OF THE: UN tTED STATES, TO BE PA ID TO 
THE SAID GOVERNOR AND H l S SUCCESSORS lN OFF tCE: FOR THE. USE OF THE SAID 
COMMONWEALTH:, FOR THE PAYMENT WHEREOF WELL AND TRULY TO BE MADE WE BI ND 
0URSELVES,. AND EA'CUI OF US OUR AND EACK OF OUR HEIRS, . EXECUTORS, AD-
IIUIISTRATORS, JOINTLY ·AND SEYERALLY, ffRMLY BY THESE PRESENTS, SEALED 
WITH OUR SEALS AND DATEb THIS 28TH DAY OF AUGUST, rato. 
11THE CONDIT ION OF THE ABOVE OBLI GAT I_ON IS SUCK THAT, WHEREAS, 
THE &BOVE BOUND EL I SHA McCOMAS l S CONST l TUT ED AND APPO l NTED SHER 1·rr OF 
. - -
' THE COUNTY OF CABELL BY A COMMlSSION. FROM THE ,SAID _t!/ILSON C. NlCHOLAS, 
GoVERNOR AS AFORESA lD, UNDER THE S-EAL OF THE: COMMONWEALTH AND DATED THE 
DAY OF I 8t_ . IF, THEREFORE, THE SAID ELISHA McCOMAS SHALL 
F AITHFULLY COLLECT, ACCOUNT FOR AND PAY ACCORDING TO LAW THE TAXES tM-
pOSED BY LAW IN THE SAID COUNTY OF CABELL FOR ONE VEAR fROM THE DATE 
HEREOF THEN THE ABOVE OBLIGATION TO BE VOID. OTHERWISE, TO REMAIN IN 
FULL FORCE AND VIRTUE. 












; L. . ' .f'. 
• . . , - , 
·• '.,1 • ... .. ·:. ,\,. 
, l 
AUGUS.T l 8l 7 COURT. DEED BOOK l L. PAG.E 234. 
C ' SHER I FF APPO l NIED. 
(__ 
1•KNaw ALL MEN av rHlsE PRESENTS THAT we:., JOHN HANNAN, JoHN LA IDLEY 
' . . 
JOHN EVERETT, JR., JOHN SAMUELS AND HUGHA BOWEN ARE HELD AND FIRMLY BOUND 
UNTO Hrs ExCELLENCY JAMES P. PRE.STON, [SQUIRE, GOVERNOR OR CHrEr 
MAG I-STRATE Of' TH IS COMMONWEALTH l N THE JUST AND f'"ULL . SUM Or TH I RTY 
THOUSAND DOLLARS, CURRENT MONEY OF THE. UN l n:D STATES,- TO BE PA rD 
. -
To THE SAID GOVERNOR AND HI s SUCCESSORS rF OFrtCE. rOR THE USE AND BENE-
rlT OF THE COMMONWEALTH FOR THE. TRUE PAVMEMT WHEREOF WELL AND TRULY TO 
• BE. MADE WE BI ND OURSELVES AND EACH OF US, OUR AND EACH OF OUR HE I RS, 
EXECUTORS AND ADMtNlSTRATORS JOlNTLV AND SEVERALLY FlRMLV BY THESE 
. ' 
PRESENTS, SEALED WITH OUR SEALS, AND DATED THIS 26TH DAY Or AUGUST, 
18t7. 
11THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE OBLlGATlON lS SUCH THAT, WHEREAS, 
THE ABOVE BOUND JOHN HANNAN LS CONSTITUTED AND APPOINTED SHERrff 
OF THE COUNTY OF CAB'ELL BY A COMMI SS lON FROM THE GoVERNOR UNDER .THE 
SEAL Or THE COMMONWEALTH DATED THE 17TH DAV Of JULY-, (817. .lr, -THERE-. 
FORE,- THE SAi D JOHN HANNAN SHALL fA ITHFULLV COLLECT, ACCOUNT FOR AND PAY 
~CCORDING TO LAW THE TAXES IMPOSED BY LAW IN THE 5.«ID COUNTY Of CABELL 
AND ALSO ALL ARREARAGES Of TAXES WHICH ARE DUE FROM THE SAID COUNTY Or 
CABELL TO THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA AND SHALL PAY THE SAME INTO THE 
TREASURY OF THE SAID COMMONWEALTH AGREEABLE TO LAW THEN THIS OBLIGATION 






JOHN EVERETT, JR. (SEAL) 
JOHN SAMUELS (SEAL) 




JUNc' 1818 COURT. DEED BoOK 11, PA&E. 310. 
:1" 
SHERIFF REAPPOtNTED. 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BV THESE PRESENTS, THAT WE JOH~ HANNAN,._ HUGHA BOW-
EN,. JOHN EVERETT, JR., .JpHN lAlDLEY AND JOHfi SAMUELS ARE HELD AND FlRMLY 
' I 
BOUND UNTO H lS EXCELLE.NCY JAME.S P .. PRESTON E.SQ.R, GOVE.RNOR OR CH LE.F MAG-
tSTRATE. Of' THE COMMONWEALTH OF V°iR.G.,lNLA lN THE SUM Of' SLX THOUSAND DOL-
LARS CURRENT MONEY, FOR THE TRUE AND fAlTKF'UL PAYMENT WHEREOF WELL _AND 
TRULY TO BE MADE •TO THE S.AlD GOVERNOR, HIS SUCCESSORS lN 0f'FLCC FOR USE 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH, WE AND ~CH Of' US B LND OURSELVES, OUR AND EACH Or 
OUR HElRS, EXECUTORS AND ADUtNISTRATORS., JOINTLY AND S.' EVERALLY, flRMLV 
. 
BY THESE PRESENTS SEALED WlTH OUR SEALS, AND DATED THlS 25TH DAY OF AUG- . 
-us,;, 1818. 
THE '°CONDITION Of THE ABOVE OBLIGATION tS SUCH THAT WHEREAS THE 
ABOVE BOUND JOHN HANNAN LS CONSTITUTED AND APPOt NTED SHERI Fr OF CABELL 
. . . ,. 
COUtiTV BY A COMMlSS ION, FROM THE GOVERNOR UNDER THE SEAL OF'._ THE: COMMON- '.\', 
W,EALTH DATED THE 19nJ DAY OF JUNE, 18t8. fr, THEREFORE, THE SAID JOFtN 
HANNAN SHALL WELL AND TRULY COLLECT AND RECEIVE ALL OFFICERS FEES AND 
TO . 
DUE.S PUT IN HIS HANDSTO COLLECT AND DULY ACCOUNT FOR AND PAY THE SAME 
TO THE OFFICERS FOR WHOM SUCH FEES ARE DUE RESPECTFULLY AT SUCH TIMES AS 
ARE PRESCRIBED AND LIMITED BY LAW, AND SHALL WELL AND TRULY EXECUTE AND 
DUE RETURN MAKE OF ALL PROCESS AND PRECEPTS TO HIM DIRECTED AND PAY AND 
SATISFY ALL SUMS OF MONEY AND TOBACCO BY HIM RECEIVED BY VIRTUE OF' ANY 
SUCH PROCESS TO THE PERSON, OR PERSONS TO WHOM THE SAME ARE DUE, HIS OR 
·•, 
THEIR EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS OR ASSIGNS, AND IN ALL OTHER THINGS SHALL 
TRULY. AND FAITHFULLY EXECUTE AND PERFORM THE SAID OFFICE OF SHERIFF DURING 
THE TIME Of' HIS CONTINUANCE THERE.IN, THEN THE ABOVE OBLIGATION TO BE VOID. 




• .. :1·:·.: 1: .. 
JOHN HANNAN (SE~L) 
]. 
HUGHA BOWEN (SEAL) 
JOHN EVERETT, JR. (SEAL) 
JOHN LAlDLE:V (SEAL) 
JOHN SAMUELS (SEALY1 • 
:JULY 1819 . DEED BOOK I ti,. PAGE.4f: 
SHER I FF APPO I ITTED. 
"'KNOW ALL MEN BY THE.SE PRESENTS THAT WE, JAME:S HOLDERBY, JOHN EVE.R-
ET'F, JuNtR., JESSE TONE.Y, EDMUf'lD McGlNNJS, JOHN LAlDLEY AND JOHN SAMUELS 
ARE HELD AND FIRMLY BOUND UNTO HIS EXCELLENCY JAMES P. PRESTON, [SQtHRE, 
GOVERNOR, OR CHIEF MA~lSTRATE OF-THIS COMMONWEALTH f'OR THE TIME BEING, 
AND HlS SUCCESSORS IN OFFICE fN THE JUST SUM OF THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, 
CURRENT MONEY Of VtRG IN IA FOR THE TRUE AND F Al THfUL PAYMENT WHEREOF 
WELL AND TRULY TO BE MADE TO THE SA. ID GOVERNOR OR Hts succe:sso·Rs IN Or-
' ' 
FICE FOR THE USE. OF THE COMMONWEALTH, WE, AND EACH Of US BIND OURSELVES, 
I 
OUR HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINlSTRATORS JOINTLY AND S.EVERALLY r ·IRMLY BY 
THESE PRESENTS, SEALED WITH OUR SEALS, AND DATED THIS 24TH DAY OF AUG-
UST 1819 . 
THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE OBLIGATION I S SUCH THAT WHEREAS THE A-
BOVE BOUND JAMES HOLDERBY IS CONST I TUT ED AND APPOINTED SGER lFF OF' THE 
COUNTY OF CABELL A COMMISSION F'ROM THE GOVERNOR FOR THE TIME BEING, UN-
DER THE SEAL OF THE COMMONWEALTH DATED THE 14TH DAV OF JULY, IN THE YEAR 
Of OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND NINETEEN. IF, THEREFORE THE 
SAID JAMES HOLDERBY SHALL FAITHFULLY COLLECT AMOUNTS FOR AND PAY ACCORD-
I NG TO LAW TH_E TAXES IMPOSED BY LAW IN THE SAi D COUNTY OF CA SELL, AND 
ALSO ALL ARREARAGES OF TAXES WHICH ARE DUE FROM THE SAlD COUNTY OF CABELL 
TO THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA AND SHALL PAY THE SAME UNTO THE TREASURY 
OF THE SA ID CoMMONWEALTH, AGREEABLE TO LAW, THEN THIS OBLIGATION 
-54-
AUGUST 1819. DEED BOOK Ill. PAGE 82: 
SALE OF SLAVES. 
ttl(NOW ALL MEN GV THESE PRESENTS THAT f, WILS0N CARY NICHOLAS 
FOR AND lN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF SIXTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS, CURRENT 
MONEY OF VIRGINIA TO ME IN HAND PALD BY JOHN PATTERSON, OE" BALTIMORE, 
~ ~ ' ~ 
THE RECEIPT WHEREOF f DO HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE, AND THE. SAID PATTERSON 
-
THEREOF HEREBY FOREVER ACQUlT AND DISCHARGE, HAVE SARGAlNED AND SOLD fND 
DELIVERED, AND DO BY THESE PRESENTS BARGAIN AND SELL AND DELIVER UNTO 
THE. SAID JOHN PATTERSON, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS 
THE FOLLOWING NEGRO SLAVES, TO -W_IT: SAMPSON AND LUCY, HIS WIFE, AND ALL 01 
THE CHILDREN OF THE SAlD Lucv, NOW BORN, BEING SIX, AT LEAST FIVE BOYS 
AND ONE GtRL NANNY: CELIA AND CHILD; SARAH; BrLLY; WATT; HARRYi , JEFrY; AND 
HER FOUR CH l LDREN; SAM; s rs Boa; BARNABY; JULI us; AND f ARMY' HI s w I re:-; A 
BOY HE.R _SONj AND A. GIRL HER DAUGHTER WITH ALL AND EVERY CHILD OR CHILDREN 
OF THE SAID DAUGHTER Of" fANNY,MORRlSj MILLY -AND BrLL. 
t1To HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAID SLAVES UNTO THE SAID JOHN PATTERSON, 
I 
HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, XND ASSIGNS, FOREVER AND TO USE FOR HIS 
' . 
ONLY USE AND BEHOOF, AND I THE SAID WILSON CARY NICHOLAS, ALL AND srNGU-
LAR~ THE ABOVE NAMED SLAVES TO THE SAID JOHN PATTERSON, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMI 
NlSTRATORS AND ASSIGNS AGAINST THE CLAIMS OF ALL PERSONS WHATSOEVER SHALL 
AND WILL FOREVER WARRANT AND DEFEND: PROVIDED, NEVER - THE-LESS AND IT IS 
HEREBY EXPRESSLY COVENANTS AND AGREED ~y AND BETWEEN ME AND THE SAID JOHN 
PATTERSON THAT HE THE SAID JOHN SHALL PERMIT ME, THE SAID WILSON CARY 
NICHOLAS TO KEEP POSESSION Cf" THE SAID SLAVES AND ENJOY THE PROFITS OF 
THEIR LABOR UNTIL THE THIRTIETH DAV OF t-bVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUN-
( . DRED AND TWENTY ■ IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE SAID WILSON CARY NICHOLAS AND THE 
S.AfD JOHN PATTERSON HAVE HERETO PUT THEIR HANDS AND SEALS THIS FOURTH DAY 
-55-
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OcToBER I s20 . DEED sooK , n. PAGE 256 .. 
. SALE OF SLAVES. 
''KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT f, WILLIAM DtNGESS, HATH 
SOLD AND DELIVERED UNTO JOHN DlNGESS EIGHT NEGROES, NAMELY: STEPHEN, 
SIMON, ABRAM, TOBIAH,. BEN, A WOMAN CALLED SALLY, RODA AND H ·NRY HER 
CHILDREN, WHICH. PROPERTY I WARRANT THE TITLE THEREOF'", AND THAT THEY 
ARE SOUND AND CLEAR OF ANY IMPEDIMENT, THE SAID JOHN Dt NGESS HAS PAID_ 
UNTO THE SAID WILLIAM DrNGESS THE SUM OF TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS IN HAND, 
WHICH IS IN FULL FOR SAID NEGROES. 
11 1N TESTIMONY WHEREOF THE SAID WM~DtNGESS HATH HEREUNTO SET HIS 





WILLI AM TONEY. 
Wt LLIAM DINGESS 
GABEL~ COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE 
MARCH 27, 1821 • 
(SEAL). 
THIS BILL OF SALE FROM WM.DINGESS TO JOHN DINGESS WAS PRESENTED IN 
COURT JIIND PROVED, AND ORDERED TO BE le~ RECORDED. 
TESTE: JOHN SAMUELS, CLERK C. C. 
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JAN4ARY- l.82L. DEED BOOK l lL. PAGE 362-3-4: 
DEED OF TRANSFER ··or SLAVES ,ti.ND PROPERTY. 
"WHERE.AS A CERTAlN w, LSON c. "Nt.CHOLAS- FOR THE PURPOSE OF SE.CUR -
rNG AND lNDEMNIFYING A CERTALN WM.H.CABELL FROM AND AGALNST ALL LOSSES 
AND ADAMAGES ON ACCOUNT OF EBDORSEMENTS THEREFORE MADE OR THEREFORE TO 
BE MADE BY THE SAID WILLIAM H. CABELL FOR THE BENEF.lT Of' THE SAID WILSON 
C. NICHOLAS, OF CERTALN NOTES THEREFORE EXECUTED OR. THEREAFTER TO BE 
EXECUTED BV THE SAID WILSON C. NICHOLAS, DID CONVEY BY DEED »XXUX EXECUT-
e:D ON THE 29TH DAY Of" JULY LN THE YEAR Of OUR LORD· E.LGHTEE.N HUNDRED AND 
NI NE.TEEN AND NOW OF RECORD IN THE COURTS OF' THE COUNTY OF CABE.LL AND Of' 
ALBERMARLE TO WILLIAM A I RT AND ROBERT GAMBLE ALL THAT TRACT OR PARCEL 
OF LAND LUING AND BEING IN THE COUNTY OF CABELL ON THE 0Hro RIVER, COM-
MONLY CALLED THE ttGREENBOTTOM", CONTAINING ABOUT FOUR THOUSAND, FOUR 
HUNDRED AND FORTY - ONE ACRES, WITH ALL AND SINGULAR, THE APPURTENANCES 
THERE.UNTO BELONGJ NG, AND ALSO THE FOLLOW I NG SLAVES' TO-W tT: BEN, Mose:s, 
' 
JACK, KIT• DAVY" CHARLES, BoB, JmtN, Joe:, J1M, IMSTEAD, · C:1MoN~ Pe:Te:R., 
WASHlNGTON, PHILLIS, DoLLY, DAPHNE., fSABEL, AND MILLY, AND ALSO THE 
CHILDREN WHICH THE FEMALE SLAVES THE.N HAD, TOGETHER WITH ALL THE rN-
CREASE THEREAFTER OF THEM AND THEIR CHILDREN AFORESAID, UPON TRUST THAT 
lf' IT SHOULD SO HAPPEN THAT THE SAID NOTES OR ANY OF THE SAME SHOULD 
BECOME :; UE AND PAYABLE THEN THE SAID WILLIAM AlRT AND ~OBERT GAMBLE OR THE 
SURVIVOR Of THEM WHENEVER THERETO REQUIRED BY THE SAID w·1LLlAM H. CABELL 
, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, SHOULD SELL AT PUBLIC SALE FOR READY 
MONEY AT SUCH TIME, OR TIMES, AND AT SUCH PLACE OR PLACES AS THE SAID 
WILLIAM WtRT AND ROBERT GAMBLE, OR THE S.URVIVOR Of THEM SHOULD THINK 
PROPER, AFTER GIVlNG AT LEAST THIRTY DAYS NOTICE Of THE TIME OR TIMES, 
PLACE, OR PLACES OF SALE tN AT LEAST TWO PAPERS PRINTED IN THE CtTY Or 
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Rl CHMOND ALL OR SO MUCH Of" THE: TRACT OR PARCEL Of' LAND AFORESAID, AND 
('~- , THE AFORESAID SLAVES AND THEIR rUTURE tNCREASE:, AS MIGHT BE NECESSARY 
TO RAISE THE SUM OR SUMS THAT MIGHT BE UN- PAtD BY THE SAID WILSON c. Nrca-
OLAS OR ANY NOTE, OR NOTES, AS AFORE SA ID·, TOG.ETHER W l TH ALL LNTEREST 
DUE THEM, AN'D ALL THE CHARGES AND EXPENSES AFORESAtD, AND TO PAY TO THE 
PERSON OR PERSONS ENTl TLED TG D D RECEIVE THE SAME THE SUM, OR SUMS 
WH lC!i THE SA ID N'rCHOLAS,, HIS EXECUTORS AND ADMINlSTRATORS MAY HAVE 
; ' 
FAILED TO PAY ON THE NOTE OR NOTES AFORESAID, TOGETHER WtTH ALL INTER• 
EST. THEREON, ALL WHICH WILL MORE FULLY APPEAR, REFERENCE BEtNG HAD TO 
' 
THE DEED' OF' TRUST . RECORDED AS AFORESAID l'.N THE COURTS OF' TKE COUNTJ ES 
OF CABELL AND ALBERMARLE, AND WHEREAS I T.HREE NOTES EXECUTED BY THE 
SAID WILSON C. NlCKOLAS, MADE PAYABLE AND NEQOTJABLE AT TKE 0Ffl·ce: Or 
• - · • • • • • I 
' 
DtSCOUNT AND DEPOSIT Of THE BANK OF' THE UNITED STATES AT RICHMOND, 
: ~ - l - . . ·_ . . ; . 
AMOUNTING IN THE: WHOLE TO TWENTY- FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS, AND ENDORSED· 
I 
av THE SAID CABELL fOR THE BENEFIT Of THE SAU> NtCHOLAS, WHlCH NOT"E:S 
. . t ' ' ' ' . . . . . l . ' I . . ; ! . . l _. . I J ~ • ,' '• ' : • 
BECAME BY ENDORSEMENT THE PROPER.TY Of SAID BANK, AND ANOTHER NOTt , 
I _; i • ' .. Ir .I ·, · .". · J · 
E~ECUTED BY THE SAID NICHOLAS, MADE PAYABLE AND NEGOTtABLE AT ra:e:: BANK 
Of VIRGINIA FOR TWO THOUSAND, flVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, AND ENDORSED BY THE 
SAID CABELL FOR THE BENEtlT OF' THE SAID NICHOLAS, WHlCH NOTE ALSO BECAME THE 
PROPERTY OF THE BANK OF' Vti::G IN I A BY ENDORSEMENT, WERE NOT, NOR WERE ANY OF 
THEM NOR ANY PART OF ANY OF THEM PAID B_Y THE SAID NtCHOLAS, HIS EXECUTORS, 
ADMINISTRATORS; BUT THE SAME AMOHNTING TO TWENTY- TWO THOUSAND, F'IVE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS HAVE BEEN PAID TO THE BANKS AFORESAID BY THE SAID CABELL. 
AND WHEREAS, THE SAID CABELL DlD REQUIRE THE SAID WILLIAM WtRT 
AND ROBERT GAMLE TO SELL IN PURSUANCE Of THE DEED Of TRUST AFORESUD THE 
SAID LAND AND SLAVES OR SO MUCH THEREOF'. AS MIGHT BE SUFfrCIENT TO REPAY HlM 
THE SA ID SUM OF TWENTY TWO THOUSAND, Fl VE HUNDRED DOLLARS- AF?RESAI D, AND 
I ' 
WHEN THE SAID WILLIAM WlRT AND ROBERT GAMBLE, AFTER HAVING GIVEN MORE THAN 
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THIRTY DAV'S NOTlCE BY SUCCESSIVE AND CONTINUED ADVERTISEMENTS tN 
TWO PUBLtC NEWSPAPERS PRINTED IN THE CITY Or RICHMOND, OF' THE TIME AND 
P·LAC-E OF SALE:, HAVE TH IS 20TH Of" JANUARY t N THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 
e: GHTEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-ONE: AT THE FRONT DOOR OF THE [AGLE: TAVE:RN 
It-I ntE CITY Or RtCHMONI>,. BElNG THE Tl"ME AND PLACE OF' SALE ADVERTfSED BY 
THOt lN THE NOT ICE AFORESAID, EXPOSE U. OUBLlC SALE: r()R READY MONEY 
THE TRACT OF LAND AFQ)RESAl'l>, AND .ALSO THE SA ID SLAVES, NAM~LY: 
BEN, MOSES·, WHICH SAID MOSES .IS NOW _A ~UNAWAY AND _ lS SUPPOSED 
TO BE , LURKlNG IN SOME ART OF THE STA.TE OF 0HtO;, JACK, Ktr, CHARLES, 
Boe, Dot.LY, DAPHN.EY, [SABEL, AND MlLLY'; . AND ALSO NELSON, ;MARJ-A, NATHAN, 
AN lt-lFANT (CHILDREN OF THE AFORESAlD :MtLLY), AND WINNY., S(?LOUON, AN _ INF"ANl 
THE CHILDREN• OF THE AFORESAID fSABEL, AT WHICH SAID SALE: THE SAtD 
WM.CABELL, AS THE HIGHEST BIDDER, BECAME THE PURCHASER Or :Tl'IE SAtD 
SLAVES, vrz: B°', MOSES, 'M-1O IS A RUNAWAY SLAVE, JACK, KtT, .CHARLES, 
. Boe, JOHN, JOE, Jr"'1-, ARMSTEAI>, CIMON, . PETER :WASH~NGTON PtHLLr.s, . DOLLY, i . 
I •• .;. • . , , 
DAPHNY, J SBEL, , AND MILLY, ALSO NELSON, MAR I A, NATHAN AND AN . ,rNFANT, . 
- AND 
(CHILDREN OF THE AFORESAID MILLY) ANDWtNNV, SOLOMON. AN INF"ANT(CHIL-
DREN OF THE AFORESAID ISBEL} FOR SLX THOUSAND, THREE' HUNDRED AND TWO 
DOLLARS. 
Now BE IT KN0WN TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN THAT WE, THE SAID WILLIAM 
WlRT AND ROBERT GAMLE, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES AND OF' THE SAID 
SUM OF SIX THOUSAND, THREE HUNDRED AND TWO DOLLARS TO J S IN HAND BY THE 
SAID WILLIAM H. CABELL, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF' IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED) 
HAVE GRANTED, ASSIGNED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO 
GRANT, ASSIGN, BARGAIN AND SELL TO THE SAID WILLlAM H. CABELL ALL AND 
EVERY ONE OF' THE NEGROES AFORESAID, AND ALL THE [STATE, RIGHT AND TITLE . 
{(_, INTEREST AND CLAIM AND DEMAND AT ,LAW AND lN EQUITY OF, IN OR TO THE 
SAID- NEGROES WHICH WE THE SAID WILLIAM WlRT ,AND ROBERT GAMLE DERIVED BY . 
. t<·· . 
• · . ,.•.'.· 1,· • .• 
( 
'---
FROU AS UNDER THE DEED OF TRUST EXECUTED TO US, AS AFORESAID BY THE 
SA ID WlLSON C. NlCHOLAB, TO HAVE AND TO I-OLD THE SAME, WI TH ALL 
THEIR FUTURE INCREASE TO HIM THE. SAt:O- WILLlAM H. CABELL, HtS EXECUTORS, 
I 
ADMINISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS TO THE ONLY us~ OF HIM, HIS EXECUTORS, ADMIN-
ISTRATORS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF' WE THE SAID w, LLI AM w·r RT AND ROBERT GAM-
BLE HAVE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED OUR NAMES AND AFFIXED O_UR SEALS TH IS 20nr 
DAY OF JANUARY, IN THE VEAR OF OUR LORD, EtGHTEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY--ONE 11 
Wt LLI AM Wt RT ' (St:AL)_. 
·, SEALED AND DELIVERED ttt 
TH£. PRESENCE Of" 
l • 
Jutv 1821. DEED BOOK 111-A. PAGE 401: 
SALE OF SLAVE BOY. 
(S_r:At). 
nKNow ALL MEN BY THESE ~RESENTS THAT r ,; JAcoB·- HtrE, OF THE 
. i . • I . . i , . • · 1 : 
· COUNTY OF CABE.LL AND CoMMOMVEALTH OF VI RGI NI A, FOR AND IN CONS IDE~A-
TION OF THE SUM OF THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS TO ME IN HAND PA ID BY 
JOHN LAIDLEY OF SAID COUNTY, THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED, 
I HAVE GIVEN, GRANTED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, AND BY THESE PRESENTS DO 
GIVE, GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO THE SAID JOHN lAIDLEY, HIS HEIRS, 
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS OR ASSIGNS FOREVER, ONE NEGRO BOY SLAVE 
TOM, OF' THE AGE OF SIXTEEN YEARS FOR THE RIGHT AND TITLE, AND THAT THE 
SAID SLAVE TOM IS A SLAVE FOR LIFE. I BIND MYSELF, MY HEIRS, EXE.CU-
TIVES AND ADMINISTRATORS. IN TESTIMONY WH EREOf' I HEREUNTO SET MY 
HAND AND SEAL TH IS 25TH DAY OF JULV, I 821 tt • 
JACOB HITE 
TESTE: JOHN SAMUELS, ) 




MAY 1821. DEED BOOK ll L- A. PAGE 44f. 
( SALE OF SLAVE. 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT f, JOtfN SMtTii, OF' CABELL 
COUNTY, AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINI.A, F'OR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE 
SUM OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS TO ME IN HAND PAID BV JOHN EVERITT,JR. 
HAVE THIS DAY SOLD AND CONVEYED tO THE SAlD EVERETT TWO NEGROES, XEQII 
TO- WJT: ONE NEGRO MAN NAMED LEWlS, ABOUT THE A'.;E Or 55 YEARS, · AND 
ONE NEGRO WOMAN NAMED LtNDA, ABOUT THE AGE OF' StXTEEN °'."EARS, WH fCH 
NEGROES f DO WARRANT TO BE SLAVES, AND NOT FREE, THE TrTtE WHEREOF 
I DO HEREBY WARRANT AND F'OREVER DErEND. 
f N WfTNESS WHEREOF f HAVE HEREUNTO SE:T MY. HAND AND SEAL 
THlS 21ST D.I\\' OF MAY, t82r••• 
Sf GNEI>, SEA LEI> AND DEL l VER• 
ED IN THE PRESENCE OF 
JOHN SAMUELS, LUTHER BLODGET. · 
MARCH 1822. DEED BOOK I tr-A. PAGE 495: 
JOHN SMJTK 
SALE OF SLAVES AND PERSONAL PROPER.TV. 
(SEAL) . 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT I, NATHAN I EL ~ALES, 
OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, HAVE THIS 22ND 
DAY OF FEBRUARY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED 
AND ~NENTY- TWO BARGAINED, SOLD AND DELIVERED TO P£TER SCALES, OF THE 
COUNTY AND COMMONWEALTH AFORESAID THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY, TO- W tT: 
• ONE NEGRO WOMAN SLAVE NAMED LVDtA, ABOIJT THIRTY YEARS OF AGE; ONE NE-
GRO MAN SLAVE BY THE NAME OF JARROT, ABOUT FIFTY YEARS OF AGE; ONE 
lVI 
OTHER NEGRO MAN SLAVE CALLED Bos, ABOUT Bl I NE TEEN YEARS OF' AGE; TWENTY-
( __ EfGHT HEAD OF,CATTLE, INCLUDING ONE VOAK OF WORK STEERS, SEVENTEEN HEAD 
OF' SHEEP, rt VE HEAD Of' HORSES, TH rRTY SOME HEAD OF HOGS, ALL MY STOCK 
-61 -· • 
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O;f' POULTRY, TWO THOUSAND POUNDS OF PORK, S lX BED.S AND F'URNLTURE, TWO 
SE:TS OF WINDSOR CHAIRS, ONE DESK AND BOOK CASE, ALL MY Kl.TCHEN FUR-
NITURE, INCLUDING TEA WARE:, PLATES, DISHES, KNIVES AND FORKS, ONE SET 
Or SILVER, _EACH TABLE AND TEA SPOONS, TWO CUPBOARDS, ONE FOUR FOOT 
DlNING TABLE, ONE THREE FOOT BREAKFAST TABLE, TWO SQUARE TABLES, ONE 
TWO HORSE HARROW, THREE SHOVEL PLOWS, ONE SET OF CARY PLOW IIIONS, 
. ' . ! 
THREE PA IR OF rl RE I RONS, ONE OLD WAGON AND GEAR, THREE S l l'iGLE TREES , 
i . . 
AND CLE.VI SES, ONE TWO HORSE TREE,. ON.E BUTTOCK, FOUR OLD CORN . HOES, ONE 
. LOG CHAIN·, TWO IRON TOOTH RAKES, ONE IRON· WEDGi, ONE o 'LD HAND , SAW-, . 
ONE DRAWING KNIFE., ONE FOOT ADZE, ONE BARREL OF LARD, ONE ME.AT AXE, ONE 
MANURE FORK, ONE IRON HAY FORK, ONE SOCKET SHOVEL, ONE FLAX . WHEEL, ONE 
COTTON WHEEL AND REEL, ONE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF CORN TWp STACKS OF ·HAY-, 
AND ON~E STACK OF RYE, Y,I TH. ALL THE l NTC:REST·, PROF' ITS; AND EMOLUMENTS 
ARISING THEREFROM FOR THE CONSIDERATI N OF' NtNETEEN HUNDRED AND 
THIRTY~NINE DOLLARS,, AND TWE,LVE AND ONE-HALF CENTS, THE : RECEIPT 
WHEREOF f DO HEREBY FULLY ACKNOWLEDGE. TKE RIGHT AND TITLC TO THE 
AFORESAID .PROPERTY r DO FOREVER WARRANT AND DEFEND TO THE AFORESAID PET-
ER SCALES AND HIS HEIRS, FOREVER. 
NON, WHEREAS, THE AFORESA lD PETER SCALES. HATH ASSUMED AND AGREE] 
TO PAY TO MANOAH BOSTICK, OF MONTGOMERY, IN THE STATE Of TtNNES~EE, UP-
WARD OF THIRTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, P. PART OF WHICH I HAVE OWED THE SAID imJ 
BOSTICK SINCE THE YEAR 1814, WHICH NOW LEAVES ME JUSTLY INDEBTED TO 
THE SAID PETER ScALES, HIS HEIRS, OR ASSIGNS IN THE SUM OF SEVEN HUNDRED 
AND FlFTY-flVE DOLLARS, TWO AND t CENTS. . Now TO SE.CURE THE PAYMENT OF 
SAID SUM OR SUCH PART THEREOF AS MINE AND MY WIFE'S DISTRIBUTION SHARE 
AS LEGATEES TO THE ESTATE OF HENRY FRANCE, DECEASED, MAY DISCHARGE AND 
LITIGATE. DO HEREBY GRANT, YIELD AND CONV~V ALL MY RIGKT, TITLE 
AND INTEREST OR CLAlM WHATSOEVER, lN THE AFORESAID .EST~TE.
1
NOW .. LYlNG IN DE 
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( KANDS OF MY W)(;Xl[ AGENT, lN THE Cou~TY Of' STOKES AND STATE OF NoRTH 
'-
( _ 
CAROL I NA, OR AS MUCH THEREOF AS WI LL COVER THE SUM OF' SEVEN HUN.DRED 
AND FIFTY-FIVE DOLLARS AND 2½¢ WITH INTIREST THEREOt-1 t.!lL PALD, AND 
THE CHARGES OF CONVEY I NG THE MONEY FROM NORTH CAROLI NA TO TH l S COUNTY 
AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY, TO BE PAID OVER BY PETER SCALES TO THE BENE-
FIT OF MY CREDITORS • . 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I HAVE SUBSCRIBED MY NAME AND AFFIXED 
MY SEAL ON THE 3RD PAGE OF TH IS 8 I LL Of' SALE WR I TTt:N ON fOLIO PASO , PA-
PERTH IS DAY AND DATE AS FIRST WRITTEN ON PAGE r, OF THIS INSTRUMENT~. 
NATHANIEL SCALES (SEAL). 
ACKNOWLEDGED AND SEALED IN 
THE PRESENCE OF BENJAMIN S'ROWN, 
• ALEXANDER CATLETT, JR:. 
' ' 
APRIL 1822 COURT~ DEED BOOK Irr-A. PAGE 510. 
I ' I • j l l 
TRANSFER OF SLAVES. 
I. ·; ; ! : I 
°KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, !HAT WHEREAS, r, SAMUEL HAT-
TON HAVE GOT A DEED OF TRUST ESECUTED BY ALEXANDER CATLETT, JR. TO 
JOHN EVERETT, JR. FOR MY USE AND BENEFIT, ON TWO NEGRO BOYS--ONE BY THE 
NAME OF AMANUEL AND THE OTHER BY THE NAME Of DANIEL, WHICH DEED OF 
TRUST BEARS DATE THE 13TH DAYOF JUNE, 1821, AND WAS EXECUTED TO SE-
CURE THE PAYMENT OF rNO HUNDRED AND FORTY-ONE DOLLARS AND SIXTY-FIVE 
JR. 
CENTS: WHEREAS, THE SAID ALEXANDER CATLETT HATH THIS DAV PAID ME THE 
SUM OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS OF SAID DEBT; NOW, THEREFORE, f RELEASE AND 
TRANSFER TO SAID ALEXANDER CATLETT, JR THE SAID NEGRO BOY AMANUEL AND 
DO RELE.~SE ALL RIGHT ZND AUTHOR I TV VESTED IN ME BY SAID DEED OF TRUST 
OVER SAID NEGRO BOY UNTO THE SAID ALEXANDER CATLETT, JR. Hrs HEIRS AND 
ASSIGNS •. 
. I . . : f • 
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WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL THIS 22ND DAV OF APRf L, ra22. 
Hts 
SAMUEL X HATTON 
MARK. 
(SEAt)•t 
SEPTEMBER, 1822 COURT. DEED BOOK I 11-A, PAGE 575. 
SALE OF SLAVES AND PROPER1Y. 
tt'KN.OW ALL MEN B''t THESE PRESENTS. THAT I, :JOHN P. McMAHON Or 
CABELL CoUNTV, IN THE STATE OF VIRGINlA FOR AND IN CONSIDERATfON OF 
THE SUM OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO ME IN HAND PAID ev , GEORGE Cox,, 
SR. OF BROOK COUNTY, IN THE STATE AFORESAID, THE RECEIPTWlfEREOf" f 
DO HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE, HAVE GRANTED, BARGAINED AND SOLD, Af'.ID BY 
THESE PRESENTS DO GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL CONVEY AND CONF tRl.t TO THE SAID 
GEORGE Cox DllND HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS ALL THE t.STATE, RIGHT, TrTLE, 
INTEREST ·AND CLAIM WHICH I NOE HAVE, OF IN AND TO MY Nf:GRO WOMAN 
WINNY AND HER TWO CH I LDREN MAR I AH AND TOM, TOGETHER WITH ALL THE 
HOUSE- HOLD GOODS, IMPLEMENTS Of' HUSBANDRY AND KITCHEN FURNrTtJRE NOW 
IN MY POSESSION; ALSO TWO HORSES AND ONE COW, ALL OF WHICH SAID PROPER-
TY IS NOW SET DOWN IN THE SCHEDULE HERETO ANNEXED, ALL AND SINGULAR, 
OF WHICH GOODS AND CHATTELS ARE NOW REMAINING IN MY POSESSION rN AND 
ABOUT THE~~ HOUSES, KITCHENS, BARNS, STABLES, &c. Of ME TO THE SAID 
JOHN McMAHON, IN THE TOWN OF GUYANDOTTE, IN THE AFORESAID COUNTY OF CA -
BELL. TO HAVE AND TOLD, ALL AND SINGULAR, THE HEREINBEFORE DESCRIBED 
GOODS AND CHATTELS TO HIM, THE SAID GEORGE Cox, SR. HIS HEIRS AND 
EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND aSSIGNS; AND I' THE SAID JOHN McMAHON 
FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS _DO WARRANT AND FOREVER 
DEFEND THE HEREINBEFORE D~SCRIBED PROPERTY TO THE SAID Cox, HIS HEIRS 
' 
AND ASSIGNS AGAINST ME AND MY HEIRS, AND ALL AND EVERY OTHER ~ERSON 
OR PERSONS, WHATSOEVER, HERETOFORE CLA} MING OR PRETENDl'tiG, LEGALLY, 
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TO CLAlM THE. SAME BY, THROUGH, OR UNDE.R ME .. 
fN TESTIMONY WHERE.OF t HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND A~D AffrXED 
MY SEAL TH IS 2 l ST DAY OF LECEMB_ER, r82Q" • 
WITNESS: 
JOHN CONNELL, p 
JONATHAN Cox, ., 
S. CONNELL. 
JOHN McMAHON 
FEBRUA~Y 1823 .• DEED BOOK I I I-A. PA~E 216. 
SALE OF SLAVE. 
(SEAL)~ 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THA.T r, WI LL lAM SPURLOCK 
SURV'IVI NG AND ONKV ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE Ot _M~RK RUSSELL, DE-
I 
,CEASED, UTE OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL, FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION Of THE 
SUM OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, TO ME IN HAND PAID BY BENJAMIN 8ROWN:, OF 
SAID HAVE BARGAINED AND SOLD, aND BY TKESE PRESENTS DO BARGAfN AND 
1 ' 
SELL UNTO THE SAID BEN.JAMIN BROWN, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, A 
• 
'CERTAIN NEGRO MAN SLAVE NAMED GOODEN, AGED ABOUT 20 OR 2J YEARS, THE 
SAME SLAVE BEING LATELY THE PROPERT~ OF MARK RUSSELL, DECEASED; NOW 
THE PROPERTY OF SA·ID WILLIAM SPURLOCK, ADMINISTRATOR AS AFORESAID FOR 
HIMSELF AND HIS ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS, DOTH WARRANT AND FOREVER 
DEFEND THE TITLE TO SAID SLAVE GOODEN FREE FROM THE CLIM OF HIMSELF AND 
ALL PERSONS CLAIMING UNDER, OR THROUGH HIM, BUT NO FURTHER, EXCEPT AS FAR 
AS ASSESS MAY REMAIN IN HIS HANDS OF SAID lSTATE OF MARK RUSSELL, DECEAS-
ED, AND SO FAR HE DOTH WARRANT HIM A SLAVE FOR HIRE. 
11 IN TEST! ~'ONY WHEREOF HE HATH HEREUNTO SET Hf S HAND AND SEAL 
TH IS 26TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1823a" 
WM. SPURLOCK, AD. 
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BEQUEATH OF SLSVES AND PROPERTY. 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT WHEREAS f, JOHN PRESTO, 
NOW OF THE COUNTY OF 8oTETOURT AND STATE OF V r RG IN r A, FORMERLY OF 
MONTGOMERY CoUNTY JN THE SA.ID STATE, DID BY MY DEED BEARUIG DATE 
ON THE 29TH DAY OF MARCH lN THE YEAR OF CHRIST ONE THOUSAND- ElGHT 
HUNDRED AND ELEVEN, WHICH SAID DEED WAS AFTERWARDS, :ro-wrT: ON THE 
J 
18TH DAV OF NOVEMBER ON THE r8TH DAY OF NOVEMBER IN THE YEAR OF CHRIST 
I 
ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED AND ELEVEN, DULY ADMl'TTED TO RECORD J~ ,. 
THt GENERAL COIRT OF, VIRGINIA, TO CON.VEY TO f RANCES PRESTON . AND 
I 
THOMAS L. PRESTON CERTAIN REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY.,. IN TRUST.FOR 
,,. , 
. THE BENEFIT OF MY CH I LDREN WI LL LAM RADFORD, WASH lNGTON PRESTON, 
I 
JOHN 8RECKlNRlDGE PRESTON, ELlZABETif MADISON PRESTO~, ~tJSANNAH , SM,ITH 
, • •• . • L 
PRESTON AND SARAH RADFORD PRESTON, .lN WH lCH SAID DEED·, 1- REStRVED TO 
·, ,, .· 
MYSELF, AMONG OTHER THINGS, A POWER Of' APrOINTING AND ,-DrRE~T;J;NG A 
• l i r 
·,, 
-" ,1_,·.··· • 
. ,f: J,,\ • 
t ' ' A COr-lVEYENCE FROM SA ID TRUSTEt., OR T~E SURVIVOR Of·:,T~EM, : A~ , T:HEV 
-. 1 '. 
SHOULD, RESPECTIVELY, ATTA l N TH e: AGE OF TWENTY-ONE YEARS, OR Mf.RRY ' ' .,, 
WITH MY CONSENT AND APPROBATION, OF SUCH PORTION OF SAID ESTATE AS I 
SHOULD DEEM PROPER, WHICH SAID DEED CONTAINS AMONG OTHER THINGS, A STIPU-
LAT I ON THAT THE SAID TRUSTEE OF THE SURVIVOR OF TH.EM WOULD MAKE SAID 
CONVEYANCE TO THE SAID CHILDREN, UNDER MY DIRECTION AND APPOINTMENT, AS 
THEY RESPECTIVELY ATTAIN THE AGE OF TWENTY- ONE YEARS OR MARRIED LIFE 
AND 
WITH MY CONSENT AaD APPROBATION, ALL Of WHICH, AMONG OTHER THINGS, WILL 
APPEAR BY THE SAID DEED, REFERENCE BEING THERETO HAD; AND, WHEREAS, 
THOMAS L. PRESTON, ONE Of THE SAID TRUSTEES, HATH DEPARTED TH IS LIFE, 
SO THAT THE EXECUTION OF THE SAID TRUST HATH SURVIVED TO THE OTHER TRUSr'fE 
F'RANCCS PRESTON, AND WHEREAS, MY ~ ID DAUGHTER ELIZABETH 'i MAD.l
0
SON .PRESTON, 
l . . 
HATH ·INTERMARRIED WI TH A CERTAIN ·C_HARLES c. JOHNSOt!J ,:YHiJ'Fi '!'AV ,coNSEN;r AND:,. 
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APPROBAT l ON.., 
Now, THEREFORn, IN EXECUTION OF THE SAID POWER Or. APPOlNT-
MENT AND DIRECTION TO ME RESERVED, f DO HEREBY APPOlNT AND DIRECT 
THAT OF THE PRESTON. THE SURV IVI.NG TRUSTEE DO IMMEDIATELY, BY A GOOD 
AND LAWFUL DEED, CONVEY lN FEE SlMPLE TO MY SAID DAUGHTER NOW ELlZABETH 
MADISON JOHNSON THE FOL.LOWING, TO - WIT: 0N.E ENT I RE TRACT OF LAND COMMONL 
CALLED AND KNOWN av TH e: NAME oF PRESTON is LAND coNTA r N r NG TH REE Qnko 
. THOUSAND AND FlVE HUNDRED AND, TWENTY- FIVE ACRES, MORE OR LESS.! LYf NG tN 
THE COUNTY Of' CABELL ON THE EAST SI DE OF GUYANDOTTE. ~IVER, BEGt NN t NG A 
~\' SHORT DlSTANCE ABOVE THE COlJRT HOUSE OF ·SA lD COUNTY AND EXTENDING UP 
THE RI VER ON THE EAST SI DE THEREOF, _ TO BE BOUNDED ACCORD I NG TO TITLES, 
PAPERS, DEEDS, AND TITLE PAPERS ARE IN THE HANDS OF EDMUND McGtNNJS, .. 
ESQ. MY AGENT CONCERNING · SAID TRACT OF LAND. ALSO THE FOLLOWING SLAVES, 
TO-WIT: DoLL Y, RACHAEL, FRANKY, LETTY,. CLARBORNE., CORNELi US, JOHNSON, 
AND GODFREY. 
INTESTIM)NYWHEREOF ( HAVE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED r-tY-NAME (\ND AFFIX-
ED MY SEAL THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF JULY, IN THE YEAR OF CHRlST, J824tt. 
J. PRESTON, (SEAL). 
JULY 1825. DEED BOOK IV. PAGE 93. 
DIVISION OF ESTATE, l~LUDING NEGROES. 
"KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT WE, JOHN BROWN, RICHARD 
BROWN, AND BENJAMIN BROWN THE LEGAL HEIRS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF 
GEORGE N. BROWN, DECEASED, HAVE HEREBY MUTUALLY, AMONG OURSELVES, DIVIDE! 
THE NEGROES THAT HAVE DESCENDED TO US BY THE WILL OF THE SAID DECEASED, 
AGREEABLE TO SAID WILL, TO - WIT: 
11JOHN BROWN AGREES TO TAKE FOR HIS PART OF SAID NEGROES NEGRO 
' i 
GIRL PAT, NEGRO BOY ANTHONY I NEGRO WOMAN FANNY, NEGRO G:I RL JANE, NEGRO Ml 
MAN GEORGE, AND NEGRO BOY CHARLES. - 61- ' 
,'; . I 
-~- "J.-=-.:,_,,, _ __ ,....;~~'"'"~~:.c::L~.~"-'J:ii.L.L, .. L,i,,.J,~ ,~;,,,, 
i, 
RICHARD BROWN AGREES TO TAKE FOR HlS PART OF THE SAID NEGROES, 
NEGRO MAN EDMUND, NEGRO MAN DANIEL, NEGRO BOY JERRY, NEGRO WOMAN 
SILLAR, NEGRO CHILD HENRY, AND NEGRO GIRL SARAH. 
BENJAMIN BROWN AGREES TO TAKE FOR HIS PART OF SA 't D NEGROES NEGRO 
MAN ToM, NEGRO MAN LEWIS, NEGRO WOMAN ESTHER, AND CHtLD NAMED HENRY, 
NEGRO BOY DANIEL, NEGRO MAN MoSES, AND NEGRO WOMAN Lucv. 
THE AVOVE AGREEMENT WE, AND EACH Ot US OBLUGE OURSELVES, OttR 
,o 
HEIRS AND EXECUTORS AND ADMINJSTRATORS TO ABfDE BY, . AND CONFLRM. 
UNDER ··' 





JOHN BROWN (SEAL}, 
. RI CHARD BROWN (SEAL) 
BENJAMtN BROWN (SEAL) I 
JUNE 'I 826. DEED BOOK IV·. PAGE 97. 
SALE ,OF SLAVES: 
; I " 
"KNo~' ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THA; ·r ,· SA~EL Wrtso~~t ':)F THE 
I' ' 1 ' ·: . 
COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VlRGHUA, HAVE MADE, CONSTITUTED, AND 
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I. 
' ' I:• _: •., 
THE . PEOPLE. · 
CHAPTER I V--CABELL COUNTY. ~ 
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A. FIRST PREACHERS TO PERFORM MARR I AGES r N THE COUNTY: 
AUGUST 1817 COURT. MINUTE SOOK (. PAGE. 2J5-A. MARRIAGE RITES 
PERFORM.ED. 
ttUPON MOTION OF JOHN MORRIS, JR. HE HAVING PRODtJC·ED THE 
CREDENTIALS OF HIS ORDINATION AND A CERTlFlCATE OF HIS B~ING lN 
: . 
RETULAR COMMUNION WlTM THE BAPTIST CHURCH. To TH IS COUR:T. TESTr-
i 
' 
MONIAL IS GRANTED f1IM TO CELEBRATE THE RlTE.S 8F MATRIMONY rN THE 
' 
COMMONVJEALTH, HE HAVING TOOK THE OATH REQUIRED BY LAW· AND E~ACTED 
INTO BoND, TOGETHER Wl•TH JOES ESTES AND J .OHN MORR.ts '~ SR. Hrs SE-
CUR IT l ES l N THE PENALTY OF ONE: THOUSAND AN D rlVE HUNDRED- DOL-
' \ ~ 
LARS, CONDITIONED AS THE LAW DIRECTS". 
MARCH 1854· COURT. M f.NUTE. BoOK VJ'. PAGE. 28. i I -
LICENSE TO PERRORMMARRlAGES. '\/,.~··: , 
• ( I , 
''ON MOT I ON OF JOHN JORDAN, A ·Lt CENSED PREACHER IN '·::W-N
1
E BAP-
TIST CHURCH, LEAVE IS GRANTED HIM FOR CELEBRATlNG THE RtTES or 
'.; 
MATRIMONY IS GRANTED HIM, WHEREUPON THE SAID JOHN JORDAN,, TO-
GETHER WITH JOHN MORRIS, NOW 8ECKITE, HIS SECURITY ENTERED INTO 
BOND IN THE PENALTY OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, CONDITIONED AS THE 
LAW DIRECTS 11 • 
SEPTEMBER 1856 COURT. Mt NUTE BooK VI • PAGE 223. 
LICENSE TO PERFORM MARRIAGES. 
"WILLIAMS. MAY, WHO IS A LICENSED PREACHER lN THE METHODIST 
E. CHURCH SOUTH, THIS DAY PRESENTED IN COURT·A CERTIFICATE OF HIS 
( _ : . ORDINATION, AND OF HIS BEING lN REGULAR COMMUNIOtt WITH SAID CHURCH, 
LEAVE IS GRANTED HIM TO CELEBRATE THE R LTES Of' ~ATRlMONV, WHO THERE-
-70-




UPON ENTERED lNTO BOND lN THE: PE.NALTY Of Ft~iTEEN HUNDR.E.D DOL-
C. LARS, CONDITIONED AS THE LAW DIRECTStt. 
NoVEMBER 1826 COURT. MlNUTE BOOK l ll. PAGE. 24. 
LfCEt\SE TO PERFORM MARRtAGES. 
U[LIAS HUMPHREY THIS DAV PRODUCED TO THE COttRT HIS CRED~-
TIALS OF ORDlNATlON AND A CERTIFICATE OF HIS eErNG tN REGULAR COMMUN-
' ON WI TH THE BAPT f ST CHURCH, WHO THEREUPON, ENTERED t NTO BOND, TO-
GETHER WITH JOHN LAfDLEY, HIS SECURITY, lN TH;:: PENALTY OF FIFTEEN 
HUNDRED DOLLARS,, CONDITIONED AS THE LAW DIRECTS. TESTIMONtALS f'OR 
-
CE:LEBRA.TlN.Q, TfiE RlTtS OF MATRIMONY lS GRANTED tN DUE f'ORM"'. 
OCTOBER 1827 COURT. Mt NUTE BOOK 11 r. PAGE 73. 
LfCENSE TO PERFORM MARRIAGES. 
stJOHN GJLBERT THIS DAY PRODUCED· HIS CREDENTtALS AND. A CE:'~TIFt-
CATE OF BElNG IN REGULAR COMMUNION WITH THE: METHOD ST EPtSCOPAL CHURCH. 
ON HlS MOTION TESTIMONlAU IS GRANTED HIM rOR CELEBRATlfliG THE RITES OF" 
MATRIMONY tN THIS COMMOW/EALTH. WHEREUPON, HE ENTERED INTO BOND, 
TOGETHER.WITH WILLIAM MCCOMAS AND ASA BOOTEN, HIS SECURITIES tN THE 
PENALTY OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, CONDITIONED AS THE LAW DIRECTS, 
AND TOOK THE OATH OF FIDELITY TO THIS COMMOMVEALTHtt. 
AUGUST 1815 COURT. MINUTE BOOK I. PAGE 93. 
ORDER TO SINK A PUBLIC WELL. 
11A PETITION FROM A NUMBER OF CITIZENS OF' THE TOWN Of BARBOURS-
VSLLE WAS PRESENTED TO·THIS COURT PRAYING THAT THEY MAY BE PERMITTED 
TO S l NK A WELL ON THE PUBLIC GROUND ATTACHED TO THE: COURT HOUSE FOR THE 
CI PURPOSE OF OBTAINING A SUPPLY OG WATER FOR THE US£ OF THE.PUBLlC, AND 
PARTICULARLY FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE CITtZENS OF SAID TOWN; AND LEAVE 
" ' .... . ,'' 
,·l. _\ . "~ 
>. .;· •·, /. ::·.:- .· ~- :., ~-? 
; ,; I' 
:>, . 
ACCORDLNGLY GRANTED UPON CONDLTION THAT THE PETITIONERS SlNK SUCH WELL 
r ~· 
\ OF A SUFFICIENT DEPTH, AND WALL AND S.ECU.RE THE SAM.E, BOTH AS TO THE: 
S.IDE:S AND TOP THEREOF", THAT NO DAMAGE. OR HAZARD WILL BE lNCURRED TO THE 
PERSONS AND' STOCK FREQUENTING THE VlCI.NlTV OF SAlD WE.LL, AND THAT THEY KEE 
KEEP THE SAME SUPPLIED WLTH BUCKETS, ROPES, &c. rN GOOD ORDER FOR PUBLIC 
SEPTEMBER 1828 COURT. MI NUTE BoOK I rt. PAGE I ~I. 
ORDER FOR SALE OF PART OF THE PUBLIC SQUARE 
I N BARBOURSVI LL£. 
"THE JUSTICES OF THIS COUNTY, HAVING BEEN SUMMONED TO TAKE INTO 
CONS IDltRATION THE ACT OF THE .AsS01BLV' PASSED ON ·THi 28TH DAY Or 
' 
SEPT. 1824, AUTHORlZING A SALE OF PART OF THE PUBLtC SQtJARE IN THE: 
TOWN OF BARBOURSVILLE IN THIS COUNTY, AND HAVING TAKEN THE . SAME INTO 
CONS I DE RAT lON, DO ORDER THAT JOHN SAM I ELS BE .APPO l NTED A COMMtSS IONER 
, - -
TO SUPERINTEND THE SALE OF THRE.E QUARTERS OF AN ACRE- OF SA r,D PuBLrc SQUARE 
, ONE WUARTER ACRE. AT THE SOUTH EASt: CORNER OF SA 1D
0 
PUBLIC SQU~RE~ AND 
TWO LOTS OF ONE-QUARTER ACRE EACH ON THE NORTH-WEST CORNER OF SA ro LOT, 
WHICH LOTS ARE TO BE LAID OFF BY THE SURVEYOR OF TH IS COUNTY, AND THAT HE 
ALSO RECEIVE PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING THE BALANCE OF SAID PUBLIC SQUARE 
AS CONTEMPLATED BY SAID ACT, AND THAT HE REPORT HIS PROCEEDINGS TO THIS 
COURT AFTER HAVING SOLD SAID LOTS AT THE NoVEMBER TERM, NEXT11 • 
SEPTEMBER, 1849 COURT. MINUTE BooK v. PAGE 349: 
ORDER FOR BUILDING N8N COURT HOUSE. 
ttTHE COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED BY MAY COURT LAST TO PREPARE A PLAN 
AND ESTIMATE Of THE MANNER •AND COSTS Of GUILDIN.G A NEW COURT HOUSE. FOR 
THIS COUNTY THIS DAY MADE THEIR REPORT OF THE PLAN AND COSTS AT WHICH 
SAID Bu I LD I NG COULD· BE MADE, WHEREUPON, IT 1.S ORDERED THAT WlLLI AM . 
MCCOMAS, SOLOMON THORNBURG, LEWIS. ROFFE AND DAVil); LO.VE. ANp SIDNEY BoWDEN 
;'°' 
- ••• , •. .!< y, 




BE APPOlNTED COMMtSSlONERS TO 3.JPERINTEND THE BUILDING OF THE SAID 
COURT House:; AND THAT THE SAID CoMMISStONERS DO, WlTHtN A REASONABLE 
TIME ENTER INTO A WRITTEN CONT~ACT WITH SUCH PERSON, OR PERSONS, 
AS THEY, OR A MAJORITY OF TKOA: MAY DEEM PROPER ABD BEST FOR THE ERECTION 
AND COMPLETION OF THE SAID NE.W COURT House:. ACCORDlN.G TO THE PLANS AND 
DRAFTS AND WRITTEN STATEMENT TH IS DAY REPORTED TO THE COURT, AS ABOVE STA 
ED; AND SUCH OTHER, OR FU~~R£.RPARTlCULARS AS SAID COMMlSSlONERS MAY 
DEEM ADVLSABLE, EXPRESSLY STIPULATING, HOWEVER, THAT THE ENTIRE WORK IS 
' ' ' 
TO BE DONE. UNDER THE DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION OF THE SAID ;COMMlSSlONERS, 
THEMSELVES-• STIPULATING, f'URTHERMORE., THAT THE SOR.I< IS TQ BE DONE ON TH 
SITE OR SPOT DESIGNATED BY SAID COMMISSlONERS ON THE PRESENT PUBLIC 
SQUARE:: THAT IT BE COMPLETED AND f'INISHED ON, OR BEFORE THE: f"lRST 
DAY OF NOVEMBER, J851: THAT THE PAYMENTS TO SAID CONTRACTORS BE STJP-
ULATED TO BE PAID lN THREE ANNUAL INSTALLMENTS, TO-WIT: ONE ON THE 
F I_RST OF Nov EMBER, 1850; ONE ON
1 
TH e: FIRST OF Nove:MBER, 1851, AND ONE 
I : I . . ; . 1 • 
ON THE: FIRST DAV OF NOVEMBER 1852, AND THAT !HE_ SAID CoMMJSSfONERS DO 
so CONTRACT THAT THE SAID COURT House: BE FULLY COMPLETED 'FOR A SUM NOT 
EXCEEDING$4050.00,TJrlCING BOND WITH GOOD SECURITY OF THE CONTRACTOR 
OR CONTRACTORS, CONDITIONED FOR A FAITHFUL PERFORMANCE OF THEIR CONTRACT", 
,-73-
'·.· 
·1,~ :>i, •' I 
,f; ' I 
r~, \ THERE SEEMS TO BE NO RECORD OF A DEED OF TRANSFER OF SLAVE 
PROPERTY FROM THE SU IT MENT l ONED l N MI. NUTE BOOK VI , P~GE 274, BUT 
IN THE ClRCUlT CLERKtS OFFICE lS THE FOLLOWlNG RECORD OF SUIT BROUGHT 
BY D.8.SCOTT AGAlNST WtLLIAM THARP AND MARGARET, HIS wtn:, WHO WERE 
NOT RRES lDENTS OF CABELL Cou~TY. 
ISSUED TO WM. & MARGARET THARP: . 
rOLLOWt~G ts THE SUMMONS TO COURT 
t'THE COMMONWEALTH OF VLRGUUA, TO THE SHE:RlFF' OF CABELL 
COUNTY, GREETING. 
't\NE COMMAND VO-U 
0
TO SUMMON Wt LLlAM THARP AND MARG'~REi., HlS ' 
WlrE, NOAH CARDWELL AND WI LLtAM KNIGHT. l F THEY BE FOUND T'O BE 'llltTM l N 
~-· ' ) 
YOUR BAILIWICK, TO APPEAR BEFORE THE JUDGE OF OUR CIRCUtT COURT FOR . 
THE COUNTY OF CABELL, AT RULES HELD IN THE CLERK'S 0FftCE: THEREOt ON 
THE FIRST MoNDAY IN TH~ MONTH Of" MARCH NEXT TO ANSWER A BtLL IN CKAN-• - -- -
CERV EXHIBITED IN SAtD COURT AGAtNST THEM BV DoLOPtl B. SCOTT; AND 
\ t I . 
U:NLESS THEY SHALL ANSWER THE SAID BILL WlTHlN° ONE MONTH ntERLAfTER . 
THE COURT.WILL TAKE THE SAME F'OR CONFESSED AND nt:CREE: ACCORDINGLY, 
AND THIS SHALL IN NO WISE OMIT, UNDER THE PENALTY OF $[00.00 EACB. 
"WITNESS JOHN SAMUELS, CLERK OF OUR SA ID COURT AT THE COURT 
HOUSE OF SAID COUNTY THE (8TH DAY Of FEBRUARY-, (856, AND tN THE 80TH 
YEAR OF THE COMMONWEALTH. 
JOHN SAMUELS, 
NoTATI ON Q.!i TH IS SUMMONS _A,S FOLLOWS: 
ttWILLIAM THARP, MARGARET, HIS WIFE, AND WILUAM KNtGHT NOT 
FOUND, AND NON- INHABITANTS OF THE COMMOMVEALTHtt. 
-74-
JOHN M. UNDERWOOD, 
DEPT. 
E. M. UNDERWOOD S. C. C. 
. '' ~ . , . .I 
.I '', 
C THE FOLLOWLNG NO-TlCE. APPEARED lN THE. .. UNIONlST·t A PAPER PUBLISH-
ED lN GUYANDOTTE,' 1856: 
ttUNIONlST OFFlCE.11 • 
GUYANDOTTE, VA. AUGUST 3. 1857, 
J .. LA I DLEY JAL. J ·. C. HEELER, : Eo lliOR. 
nAT RULES HELD tN THE CLERKts OFFICE Or THE ClRCUfT COURT 
o; °'BELL COUNTY ON THE. l ST MoNDAY IN JUNE , r 857: 
DOLPH 8. SCOTT 
. Vs. -
I ' JAMES SHARP' AND MARGARET, 
·HIS WIFE, AND WILLIAM K'NlGHT, ~ I N CHAN.CE.RV. AND OTHERS 
nTHE OBJECT OF THIS SUIT IS TO RECOVER THE lNTEREST OF 
I 
THARP AND WI FE, AND TO GET A CONVEYANCE OF T.HEI R INTEREST IN THE 
LAND MENTIONED, 
. ' 
1•lr APPEARI-NG FROM THE AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN LAIDLEV THAT 
\ ' ; '. 
JAMES THARP AND WIFE, AND WILLIAM KNlGHT, DEFENDANTS IN THlS CAUSE, 
ARE NOT INHABITANTS OF THIS COMMONWEALTH. 
"IT IS ORDERED THAT THE SAID DEFENDANTS DO APPEAR HERE ON THE 
FlRST MONDAY IN AUGUST, NEXT AND ANSWER THE COMPLAINANT'S BILL, AND 
THAT A COPY OF THIS ORDER BE INSERTED IN THE "UNIONIST", A NEWSPAPER 
PUBLISHED IN THE TOWN OF GUYANDOTTE, CABELL COUNTY, VIRGINIA, FOR 
FOUR SUCCESSIVEWEEKS, AND A LIKE COPY POSTED AT THE FRONT DOOR Of 
CABELL COURT HOUSE FOR THE LIKE.PERIOD. 
JOHN SAMUELS, CLK . C, C. 
JUNE 28, 1857. ALSO COPV JUNE 28THu. 
"UNION I ST OFFICE11 
' ' 
GUYANDOTTE, Vt RGI NI A, JULY 28, 1856, 
•• ,, J . c. WHEELER, EDITOR or THE· UNIONIS,T, A PUBLIC NEWSPA-
PER PUBLISHED IN GUYANDOTTE, CABELL COUNTY DO . HEREBY CERT I FY ' 
. ~ - 75;,. ' _, ·: _ _.,: .. ·. _: .,. THAT 
, ', '. ' ' ' "! , t ' ·. ·• •• 1, 
: ' '", / •.-. . ,·,· ' }.' ) ~ • ,,. J._ . ", · •. '~. . ·.'. .,·~; :. ·:= . 
. . ,·:' 
--( 
' 
THE ANN.EXED ORDER OF' PUBL lCATlON HAS BEE.N PUBLtSHED tN SA fD PAPER. 
rOUR SUCCESSIVE WEEKS, COMMENClNG ON 28TH DAV OF ·JUNE A.O. 1856. 
J .. C. WHEELER, EDIJOR. 
FEE $2.50. 
FOLLOWING IS A LETTER TO THE JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT IN THE 
HANDW~lilNG ·or Do~PH B'" ScoTT WHlCH WAS AL,.SO IN THE rlLE IN CIRCUIT 
CLERKts 0Ff'ICE: 
HTHE ORATOR DoLPH 8. SCOTT STATES THAT NATHAN I EL CARDWELL,: DECSD, 
' I 
L JVEI> ON A TRACT Or LAND ON FOUR POLE CREEK IN THE SA lD CoUNTY or CABELL 
CONTAING [60 ACRES, AND THAT HE LEF'T SEVERAL CKILDRE~: MARGARET, 
NoAH, AND A DAUGHTER WHO MARRlED WM. KN lGHT; THAT ON THE 10TH DAY OF 
AUGUST, 1842 GEORGE COTTRILL AND W l_F'E, REBECCA, FORMERLY REBECCA CARDW~ 
WELL SOLD THEIR _INTENT IN SAlD LAND 
0
TO WM.KNIGHT, WHO PAlD THEM FOR 
THE S.AME; THAT SAtD KNIGHT TOOK POSESSION OF AND YET RETAINS PO-
SESStON; THAT MARGARET CARDWt:LL MOVED TO THE STATE OF' I ND I-ANA WHERE 
SHE MARRlED ONE WM.THARP; · THAT SHE CAME TO THIS COUNTY ON A VISIT WITH 
¥al HER HUSBAND , BUT REFUSED TO EXECUTE A DEED UNLESS SHE WAS PA ID A 
FURTHER SUM OF MONEY, AS THE LAND WAS THEN IMPROVED AND· r NCR EASED IN 
VALUE, BUT SOLD THE SAME TO BROTHER, NOAH CARDWELL. 
"YOUR ORATOR CHARGES THAT NOAH CARDWELL AT THE TIME HE PURCHASED 
OF HIS SISTER MARGARET THARP WELL KNEW, AND HAD NOTICE FOR MANY YEARS 
BEFORE THAT WM.KNIGHT HAD BOUGHT AND PAID FOR THE LAND, HELD A BOND 
f'OR THE CONVEYENCE OF frt't- Tl TLE. ANJ> HAD POSESS ION OF THE LAND 11 • 
"YOUR ORATOR CHARGES THAT HE PURCHASED THE SAID BoND OF WM.KJoxU 
KNIGHT -22ND APRIL, 1852. HE, KNtGHT, ASSIGNS IT TO YOUR ORATOR, WHICH 
BOND WlTH ITS ASSIGNMENT AND A DESCRl'PTION OF THE 160 ACRE TRACT Of 




ttYouR ORATOR THEREFORE. PRAYS THAT WM.THARP, MARGARET, HIS WtrE, NoAH 
CARDWELL AND WILLlAM KNtGHT BE MADE AND TAKEN AS DEF"ENDANTS TO THIS 
BILL, AND THAT l>ErtT NOAH CARDWELL H.IS ANSWER ESPECIALLY. SET OUT 
' ' 
WHEN HE PURCHASED, FOR WHAT SUM, AND WHETHER PAID FOR, OR NOT, AS 
ALSO DID ME ; AT THE TlME OF HlS PURCHASE AND BEFORE, OF THE EXISTENCE OF 
TH IS 80Nll tXECUTE. TP WM.KtHGHT AND WAS IT NOT A MATTER 
OWNED THE BOND G lVEN BY MARGARtt , BEFORE HER MARR I AGE TO WM. 
KNIGHT, THAT YOUR HONOR. DIRECT A. CONVEYANC-E. TO ,YOUR ORATOR FOR 
lHVIDED INTEREST THE SD TWAN-T OF LAW, SO AS TO OPf-NE TO HIM THE 
FULL lNTENT OF MARGARET AND THE. TIME SHE S:OLD TO WM.KNIGHT, AND 
SUCH OTHER AND JtQlXIUlKXRXKXU :FURTH'E,R RELIEF AS tN EQUlTY HE IS lN 
TO WIT, AND A.S t N DUTY BOUND HE WI.LL EVER PRAY TO ee:tt·. 
D. 8. SCOTT. tt , 
FROM fl LE f'.b.215. GtRCUlT CLERK •s 0Ffl .CE CABELL CoUNTY. 
- 71· -
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THE. NEGRO IN WEST VIRGI.N IA. 
'KNIVE:S AND F'ORKS AND CUPBOARD FURNITURE:. 
nr GIVE IN TRUST MV NEGRO FELLOW SAMUEL, TO MY TRUSTY FRIEND 
JEREMIAH BUCKLEY, Or KENTUCKY, TO HIRE THE SAID NEGRO OUT FOR THE asr 
P-RICE HE CAN GET TO S:CHOOL AND RAISE MY F'OUR SONS: . GEORBE HARRfSON, 
AND WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON AND WILLIAM HAREUSON AND B c: NJAltlN fRANKLlNE 
HARRISON AND HENRY GREEN HARRISON UNTIL THEY BECOME 21 YEARS OF AGE 
AND THAT SAID NEGRO SAMUEL BE THEN SOLD AND THE MONEY BE DIVIDED E-
QUALLY AMONG THEM. [ FURTHER GIVE TO FANNY HARlUSON TWO COUNTERPINS 
AND FOUR P lLLOWS, 
tt AND 1 · REQUEST THAT THE REST OF MY PROPERTY BE SOLD AND MY 
I 
DEBTS PA ID OUT - Or THE PROCEEDS THEREOF", AND THE BALANCE, IF ANY, TO BE 
EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN MY f"OUR SONS ABOVE MENTIONED EXCEPT as MUCH MONEY 
AS WILL BUY AS GOOD A TABLE AS THE ONE THAT WAS BROKEN ~~ICH [ RE-
CEIVED BY MY WIFE. WHICH I WISH TO BE RE-PLAC£l>, f F1JRBHER WISH THAT 
MY TRUSTY FRlEND JEREMIAH BARKLEY SHALL TAKE MY THREE SONS ABOVE MENTIONE 
WITH HIM INTO THE STATE or KENTUCKY AND THERE TO PROVIDE FOR THEM AS 
HE MAY THINK BEST ■ I ALSO APPOlNT MY BELOVED WIFE AND MARK RUSSELL 
EXECUTORS TO TH IS, MY LAST w·1 LL AND TESTAMENTtt. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL THIS FIFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1814. 
ttt, JOHNHARRISON ASSIGN THE WITHIN WRITTEN WILL AS MY 





DRUSlLLER X RENNARE 
MARK. 
JOHN HARRISON (SEAL). 
AT A COURT HELD FOR CABELL CoUNTY ON THE 3RD DAY OF MAY, I 8lf 




, r, ., l \, , • , T;} 
· ' ' · 
•. \ 
( rN COURT AND PROVED ACCORDLNG TO LAW BY THE OATKS Of JOHN McMAHON AND 
JOHN DENNIS, WITNESSES THERETO, AND THE SAME tS ORDERED TO BE RECORD-
ED. 
TESTE: EDMUND MORRlS, CLERK. 
FOLLOW I NG IS A 8 lLL OF S-ALE BETWEEN GEORGE WARD AND OBED 
HARRISON FOR ONE NEGRO: 
tt rOR AND f"N CONS l DE RAT ION OF THE SUM Or THREE HUNDRED- DOLLARS 
TOM~ tN HAND PAID, THE RECEIPT ~XXWMX~XllXlUltDX WHEREOF I DO HEREBY 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND MYSELF THEREWITH FULL SAT I SF l ED, HAVE TRANSFERRED, 
BARGA I NED AND CONVEYED TO OBED HARR I SON, OF THE COUNTY Of CABELL ALL MV 
. I (J 
R lGHT ,. Tl TLE, CLAIM,. INTEREST AND D.EMAND TO A NEGRO GIRL NAMED VENUS 
(WHlCH RIGHT I ACQUIRED BY A BILL OF SALE f"ROM THE SAlD 0BE]} HARRISON 
«~X~IB'.~ltXXfB:~lt DATED TME FIFTEENTH DAY Or JULY, EIGHTEEN HUNDRE 
AND THIRTEEN). 
HTo HAVE AND TO HOLD THE ' AFORESAID BARGAlNED NEGRO WOMAN VENU-S 
TO HIM, THE SAID OBED HARR'ISO'N, ' HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS FOREVER, FREE 
FROM THE CLAIM OR CLAIMS OF ME.OR ANY PERSO!ll OR PERSONS CLAIMING BY, 
THROUGH, OR UNDER ME. IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, f HAVE THEREUNTO SET MY 




GEORGE WARD (SEAL)". 
FROM DEED SOOK I I. PAGE t2, CABELL COUNTY. 
THE f"OLLOWING BILL Of MARGARET DOUTHAT
1
S PROPERTY NAMES SLAVES: 
uWE, JAMES HOLDERBY, JAMES GALLAHER, AND JOHN RUTHERFORD, HAVlNG 





CABELL CouNTV TO APPRAISE. THE E:.STATE OF MARGARET DoUTHAT, DEcto, . DO 
MAKE THE fOLLOWlNG APPRAISEMENT OF THE SAME THIS 26n, Or JULY, [821: 
I- KETTLES AND 2 OVENS, 
2 PR. TRACE CHAINS, 
PR ■ BOTTLES, 
2 BTLS, f JUG, J TEAKETTLE 
PA 1-L, t BUCKET, 2; KEGS, I' CHURN, 
TURKEY ROASTER, 2 POT RACKS, 
® 
MATTOCK, [ LONG HOE, 2 WEEDtNG HOES, 
! 
. I . I ' j 
· 2 SMOOTHING IRONS, f PR. STEELYARDS, 
' 
A HOG CHAIN, f SET HARROW TEETif, 
' 
AX, 2 CLEVI se:s, I lRON W.',EDGE, & SHOVEL COALTER, 
! .WHEE.LS ', I REEL;_ 
6 CHArRS 
I 
f HEIFER, LAMa, . 
I HORSE, 
ll RUGS~ PR ■ TEMPLES, I HACKLE, 
2 PR. SHEARS, f PR KNIFE PRESSES, PR. SNUFFERS, 
2 CANISTERS, I TEA POT, I SAUSAGE STUFFER, 
BREAD TRAY, 3 SAUCERS, I SOAP SPOON, f CREAM POT, 
PR. MONEY SCALES, I SPRING LANCET f CANDLE BOX, 
14 PIECES CHINA, 4 DELFT DISHES, 
CREAM, 2 SALTS, 
SPtCE BOX, I CANDLE STICK, 3 CANISTERS, f SUGAR BOWL, 
I CREWET, 2 STEM GLASSES, I LOOK I NG GLASS, 
3 BOOKS, f TAB;LE, ,I CHEST, 
( _ , BED AND BEDSTEAD, AND FU~N l TURE, 
BED AND SH EIIT, -80-
( 
( 
·1 HORSE COLLAR, 
l6 HEAD OF' PIGS, 
NEGRO BOY, HARVEY, 
rt GIRL, MARY 
1
• BOY, JO E, 
f NEGRO WOMAN, DELPH -












"THE FOREGOlNG IS THE APPRAISEMENT Of' THE ESTATE OF MARGARET 
DoUTHAT, . DEC'D, AUGUST 27TH, 182f. 
FROM WILL BOOK f,.. 1820- f848. PAGE 8. 
. ' 
RICHIRD BROWN, EXECTtR,. 
,· . 
FOLLOW LNG IS THE WI LL ·oF ESTHER RUSSE.LL, WHO WAS WI DOW OF 
MARK RU~SELL, PERHAPS(?)~ 
' ' 
"I, ESTHER RUSSELL, Of THE COUNTY OF C'ABE.LL AND STATE Of VIR-
GINIA, CONSIDERING THE UNDERTAINTY OF LIFE AND BEING OF PERFECT MIND 
AND MEMORY, THN.JKS BE TO ALMIGHTY Goo FOR THE SAME, DO MAKE TH IS MY 
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT IN THE MANNER ZND FORM FOLLOWING, TO-WIT: 
11 rTEM-- I GI VE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY THREE CH I LDREN BENJAMIN 
HENRY HARRISON RUSSELL, SARAH DEAN RUSSELL, AND HENRY LEWIS RUSSELL ALL 
MY ESTATE, BOTH REAL AND PERSONAL, TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG THEM 
AS THEY SHALL ARRIVE AT LAWFUL AGE, EXCEPT JEFFREY RUSSELL AND CHARLES 
RUSSELL, A NEGRO BOY SAMUEL, TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG TH Of WHEN 
THEY SHALL ARRIVE AT LAWFUL AGE. [ ALSO G VE AND BEQUEATH UNTO TOBITHA 
RUSSELL Tf1E SUM OF FORTY DOLLARS11 • 
·.· ·t ~, :~ . -:/· ·=. ', / 




"l ALSO GIVE UNTO MARY ANN DEAN, DAUGHTER Of MY BROTHER JOSEPH 
DEAN, THE SUM Of Flf'TY DOLLARS TO BE PAID WHEN SHE ARRfVES AT LAWFUL 
AGE:. I GlVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO ,MARK RUSSELL DEAN, MY BROTHER . 
SAMUEL'S , SON, THE LIKE SUM OF flFTY DOLLARS TO BE PAID TO HIM WHEN HEfl. 
SHALL BECOME Of LAWFUL AGE• I ,ALSO EXONERATE MY NEGRO MAN, SAMUEL, 
FROM INVOLUNTARY SLAVERY FROM IJ(Y HEIRS, AND ALL PERSONS WHATSOEVER THAT 
IT MAY. BE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD I, SET THE SAID ~AMUEL fREE. AFTER MY DEATH. 
I ALSO BEQUEATH TO THE SAID S~MUEL flfTEEN ACRES OF LAND ON FOUR POLE 
.. -
CREEK DURING HIS NATURAL LIFE. J ALSO GIVE SAMUEL THE GRAY HORSE 
AND A RED COW WITH A WHITE SPOT tN HER FOREHEAD, THIS TO ENABLE 
SAID SAMUEL TO RAl'SE rl rs SMALL CH I LDREN UNTIL '. THEY , CAN SECOM~ SER-
VI CABLE TO MlNE. ' 
HENRY 
"IGIVE AND BE~EATK UNTO MY : THREE CHILDREN BE~JAM;tN rfA~RrSON 
I 
RUSSELL, ·SARAH DEAN RUSSELL, , AND HENRY LEWIS RUSSELL ALL THE RESIDUE 
' 
OF MY ESTATE, • BOTH REAL AND· PERSONJ,\L, AFTER · PAY IN~ O_Ff' THE W f T!i IN 
I 
LEGACIES AND PAVING ALL MY JUST DEBTS, TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG 
THEM WHEN THEY SHALL ARRIVE AT LAWF'UL AGE, LEND TO MV AFFECTIONATE 
FATHER ALL MY TRACT OF LAND (ESCEPT WHAT I HAVE WILLED TO NEGRO SAM-
UEL) UNTIL MY YOUNGEST CHILD SHALL BECOME OF LAWFUL AGE. As A COMPEN-
SATION FOR TAKING CARE OF AND RAISING MY THREE CHILDREN BEFORE MEN-
TIONED, I ALSO W~LL THAT NEGRO GOODWIN SHALL BE PAID OUT FOR THE BENEFIT 
OF MY CH I LDREN UNTIL THEY BECOME OF AGE; ALSO NEGROES ALEXANDER AND 
JULIANA I WISH HIRED OUT FOR THE BENEFIT Of MY CHILDREN SO SOON AS 
THEY SHALL BE CAPABLE OF SERVICE UNTIL MY CHILDREN ARRIVE AT LAWFUL 
AGE. 
u I HEREBY APPOINT WILLI AM PA I NE AND JOHN SAMU_EL MY EXECUTORS, 
( REVOKING ALL OTHER WILLS AND TESTAMENTS HERETOFORE MADE BY MEu. 
-82-
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rtGIVEN FROM UNDER MV HAND AND SEAL 19TH SEPTEMBER, f82f 11 • 
HER 
SlGNED.IN PRESENCE OF US: 
BENJAMf N BROWN·, 
RI CHRRD BROWN, 
8ENJAMf N DEAN • 
ESTHER X RUSSELL, (SEAL). 
MARK 
·, RECORDED CAB'ELL CouNTY COURT OCTOBER 22, 182 r-. 
• 1 Wl'LL BOOK I. PAGE 9. 
f N SALE BtLL OF MARK RUSSELL, DEC ro J82r THE ABOVE NAMED· NEGRO 
I 
GOODWIN WAS LET TO P. SCALES· •FOR $ 25.0Q ON DEc:.25, 1822. 
FdLLOWtNG IS. THE WIILL OF [Ll~AH DONATHAN, tN WHICH HE MENTfONS 
. HIS SLAVES AND PLANTATION: 
. "I N THE NAME or GOD; AMEN. I , Ell JAtt DoNATHON' NOW ON MY DEA TH 
BED AND l N MV REAL SENSES lND OF SOUND JUDGMENT, DOTH MAKE THIS MV LAST 
' ' 1 . • 
'NILL AND TESTAMENT, DOTH WILL -AtilD BEQUEATH UNTO . RACHAEL DoNATHON, MY 
. ' . . 
WI F'E, MV PLANTATION ON THE TUG FORK OF SANDY RIVER WHERE I NOW LI VE 
AND THE LAND I HAVE CLEARED ON MtLL CREEK, TOGETHER WITH EVERY SPACE 
Of PROPERTY WH t CH I NOW OWN, IIIND ONE NEGRO NAMED AB:RAHAM WHICH I 5 TO 
REMAIN WITH SAID RACHAEL ix>NATHON DURING HER NATURAL LIFETIME; AND AT 
HER DECEASE TO SAID ABRAHAM IS TO HAVE HIS FREEDOM IF HE BEH.t\VES HIM-
SELF AS A DUTIFUL SLAVE TO HER; AND AT RACHAEL DoNATHON 1 S DECEASE 
THE PLANTATION ON THE RI VER WHERE I NOW LI VE IS TO BELONG TO MY DAUGH-
TER SUSAN DAVIS AND HER HElRS, AND SARAH WATTS, MY DAUGHTER AND HER 
' 
HEIRS IS TO HAVE THE PLANTATION LYING ON THE NORTH SIDE Of' THE LICK 
BRANCH OF MI LL CREEK WHERE ABV WATTS NOW U>VES; AND HAWK I NS DONATHOti 
-83,-
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';1 ,: . ,; • I 
I · , : • • 
DoNATHON., SON OF SA ID SARAH DoNA ntON: l S TO HAVE ntE LAND ON THE EAST 
SAID 
St DE Or THE nu Lt CK BRANCH,m~JUtn SAY FI ITV ACRES ' THAT 
f Now· OWN:, AND IT IS MY WISH AT RACHAEL DoNATHON'S DECEASE THAT ALL 
THE MOVABE.E PROPERTY SHALL BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG SUSAN Drv1s's 
AND SARAH W'ATT•s HElRS. 
,rGIVEN UNDER MY. HAND AS MY LAST WI LL AND TESTAMENT IN THE 
PRESENCE 0~ THESE WlTNESSES TH IS '29TH DAY OF JULY, 1824. -
PETER LEACH 
HER 
HANNAH X CoN 
MARK.· 
FROM WtLL BooK t. PAGE 48. 
. L 
[Lt JAH DoNATl:t.ON (LAST WI' LL). 
CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
FOLLOWING IS THE WILL OF CHAR-LES LOVE: 
stKNOW ALL MEN BY: THESE P_RESENTS THAT I, ,CHARLES LOVE, OF CAB- . 
ELL COUNTY AND STATE OF VtRGlN,IA DO MAKE: AND ORDAIN TH tS M)' LAST WILL, 
AND TESTAMENT TH IS Fl RST DAY OF JUNE, ONE: THOUDAND, EIGHT. HUNDRED AND 
N.lNETEEN IN MANNER AND It-ORM FOLLOWING, TO-WIT. 
ITEM--••f GlVE AND BEQUEATH MY LAND, TOGETHER WITH FIVE NE-
GROES AND ALL THE PROPERTY BELONGING TO SAID LAND UNTO MY BELOVED WIFE 




AFTER THE DECEASE OF MYSELF AND MY WIFE I GIVE AND BEQUEAT 
TO MY SON, DANIEL LOVE, THE LAND ON WHICH I NOW LIVE, TOGETHER WITH 
ONE-HALF OF ALL THE CATTLE THAT MAY BELONG TO HIM AND ME: BOTH ON THE 
SA 1·n f'ARM, AND ALL THE HOGS, AND ONE-TH I RX OF THE SHEEP st • 
rra,--nl GIVE AND BEQUE.Ant UNTO lliE HEIRS OF MY SON ALLEN LOVE 
TEN SHtLLINGStt. 
. ' ' ,, ~' ; ' 
I' • • 
. . ' · .. •, ' 
-84-
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( I TEM--0 THE BALANCE OF MY PROPERTY' AFTER TM'£ DEATH OF MY-
SELF AND WIFE TO BE EQUALLY DIVlDED AMONGST MY CHILDREN, NAMELY: 
AGNES ROFFE, WI LLtAM LOVE• MARY RUCKER, SUSANNAH HAMPTON,- AND ELIZ A-
BETH ANN SHORTR I DGEtt • 
rq 00 APPOlNT WI LL lAM LOVE AND LEVI MORRIS EXECUTORS TO TH IS 
MY LAST Wt LL AND TtSTAMENTtt .. 
"IN WITNESS 'VIEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND AFF'IX-
' 
ED MY s·EAL THIS DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN-rt., 
Wf _TNESSES: 
LEVI MORR Is, 
CHARl:-ES LOVE (SEAL). 
(Asst-GNED, SEALED, AND) 
(DELIVERED IN THE PRESENCE) 
WtLLIAM D.M(?RRLS .• (or). ' 
· FROM Wt LL BOOK f. PAGES 44 AND 45. 
SAWEL FERGUSON WJLL • 
•• ' IN THE NAME: OF AllJUGHTY Goo, AMEN. ' I, SAMUEL FERGUSON, SENlOR ' .. 
OF THE COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VIRGINIA PROFESSING SOUNDNESS or 
Ml: ND AND BE I NG OF DISPOSING MEMORY DO HEREBY, · IN THE fEAR OF GoD ' 
MAKE, ORDAIN AND SEAL THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT IN THE FOLLOWING 
WORDS AND F'lGURES ON THIS EIGHTH DAY OF t'-bVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND, EIGHT 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FOUR1t • 
ttJ N THE fl RST PLACE, IT IS MY WI LL THAT ALL MY JUST AND LAWFUL 
DEBTS BE PAID" SECONDLY• I DO HEREBY WILL AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON, 
SAMUEL, MY PLANTATION THAT I DO NOW LIVE UPON WITH ALL ITS lMPROVEMENTS 
THEREUNTO BELONGING, OR JN ANY WISE APPERTAINING• THIRDLY, tT IS MY 
WILL, AND I DO HEREBY LIBcf:RATE AND MANUMIT AND FOREVER, DISCHARGE 
(_ ' MOLLY, MV OLD BLACK WOMAN, FROM SLAVERY IAT THE DEATH OF MY Wl'FE, 
, MARY;' AND AT MY DEATH, THAT IS TO SAY, AT OUR DEATHS, THE SAID MOLLY 
-85- · 
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IS TO BE FREE FROM SLAVE.RY FROM ME, MY HElRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRA 
TORS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER. AND I DO HEREBY WI LL AND BEQUEATH UNTO -S 
THE SAID MOLLY HER BED AND ITS FURNITURE AND A COW TO GIVE HER MrLK TO 
! 
L (VE UPON tN HER OLD AGE. FOURTHLY, IT IS MY WILL, . AND L DO HEREBY 
LlB:ERATE, MANUMIT, AND.FOREVER DISCHARGE.SALLY, MY HALF COLOURED OR 
MULATTO GIRL SERVAN.T FROM SLAVERY AT OUR DEATH~, THAT 15 TO SAY AT THE 
OF MV Wl FE MARY; AND AT MY DEATK THE SA ID SALLY, MY YELLOW GIRLS IS TO 
BE FREE._ FROM ME, MY HEIRS, . EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS. AND ASSlGNEES 
J5 
· f ORE VER. AND ,.l , DO HEREaV Wl LL . AND BEQUEATH UNTO THE SA lD SALLY HER BED 
. .. 
AND ITS FURNITURE, AND A TITLE WHEEL FOR SPINNING ON". PtfTHLY, IT IS 
I 
MY WILL, AND I DO HEREBY LIBERATE, MANUMIT, AND FOREVER DISCHARGE 
SAMPSON, MY HALF' COLOURED OR MULATTO FROM SLAVERY lN TH r·RTEEN YEARS 
... 
FROM THE DATE OF THIS WlLL; AND AT THE EXPIRATION OF THIRTEEN YEARS 
FROM THE DAT~ Of" THIS WILL tS FREE FROM ME, MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS, 
ADMINISTRATORS AND A$SIGNE6S FOREVER• AND I DO HEREBY Wt LL , AND BEQUEATH 
UNTO THE SAID SAMPSON A GOOD AXE AT . THE TIME Of' HIS FREEDOM THAT HE 
MAY BE ABLE TO GETN HIS LIVING BY HONEST INDUSTRv"". 
1•IT IS MV WILL, AND I DO HERE.BY BEQUEATH UNTO MY SON, WILLIAM ALL 
MY WHEELRIGHT TOOLS. SEVENTHLY, IT IS MY WILL THAT ALL THE REMAINDER 
OR RESIDUE OF MY PERSONAL ESTATE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG THE CHILDREN AS 
IS HEREINAFTER NAMED IN THIS WILL, TO-WIT: JOHN FERGUSON, 'NILLIAM 
FERGUSON, THOMAS FERGUSON, (SABEL BAILEY, SALLY BAILEY AND ELlZABETH 
8o0THE. BUT·, AND IF ANY OF MY OWN CH I LDREN, AS MENT lONED IN TH IS 
Wt LL SHOULD BE DEAD BEFORE THE EXEC UT l ON OF TH I SX)11JOO(XlQ& Wr LL OR DIVIS-
I ON OF MY ESTATE AMONG THEM, THEN AND IH THAT CASE I WISH TO BE FULL~ UN.&! 
DERSTOOD THAT IT IS MY WILL THAT. MY ESTATE BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG THE 
( "-,. REMAINING PART Of' MY OWN CHILDREN THAT MAY SURVIVE THEIR DECEASED HUSBAND: 
"'AND BE IT UNDERSTOOD THAT IT IS NOT MY W.L LL THAT MY SON SAMUEL 
-86-
' I. ·1 ·i., 
( ,'SHOULD POSESS AND ENJOY MY PLANT AT ION. UNT t L MV DEATH AND .THE DEATH 
OF MY WtfE MARY, ONLY AS WE PERMIT HIM TO THE PRtVtLEGE OF LIVlNG 
ON THE: PLANTATION". 
"AND IT IS FURTHER MY Wl LL THAT SAMPSON, MY YELLOW BOY AF-
TER THE IEATH Of ME AND MY WIFE MAY BE HIRED OUT TO SOME GOOD MAN THAT 
WI LL USE HIM WELL UNTIL THE SAID SAMPSON rs FREE, AS STATED rn TH Is 
-,NtLL, AND THE PRJCE OF SAID HIRE BE EQUALLY DIVIDED: AMONG ALL OUR 
CHILDRE!t WHtCH MAY BE LtVING AT THAT TtME". · 
''S l GNED ,. SEALED, AND DEL I VERED FROM UNDER MY HAND TH IS 
EIGHnt D4V OFi NOVEMBER, rs24t•. 
i i SAMUEL FERGUSON. (SEAL). 
. BURWELL SPURLO~K, 
' 
STEPHEN SPURLOCK, 
ABRAHAM TROUT. ' ' '  ' . 
FROM WI LL BooK r. PAGES 52 AND 53• CABELL COUNTY RECORDS • . 
FOUl.OWS THE APPRAlSEMENT BILL OF THE [STATE Or 
DAN lEL WITCHER: 
I AXE, ·I MATTOCK, 
2 Pl LI NG HOES, 
GRUBB I NG HOE, 
PR. HAMES AND IRON WAGE, 
LOG CHAIN, 
SINGLE TREE .AND CLEVIS, 
SHOVEL PLOUGH, 
BULL PLOUGH, 
BULL TONGUE PLOUGH, 
COULTOR PLOUGH, 
FRYING PAN AND RACK CHAIN, 
P::JT AND HOOKS, 
STEW l(ETTLE, 
PAIR TRACE CHAINS AND HAMES, BACK\IAUUD, 
I HORSE COLLAR, 
I 
. I 
PR, OLD TRACE CHA I NS, 
SPADE, 
I SMALL COVER AND LfD HOOKS, 
MEAT SLICER, 
SUGAR KETTLE, 
15 Q.:\LLONS STONE WAR£, 
-87- , 
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C 
\ ' 
~) ;OF'fE£. POTS, 
. ~ - SUGARS, 
[ CH I SEL, 
l PRUr-t l NG KN I tE, 
l TROUL, 
I _SAD IRON, · 
1: ;BELL AND COLLK , 
[ . . LARGE SC I EVE, 
CHURN, 
' ' 
f · Fl.AX HACKLE ' 
- l r 
. t BUNCH BED CLOTH lNG, 
[ . SPINNING WHEEL, . 
I~ LBS. WOOLEN· YARN, 
. I 
7 _LBS. FLAX THTEAD, 
13 LB• WOOL, 
I SPRING BALANCE, 
PR. ANDIRONS, 
CUPBOARD AND WARE, 
6 CHAlNS, . 
I TABLE, 
l COTTON WHEEL, 
! . 
S LBS ~ COTTON YARN, 
. ! ' ' • 
I SADDLE AND SADDLE BAGS . 
z' 2 YEAR OLD-STEERS, 
4' I VEAR OLD STEER, 
I BULL, 
12 HEAD OF SHEEP, 
TWO VEAR OLD FILLY, ' 
BED, ,
1 
~~OSTEAD . ~ND CLOTHING, MARE AND COLT, 
BED BEDSTEAD, AND CLOTHING, ( OX CART, 
2 CHESTS, f CRADLE, 
' 
I 3/4 GALLON CLOVER SEED, MALE SLAVE NAMED STEPHEN 
SIDE SA DDLE, 
BED STEAD AND BED CLOTHING, 
BED STEAD, 
FIELD Of WHEAT, 
42 HEAD OF HOGS, 
cow AND CALF, 
cow AND CALF, 
cow 
I. FEMALE u, tt SILVEY 
BLACK BIY It' THOMAS, 
I tt n tt· 'NILLY, 
I ti' GIRL II MARY, 
If BOY, II MARSHALL. 
37 BUSHELS Of WHEAT. 
c·. . cow, 
I YOKE OF' OXEN, 
. 2 3 YEAR OLD STEERS • . 
. . ' 
I , 
., . , .. . : .. 
. · _;, ,. 
. I 
THE WI LL OF JAMES,, McCORM l CK. 
t, JAMES McCORMICK, OF'. THE COUNTY Or CA&ELL AND STATE OF" 
\rfEST VrRGINIA, BEtNG OF COUND MIND AND DtSPOSt.NG MEMORY, tT FfAS' 
SEENTHROUGH WISDOM OF MY CREATOR TO BESTOW YPON' ME AT ANY TIME~ BUT 
BEtNG DESIROUS Or FIDPOSING Or Mv· PROPllTY WHILE rN HEALTH, DO UTTER 
AND PUB LUSH TH IS, MY LAST Wt LL AND : TESTAMENT• 
· , To GOD WHO . GAVE, DO I REMCOMMEN:O MY SOULD, AND AS IT REGARDS MY 
. '/14:. . . . . . 
' REAL ESTATE IN TH£ COUNTY Ot CABELL, ON THE OH·to RtVE:R, BEING _PART OF 
THE MILITARY SURVEY, t HAVE HERETOFORE CAUSED TO BE . LAID OFc tNTO srx 
,LOTS, THE F'ffST LOTSITUATE AT THE .MOUTH Ot FOUR POLE GREEK r GtVE 
AND BE UNTO MY SON JOHN McCoRMrcK, HIS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER • 
THE SECOND LOT f HAVE CONVEYED BY AND TO JOHN AND MOSE."S McCOR-
-MlCK., THE THll~D LOT, AND Now· IN THE POSESSION Ot MY SON MOSES,. f 
I 
GfVE .AND _BEQUEATl:f : TO MY SON MOSES McCORMICK, HlS HEIARD AND ASSrGNS 
FOREVER, CONTAINING EIGHTY-NINE ACRES. 
. . . . l . 
THE FOURTH LOT, AND mow IN THE POSESS lON Or MY SON, LEVr, . 
GIVE UN.TO MY SON LEVl DURING HIS NATURAL LIFE; AND AT THE DEATH OF 
THE S.AID te:vt I GIVE AND BEQUEATK THE SAME, TO MY SON JOH McCORMICK 
TO HIM AND HIS HEISRS EOREVER; BUT I CHARGE THE S:~ID LEGACY Or THIS 
DlVISION TO MY SON, JOHN McCORMICK WITH THE PAYMENT Ot TEN DOLLARS 
PER ACRE, TO BE PAID BY THE SAID JOHN McCORMICK, HIS HEIRS AND AS-
SIGNS TO THE SONS OF THE SAID LEVI McCORMICK. THIS LOT CONTAINS SEVENTY- · 
SIX ACRES. 
THE rlrTH LOT, CONTAINING SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES AND NOW IN THE 
POSESSION OF MY SON, DAVID McCORMlCK f G;IVE AND BEQUEATH TO HIM, THE 
SAID DAV,' ID McCORMlCK, FOR AND DURlNG HIS NATURAL LIFE; AND AT HIS 
( DEATH I GIVE AND BEQUEATH THE SAME TO MY SON GEORGE McCORMICK, TO HIM 
. AND fflS HEtRS,, FOREVER; BUT I CHARGE THIS REMAINING LEGACY WITH THE 
.. 
,•,,.',)./.}'.:.• .. ;•·; • 
( _, . PAYMENT OF TEN OOLLARS PER ACRE. WHICH I CHARGE, TO BE PAiD TO 
MY SON GEORGE TO THE HElRS OF MY SON DAV tD • 
. hJW THE LOWER:, BUT INCLUDING THE MOUTH Ot TWELVE POLE. CON-
TAlNING ONE HUNDRED AND FlrTY-NfNE ACRES GIVE TO MY SON GEORGE 
McCORMt:CK, HIS , HErRS AND KSSIGNS, FOREVER,- :THE BOUNDARIES OF THESE 
j 1 ' 
. t.OTS WERE l(SCERTA t NED BY A CORRECTED SURVEY- lN JUN.E f' 835, WH tCH 
CH'ANQES l N SOM.E DEG RE£ THE _BOUNDA RI ES AND QUANT IT t ES Or THE LOTS G rv-
,Ert T01 1~EVI AND DAVl:D McCORMt CK FOR THEIR HE I RS, AS F t:RST SET APART , 
.lN MAW 18341.BY THE SURVEY OF CABELL UOUN>T't. 
' I • ' ., . 
LOWS: 
AS TO THE REWIDUt: OF MVi P.ROPERTr, I DtSPOSE. Of", IT AS FO,L"'.' 
f · GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MV FAITHrUL AND BELOVED Vilf"E ALL. 
THE PROP!£RTY- OF ANY DESCRIPTION WHATEVER,. THAT SHE. HAD WHEN WE WERE 
I I I ' 
MARRlEDj AND I CHARGE THE LAND WHEREIN I : LIVE WITH THE PAYMENT Or 
' . ' THOUSAND· . l . . . 
ONEXKQU(~D DOLLARS WHICH MY EXECUTOR?WILL ALSO GIVE TO MY WtFE 
tF_ SHE SHOULD SURVIVE MEj ;ALSO THE CHOICE OF MV HOUSES:, . THE ct~OtCE 
' OF MY STOCK FO lWO COWS AND SXZ SHEEP, AND ACCORDtNG TO MY UNDER-
' ' 
STANDING THIS WILL BE RECEIVED BY HER IN .LIEU OF HER OOWER • . 
I GIVE MY FAITHFUL OLD S,ERVANT, MOSES AND HIS WIFE TO MY 
DAUGHTER, THE WIFE OF J 'AMES POAGE. I GIVE TO MY DAUGHTER JANE THE 
NEGRO GIRL LucrNDA AND HER FUTURE lNCREASEi I GIVE TO MY SON 
JOHN MY SLAVES SARAH AND ALL HER CHILDREN UPON HIS PAYING MY Exe:cu-
TORS FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS. G:l VE MY SLAVE DAV ID TO MY SON, MOSES 
UPON HIS PAY I NG TO MV EXECUTOR THE SUM OF FI VE HUNDRED DOLLARS 
AND ' I GIVE TO Mti SON GEORGE. MY SLAVE, YOUNG MOSES, UPON HIS PAV-
ING MY_ EXECUTORS FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS. 
: AND I DIRECT MV EXECUTORS TO SEC.L MY LAND IN THE COUNTY Or 
WHAT ~XTENT I :'MAY HAVE AT THE TIME Of' MY 1DEATH, AND FROM THE P,ROCEEDS, 
FOLLOW'ING, AS TO-WIT, INCLUDING THE CHARGE UPON THE LEGACIES: To MV 




TO MY SON CHARLES McCORMICK . Of' I ND I ANA, ONE. HUNDRED DOLLARS; To 
HENRY POAGE_, SON OF W_lLLlAM POAG.E:, ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS.; TO THE CH IL-
DREN 0~ ELI McCORMICK, DEC'S'D ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS. To LSAAC McCORMtcK 
. . 
M.Y S.ON.1 flVE DOLLARS. AN.D THE. BALANCE Of MY E.STATE TO BE EQUALLY DIVID-
ED AMONG MY THREE DAUGHTERS, SARAH fOSTER, JtMlNLA POAGE, AND JANE. McCOR-
MlCK. 
AND 1 LASTLY, l APPO LNT SOLOMON THORNBUR<l AND MY SON,. JOHN. Mc-
... - - . 
CORMLCK, OF CABE.LL COUNTY, MY EXECUTORS OF THIS, MY LAST WILL AND TESTA -
GtVE.N UNDER MV HAND AND SEAL THE 25.TH DAY OF MA'l', L837 • 
T TRUE COPY. TESTE. 
N. H. Lt TTt.E, 
BENJ. Ff. TEV ls. 
J·oHN HAY, C. S. 
c. c. c. 
FROM WI LL BooK I. PAGES 265 AND 266. RECORDS OF CABELL COUNTY• 
FOLLOWS THE w·t LL OF JOH EVERETT, SR. 
ttf N THE NAME Or GOD, AMEN: f, JOHN EVERETT, SENIOR, OF THE 
COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VIRGINIA, BEING WEAK IN BODY, BUT OF 
SOUND MIND AND EME.MORY-, THANKS BE TO GOD FOR THE SAME, CONSIDERr-NG 
THE UNDERTAINTY OF LIF&, TO THE END THAT I MAY BE BETTER PREPARED TO 
LEAVE THIS WORLD WHENEVER IT PLEASETH GOD TO CALL ME HENCE, DO MAKE 
THIS MY LAST NILL AND TESTAMENT IN THE MANNER FOLLOWlNG (THAT IS TO SAY) 
"FIRST, I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY BEI..OVED WIFE, SARAH EVERETT, 
FOR: THE NATURAL QOVE AND AFFECTION HAVE FOR HER, ALL MY ESTATE, BOTH 
REAL AND PERSONAL TO HOLD THE SAME FOR HER PROPER USE AND BENEFIT DUR-
. ING HER NATURAL LIFE; AND AFTER HER DECEASE, IT lSMY WILL AND DESIRE 
THAT IT SHOULD BE DISPOSED OF IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER, vtz: 
"FIRST, I GIVE _AND DEVISE TO MY SON, NATHAN EVERETT MY TRACT OF' 
LAND ON WHICH I NOW LIVE WITH ALL ITS APPURTENANCES, FOR OR IN CONSIDER-
A.TION OF WHICH HE. IS TO -PAY TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS, EQUALIZLNG MONEY TO 
c· MY OTHER HEIRS WlTHlN. fOUR YEARS AFTER MY SAlD WlFE. 1 S DE.CEASE'l• 
,< 
:{ ,!'' ' ,· . 
. Se:CONDLY, GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO THE LAWFUL HEIRS OF MY SON 
RtC.HMOND 0. EVERETT, DECEASED, NAMELY: SUSANNAH HARRISON, LUCENIA, 
AND NANCY ANN SEVENTY- FOUR DOLLARS EACH, AND THE R.ES IDUE OF MY ESTATE, 
BOTH .EAL AND PERSONAL f AN.D BEQUEATH TO MY OTHER HElRS, Vtz: 
. JOHN EVERETT AND SAMUEL EVERETT, PETE:R EVERETT, SRA.Ii DEDMAti Arin MY 
! I 
GRAND- DAUISHiER ELLZA. LOVE:, w rFE Or WI LL LAM Love:, JR. TO BE EQUALLY 
' ' 
D l V l DED AMONG THEM. 1·r IS FURTHER MY WlLL AND DESLRE THAT THE LEGA-
CY COMING TO MY DAUGHTER SARAH DEDMAN, SHOULD BE. PLACED IN THE HANDS OF 
MY SON, SAMUEL EVERETT TO BE DISPOSED OF BY HIM FOR THE PROPER USE 
AND BENEFIT OF MY SAID DAUGHTER SARAH DEDMAN AS , HE , MAY THI.NK BEWvT so 
THAT, IT, MAY NOT FALL IN THE HANDS OF ANY OTHER PERSO!ll., A DOU.RY FOR 
l ' I 
"fT IS FURTHER MY WILL AND DESIRE THAT MY NEGROES SHOULD HAVE: 
' ' 
' J~ • • .- . 
THE LIBERTY OF CHOOSING THEIR MASTER, PROVIDING THERE SHOtrLD BE NO DIF~ -
'.'t.l";··1 
f"ICULTY lN EFFECTING THAT PURPOSE; AND LASTLY, r APPOtNT 1 MY SON, . ·:it 
JOHN EVERETT, SOLE E.XECUOTOR OF THIS, _MY LAST WILL AP-ID TESTAMENT. 
"IN WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND RND SEAL THtS 
3RD DAY OF OCTOBER, IN THE VEAL OF OUR LORD, 1832. 
JOHN EVERETT 
SIGNED, SEALED AND DECLARED BY THE LAST 
WILL AND TESTAMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF US 
WHO HAVE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED OUR NAMES 
AS WITNESSES IN THE PRESENCE OF THE TESTTOR: CYNTHIA A. LOVE, 
DAN l El Love:, 
JOHN D. HOLRYAN, 
WM. McCllLI STER, 
~lldffts· xnux 
JAMES X TURLEY, 
I ! '. • MARK. 
FROM SOOK OF Wt LLS I. PAGE 311 .• CABELL COUNTY • . 
. ,· : • ~ -~I-. 
. . ""•' . ,. 
. \ . ! •. ' ~ • • 
; •. ,:~~~-:-i.~-~' -~:·_~i'~.:~~: 
. • •.f.\ /~ ·:. : ' ,:\: 
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I • 
I (; 
( -THE WtLL OF JOHN RUSSELL, OF CABE.LL ':OUN.TY, NAME.S HIS SLAVES: 
( 
1•1'N THE NAME OF GOD, AMEN: I, JOHN RUSSELL,, OF THE COUNTY Of' 
CABELL, DO HEREBY MAKE AND PU BUSH MY LAST WI LL AND TESTAMENT, EN-
JOY rNG AT THIS TlME BY THE MERCY OF GoD THE USE OF MY MENTAL F"ASULTIES 
BUT KNOWING THAT I MUST Dllr, AND DESlRlN.G TO DISPOSE OF WHAT ESTATE I 
H.$VE BEEN BL/fESSED WtTK LN THAT MANNER WHICH THE S. ITU.ATtON OF MY BE-
LOVED: WlrE AND CH I LDREN MAY REQUIRE,-. 
. ttf COMMAND Tf:iAT MY BODY MAY BE DECENTLY INTERRED AND THROUGH THE 
MERITS OF 0-!RtSTt MY s UL TO GOD WHO GAVE IT. r GtvE To MY ee:Love:D w1F E 
HJtiNNAH RUSSELL" THE HOUSE AND LOT IN GUVANDOTTE WHICH t PURCHASED, OF STO t,, 
-~ND THE __ TWO ADJOINtNG LOTS OF LAND CONTAING ABOUT TWENTY-:-NtNE ACRE$, 
. , . . . 
WH l CH . r PURCKASED OF THE TRUSTEES OF BELDEN WALKER & Co, FOR AND DUR fNG 
' ' 
~ER NAT~RAL LfFEj AND AFTER HER DEATH, THEN TO MY CHILDREN ROMA AND 
JOffN, OR THE . SURVIVORS OF THEM lF EITHER DIES rN INtANCY -tN FEE. r FUR-
I 
THER.DIRECT THAT MY EXECUTORS GfVE TO MY SAID WfcE ALL THE FURNITURE, 
• 
BEDS, . BEDDING WHfCH SHE «lWNED AT THE TIME Of' OUR MARRIAGE, AND WHtCH MAY 
-~EMAtN tN MY POSESSION AT THE TIME Of' _MY DEATH. ALSO THE rNO GOOD MrLCH 
COWS, AND FIFTY DOLLARS VA.LUE Of' H USEHOLD AND KITCH EN FURNITURE, AS 
XHE MAY ELECT. I DIRECT MY EXECUTORS, ALSO, TO GIVE TO MY DAUGHTER 
ELIZA. TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS WHICH WILL MAKE HER EQUAL WITH THE LEGACY 
LEFT HER BROTHERS AND SISTERS BY THEIR GRANDFATHER. 
"I ALSO EMANCIPATE AND SET FREE MY TWO SLAVES, MANUEL AND PA-
TIENCE IN CONSIDERATION OF THEIR LONG AND F~ITHFUL SRRVICE, AFTER THEY 
SERVE WI TH THEIR PERSONAL LABOUR MY FAMILY FOR ONE YEAR AFTER MY DEATH, 
AND THEN MY EXECUTORS TO GI VE THEM A CERTIFIED COPY OF TH IS MY Wt LL, 
AND TH EV TO BE RELEASED FROM FURTH ER SERVITUDE. 
ttJ DIRECT THAT MV EXE..CUTORS HI RE OUT TO SOME HUMANE EMPLOYER 
' ' . 
w·t ,THIN THE Cou~TY OF, CABE.LL MY NEGRO MAN SLA~E HENSON. FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
-\ ' : 
.':, . ,:. ,. 
: . · .. 
( 
. ,.,., . 
I 
MEETlNG THE LEGACIES HEREBY GIVEN UNTIL MY YOUNGEST CHILD SHALL AR-
RrVE TO THE A-GE Or TWENTY- ONE YEARS, AND THEN TO BE EMANCIPATED AND 
SETS FREE. f HEREBY APPOINT MV SON, THOMAS RUSSELL, AND SON-rN-LAW 
JOSEPH MORRIS, OR THE SURVIVOR OF THEM., THE EXECUTORS OF TH IS MY LAST 
WILL AND TESTAMENT, AND DIRECT AHAT AFTER THEY PAV Ofr THE JUST DEBTS AN 
tUNERAL EXPENSES AND THE ABOVE LEGACtE: S, THAT THEY DISPOSE, OF THE RES I -
DUE OF MY ESTATE IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER, THAT rs, :ro-u. SAY ONE 
. 
HUNDRED AND .TWENTY-f" IVE DOLLARS TO COMPLETE THE E:DUCATlON. Of MY DAUGHT -
ER, ; MARY ANNi THREE HUNDRED AND ~VENTY-F' IVE DOLLARS TO COMPLETE THE ED· 
u· CATUON OF MY SON, THOMAS; TWO HUNDRED AND FlFTY DOLLARS TO COMPLETE 
I 
THE _E-DUCATION OF MY DAUGHTER, ELlZA; TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS TO COMPLETE 
THE EDUCATION OF MY DAUGHTER ROMA-; AND TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS TO COMPLETE . 
THE. EDUCATION OF MY SON, JOHN. 
ffJ REQUEST THAT THE BALANCE OF MY ESTATE MA'f THEN BE EQUALLY ·: . 
DIVIDED AMONG MV CHILDREN BY MY FIRST WIFE, EXCEPT TWO HUNDRED DOLLAR
1S 
TO EACH OF MY CHILDREN, FRANCIS AND SARAH, WHO HAVE HAD THAT MUCH ADVA~ 
ED TO THEM. f DESIRE THAT MY SON FRANCIS WILL TAKE i-f IS BROTHER THOMAS 
AND SUPERINTEND .HIS EDUCATION AND PAY HIM HIS LEGACY DUE HIM FROM HIS 
GRANDFATHER, FROM THE FUNDS OF MINE IN HIS HANDS, WHICH AMOUNTS TO 
$520.00. 
ttJ REQUEST THAT THE TITLE TO THAT LAND WHICH ) LATELY PURCHASE: 
IN \fi/AYNE COUNTY MAY BE MADE TO MY EXECUTORS, OR EITHER THAT WILL QUALIF' 
AND BY THEM, OR HIM SOLD FOR THE PAYMENTS OF THE LEGACIES. ~OULD MY 
SON rRANCIS R EF_USE, OR NEGLECT TO QUALIFY AS EXECUTOR, THE OTHER EXECU 
TOR IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO ACT AS FULLY AS IF NO OTHER HAD BEEN NAMED. 
NJN WITNESS WHEREOF 
' 
HAVE SET MY HAND AND SE1'L TH IS 20TH DAY 
HIS 
JOHt-l X :RUSSELL 
MARK. 
I · " • 
··, .,• . 
fOLLOWING IS THE APPRALSEMENT BlLL OF THE ESTATE Or 
JEREMIAH KlLGORE., 
I YEAR OLF COLT 
I 3· VEAR OLD COLT, 
lxisll«Rx.Gk•~~lx 
I BAY MARE, 
I. GRAV MARE, 
I BAY HORSE, 
~ HEAD OF SHEEP, 
4 COWS AND 6 SHOATS~ 
5 VEAR OLD HOGS, 
WHITE BOARD HOG, 
I 3 YR. OLD STEER, 
2 I YR. OLD STEERS, 
OLD COW, 
YOUNG, BOB TAILED ;;ow-, 
COW AND CALF', 
YOUNG RED CON, 
HE HAS NO WILL RECORDCD, 
SE.T GEAR FIRST CHOtCE¥ 
I HORSE COLLAR 
CLEVlS, BULL TONGUE AND SHOVEL, 
SMALL HOE, 
I MATTOCK, , 
LARGE CLEVIS, 
LARGE AXE 
I SMALL " . . 
( LA.RGE KITLE, AND BAlLS, 
SMALL KI TCLE AND BA I LS, 
( LARGE POT AND BAILS, 
I LARGE KlTLE, HOOPS. &c. AND BAlLS, 
I MAN'S SADDLE, 
I FLOCK GEESE f 12{ EACH, 
2 BE~ STANDS AT $2.00 EACH, 
I 2 YR. OLD HEIFER, RED AND WHITE, f STEW KITLE AND HOOKS, 
RED HEIFER, 2 YR. OLD 
RED CALF, 
COW AND CALF, 




LARGE OVEN AND HOOKS, 
TEA KETTLE SKILLET AND 3 POTRACKS, 
LOOM, 
CUPBOARD, 
FALLING LEAF TAaLE, 
BIU\8.ltOW , 
BED STEAD AND CLOTHING, 
SHOVEL PLOUGH', STOCK AN.D CLEVIS, I BEDSTEAD AND CLOTHING, 
PR. STRETCHERS, Cf:IA I NS AND SINGLE TREES, . ( BEDSTEAD AND CLOTH I NG, 
· 1 ; • 
I S~OVEL PLOUGH, STOCK AND CLEVlS, BEDSTEAD AND CLOTHING, 
.. . ·. " . ' . i 
'I 
, i 
( , . •/ · 
[ CLOCK, 
( LOOKlNG GLASS, 
I SET WINDSOR CHAlRS, 
f tt SPLlT BOTTOM CHA I RS 
. ' 
I· LOT SUP~OARD W.I\RE, 
GRATtNG KNIFE, 
2 JARS ¢ 12-¼! EACK, 
i f PR. HAND IRONS, 
I -4. GALLON CHURN, 
2 2 GAL ' JARS, 1 
f RI f"LE GUN AND SHOT POUCH, 
B lG , WHEEL, . 
I · SQ.UARE KtTCHEN TABLE, 
I GAL. J~R COFFEE, 
· I ; BLOCK REEL ON TIN PAN, 
JUG AND 2 BARRELS, 
MOWlNG SNEAD AND SCVTHE, 
CRADLE AND SCYTHE, 
f tLAX BRAKE AND WI ND IU LL, 




BLACK BO"( AD/f.M: . 
r •t ••· FRANK 
I BLACK BOY JACK. 
rt SHADRACK 





c ·HARLES K. MORRIS, 
HENRY BALL, 









FROM WILL BOOK I. PAGES 357 AND 358. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
FOLLOWING IS THE WILL OF THOMAS MORRIS, SR. 
11 1, THOMAS MORRIS, SENIOR, OF THE COUNTY OF CAB:ELL AND STATE Of WEST 
VIRGINIA, BEING OLD AND FEEBLE, BUT OF SOUND MIND AND IN THE FULL EXER-
CISE Of MV REASON, DO MAKE THIS MV LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT: AfTE:R THE 
PAYMENT Of ALL MY DEBTS AND FUNERAL EX.PE~SES I LEND UNTO MYDEAR WIFE, 
NANCY, . ALL MY MONEY , AND PROPEJTY, , REAL AND PERSONAL, TO-WIT: LAND, NEBROES 
' I '& 
AND STOCK CONSISTING OF CATTLE, 'SttEEP, HOGS, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN fURNI-
;\\··· ,~·::• . ·'-
: __ :_ ~ • ,:· k·;: • j· / 
",_q1• . ' 
~ ' ~. 
( . TURC ·oR WHATE.VE.R PROPERTY I MAY aE lN POSESSlON Of' AT THE TlME. OF 
MY DECEASE, AND TO KEEP, OR SELL ANY OF THE PERSONAL PROPERTY SHE 
MAY SEE PROPER' FOR HE.R Gall USE AND SUPPORTj AND fURTHERMORE, THE TWO N&< 
G.RO WOMEN. NANCY AND PEGGY· TO STAY Wl TH AND TAKE CARE OF THE LR MlS-
' ' " 
TR.E:.SS DUR LNG HER Ll re:; OR TO BE H l RED av HER fOR H_ER BE.NEF IT; AND AF-
TE.R H.ER DECEASE:_ TO HACE. CHO . .lCE OF MAS.TE.RS AND MLSTRE..SSES AMONG MY 
' CH l LDREN,- OR OTHERWI SE:j AND FURTHERMORE., IT IS MY WlLL THAT AFTER 
i • ~ 
nu: IE.C-EASE OF MY WtFE. ALL TH.E MONEY, LAND, NEGROES. AND OTHER PROP-
ERTY THAT MAY BE LEFT MAY BE SOLD, AND THIS MONEY EQUALLY DIVtDED· 
AMONG MY CHILDREN, vrz: Mv soN CLABUM, MY soN TH"OMAS, MY soN GABRIEL, 
. MV DAUGHTER. Luc INDA, 
I • 
MATHEWS, AND MY DAUGHTER RITER GARRETT'S CHILDREN 1 
' ! 
SHE BElNGMBECEASED, TO HAVE THEIR MOTHER'S PORTION. r APP01Nr MY 
SONS THOMAS AND GABRI EL MY EXECUTORS; AND f"URTHE.RMORE, SHOULD THE 
NEGRO WOMEN CHOOSE FOR THEIR MASTERS OR MISTRESSES ANY OF MY CHfL-
• 
DRE.N THEN AND IN THAT CASE THEY ARE TO 'JAKE THEM AT.THEIR VALUE IN MONEY 
AND IN THEIR PORTION OF MY ESTATE~ 
IN TESTIWONY WHEREOF f HAVE HEREUNTO E.XECUTED MY HAND AND 
SEAL THlS 22ND DAY OF OCTOBER, 1846. 
TES TE: 
THOMAS ROBERTSr JR., 
JAMES T, CARROLL. 
FROM 8oOK OF WILLS(. PAGE 374. 
THOMAS ROBERTS, (SEAL). 
FOLLOWS THE WILL OF SAl!PSO N SANDERS (SAUNDERS) WHO WQa 
CONSIDERED OD OF THE WEALTHIEST AND LARGEST SLAVE OWNERS 
IN CABELL COUNTY, 
"Know all men by "these presents that I. Sampson 
Saunders, of the County . of (;abell, State of Virginia, do 
make this my last Will and Testament in manner following. 
"It 1s my will and desire*'**' and • hereby d1reot , 
m¥ executors, hereimt ter .named., or the survivi>nt of them 
. or such. ,. ot 't!lem as mq act, do as soon as possiple atter IDT 
a.ea th, collect so much o:t· my estate- to ·ou.y land tor my said 
slaves i,V. the .itate ot Indiana, or B>me o'ne of U'le .:itates 
of the United ~tates of .america ~s may be necessary for ua:t 
then comfortable support 01' my saids lavez, assigning ~o 
each. head ot a f'am1ly the 1r proper pro portion ot land or 
property, b1nd1ng 'the heads o:r families and the o'tb.er · young 
. men ror ·t . .be comfortable support of 'the old end decrepit or 
weakly slaves during U:l eir .natural lives; and ror the pur-
pose of carrying th.ts part or my will 1nto ei~ect, I here-
by give and bequeath to my said slaves .lifte en Ul.ousand dol 
lars, liO be paid out out oi my estate ·oy my executors, as 
uoresa1d which may be pa.id by my exeuutors in property of 
mine .a.ow at 1tt1 ap.J,)ra1sect. value· arter my death. The land Jrt1: 
will have to be purchased w1 th mone1, and the balance of the 
fifteen 'thousand do11ars ma,, w1 th the co.asent of 1he said 
l,;_ slaves, be paid in props rty at its appraised value or part 
'· 
in money . and part in property. 
i.'>.:. • 
I .-.a1~~[~£tti::1i:J::.'.'.,= ,,,.-.. ~:-•: ~.::~, .. ;,, ~ .. , • ,·· . •. r_ • ' · ·- . ~ • .J..', 1·,,·,11 ., ·h.•••- ,.,,.u ••. , , .. ,., " 
'.• .. ; : . ' ~ 
. • ~~ I : . \ • ,·' ' . . ,. ;,,:::.'• -~:::· >j ';' Lv,);,\:.d~ :\ .:.:,< ,· :,:• . 
I I 
• ', ..! 
"THUS fAR I THLNK lT PROPER:TO MAKE MY WtLL AT THlS tlME, AND 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF CARRYLNG THE SAME lNTO EFFECT ( HERE.BY APPOLNT MY Xlt>lJ. 
FRLENDS JOH.N. SAMUELS, JOHN LAIDLEY, GEORBE. GALLAHER,. CONW.ELSEY SIMMONS 
EXE.CU TORS OF TH IS MY L/>.ST WI LL AND TEST AME.NT, HEREBY REVOK l NG ALL OTHER 
WILLS BY ME... HERETOFORE. MADE.. S l GN.ED ANP SEALED AS AND F,OR THE 




G,E.ORG~ W •. PLOTT t 
$ .tEPHE.t-l .SP\.IRLOCK, · 
A.ND Rf-W GN L, filt' 
WM. c. DUSE:NBERRY-, 
CHARLES. Q ,;, DuSE.NBERRV. 
' 
SAMPSON.' SAUNDERS 
CABELL COUNTY COURT JULY 9TH, t849. 
CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
FROM w l LL BOOK 
(SEA,~). : ., 
j• ' • ·.. ' •• :fj;- , 
[. iPAGE 39[". }:, 
WI LL OF MARTIN MOORE. 
•. 
' ttKNOW ALL MEN BYTHfSE PRESENTS THAT ', MART J.N MOOR_E., SENIOR, 
THE. . COUNTY OF CAB'.ELL AND STATE.OFM VIRGiNIA. DO HEREBY MAKE MY -
,, ; /ii. 
UST WILL AND TESTAMENT lN MANNER FOLLOWING, · TO-WIT: FIRST., rt f S 
MY WILL AND DESIRE THAT MY EXECUTORS HEREINAFTER MENTIONED DO PAY 
ALL MY JUST DEBTS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES OUT OF SUCH ESTATE AS [ MAY 
LEAVE -AT THE TIME OF MY DEATH. 
"SECOND, IT IS MY WILL AND DESIRE THAT MY WlrE, MARY MOORE, 
SHALL, AFTER MY DEATH, HAVE ONE - THIRD PART OF ALL MY ESTATE AFTER 
MY JUST DEBTS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES ARE PAID, AS WELL REAL AND PER -
SONAL. 
ttTHIRD, IT IS MY WILL AND DE.SIRE: AFTER MY DEATH THAT MY EXECUTORS 
HEREINAFTER NAMED, SHALL SELL Off MY TRACT OF LAND ON WHICH f NOW 
LlVE, AS WELL AS MY NEGROES, EXCEPT JOHN, A BOY SLAVE, AND PrUSCILLA, A 
GlRL SLAVE, ~T PUSL1C SAL£, : AND THE MONEY ARlSING THEREFROM TO BE DIVID-
' - ' i l • ' ' 
E'D AS HEREINAFTER MENTIONED.u 
., 
., .;_ •'· • f 
~-,} . ~: ~<~/i': .•l~;~:l:~\ .J.i~; ;;:··.•: .. . ·' ·:. . . ~ .. \ : :. :ii .-.~t!~.' , . . 
f 
I ; 
FOURTHLY, AS I HAVE G l VEN TO AMACETTA EVERETT A NEGRO G t·RL BY THE 
NAME Or MELINDA, TO MY SON MARTIN MOORE A SLAVE NAMED HENRY, TO MY 
DAUGHTER MARGARET SHELTON A NEGRO GIRLS DARKEY, TO MY DAUGHTER Lou tSA 
DUSENBERRY A NEGRO GIRL NAMED MARTHA; AND I HEREBY BEQUEATH TO MY 
DAUGHTER GRANCES MOORE ONE NEGRO BOY BY THE NAME Of JOHN, TO HAVE AND TO 
HOLD FOREVER, AND TO ~y SON Wl.LSON MOORE SLAVE PR lSC ILLA, TO BE HELD 
lN Lt.KE MANNER11 • 
ttAND, WHEREAS HAVE HERETOFORE GlVEN TO MY DAUGHTER MARGARET 
SHELTON BY WAY OF ADVANCEMENT S lX HUNDRED DOLLARS, AND _TO MY DAUGHTER, 
MARY McMAHON SIX HUNDRED OOLLARS, AND TO MY SON. WlLS.ON THREE HUNDRED 
DOLLARS BOTH THE LAST BV WAY OF ADVANCEMENT; AND IT IS THEREi'ORE MY 
WILL AND DESIRE THAT IH THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUNDS ARISING FROM THE 
SALE OF MY LAND AND NEGROES, IT SHALL BE SO DlVIDED AMONG ALL MY CHIL-
DREN NOW LlV I NG AS THAT THE ADVANCEMENT MADE, AS BEFORE STATED-, SHALL 
S:E A PART OF THE SHARES OF MY DAUG-HTERS MARGARET AND MARY; AND . MY SON 
W>luX>UI WILSON AS THAT MUCH RECEIVED BY THEM 11 • 
"Fl fTH, I HEREBY BEQUEATH TO MY DAl:JGHTER MARGARET SHELTON LOTS 
No.2 AND No. 3 IN THE TOWN Of BARBOURSVILLE, CABE.LL COUNTY, VlRGtNtA, 
WHICH I DEEM TO BE WORTH ABOUT THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS; AND IF THE FUNDS 
AR IS I NG FROM THE SALE OF MY PROPERTY SHOULD AMOUNT TO SO MUCH AS AS TO 
MAKE THE SHARE OF EACH OF MY CHILDREN NOW LIVING AMOUNT TO THE SUM OF 
NINE HUNDRED DOLLARS, THEN THE LOTS AND BUILDINGS THEREON SHALL BE THE 
SHARE AND PART THAT WILL BE COMING TO MY DAUGHTER MARGARET~ BUT IF THE 
FUND ARISING FROM THE SALE Of MY ESTATE AFORESAID SHALL FAIL TO MAKE 
EACH CHILD'S SHARE AMOU-NT TO NINE HUNDRED DOLLARS THEN THE SAID MARGARET 
SHELTON IS TO HAVE THE S~AID LOTS OF LAND, WITH THEIR IMPROVEMENT, NOTWITH· 
/ '\ 
\. · STANDING. SHE HAS RECEIVED MORE THAN THE REST Of' MY CH ILDREM( AS SHE 
HAS NO HOME, NOR WILL SHE HAVE THE MEANS OF PROCURING ONEi 
. . ~ .. . ..- ' . 
I ;,\~,· ••• :•~,'-/ :: •, J. •• :- -~ 
StXTHLY, HEREBY BEQUEATH TO THE CHILDREN OF MY SON. WILLt/S 
MOORE, DECEASED, 0 NE DOLLAR IN FULL OF THEIR SHARE OF MY ESTATE 
AND, SEUENTHLY, I HEREBY APPOINT MY FRIEND- JOHN SAMUELS AND MY 
SON WILSON MOORE EXECUTORS OF THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, HEREBY 
REVOKING ALL FORMER WILLS HERETOFORE MADE _BY ME. AND, LASTLY, f HEREBY 
DIRECT THAT ALL MY ESTATE, AFTER MY JUST DEBTS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES 
ARE PAID, AND MY WlrE'S FULL THIRD PART SHALL HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO HER 
! 
SHALL BE .PAfD TO MY CHILDREN MARGARET SHELTON,. MARY McMAHON, WILSON 
MOORE, . AMACETTA EVERETT' MART I.N MOORE, JR.' Lou l'SA DUSENBERRY AND 
FRANC CS MOORE SHARE A ND SHARE ALI KE, SUBJECT TO 'THE , ADVANCEMENT 
HEREINBEFORE MENTlONED AND THE BEQUEST RESPECTING LOTS 2 AND 3 IN BAR-
BOURSVf LLE .• 
fN TESTIMONY WHEREO~ f HAVE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED MY NAME AND 
AFFIXED MY SEAL THIS 17TH DAY OF' SEPTEMBER, 1850. 
. I 
I HEREBY BEQUEATH TO MY DAUGHTER FRANCES MOORE: A HORSE :,BEAST 
t• I 
WORTH: S lXTY DOLLARS WI TH A GOOD WOMAN t S SADDLE AND BRIDLE IN ~DD IT JON 1 · 
TO WHAT f HAVE GIVEN HER, AS HEREIN IS SET FORTH. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL, AS ABOVE, AND TH IS LATTER BEQUEST IS 
BECAUSE I HAVE HERETOFORE GIVEN TO EACH OF MY CHILDREN A SIMILAR GIFT 
SEPT. 17TH, f850 
MARTHA MOORE, SEN. AS HlS LAST 
Wt LL AND TES TAME NT, 
CHARLES K. MORRIS, 
CON\NELLSEY SIMMONS 
MARTIN MOORE. 
IN THE APPRAISEMENT BILL OF' THE ESTATE Of MARTIN MOORE NINE 
SLAVES WERE NAMED, VALUED TO $700.00. 
. I . . 
FROM WILL SOOK l f. PAGES 49 AND 50. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
; 
• I , 
r" ~ • 'I I.•• • , ·,·, .,·. 
:Jit~t1?r.,f z~"I ·.~] -~:i.:t,: ,:~ };' , •,I ' < _; •_;'/ '.!~ • ,• • \:-~h<· •· ·; ·, ,. . '\ . ... . 
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~ . t 
' · J. ·;- i · 
APPRAISEMENT LIST OF THE PERSONAL PROPERTY Or THOS. E. HANLEY: 
3 STACKS OF HAY, IST LOT AT 5¢, 2 GEARS, WI TH PUCHES AND HORNS, 
6 tt l't Ht 6 SPLIT BOTTOM CHAtRS,, 
2 tt It tt, 7 tl ••· It 
2· FIELDS OF CORN, STANDING, 5 w·1 NDSOR H 
A LOT OF SHEAF OATS, t SQUARE TABLE:, 2 FALLING LEAt, 
~ STACKS OF STRAW', AND 
1
J STA CK OF HAY,( STAND, 
I MARE $35.00; I BLACK HORSE $35. 00, LOOK I NG GLASS; f S tLVER WATCH, 
~ BAY MARE AND COLT, 
2 Ml LCH COWS AT $9.00 EACH, 
,I CALF $2.00; 6 HEAD OF 4 YR STEERS, 
9 HEAD 3 YR. OLD STEERS, 
- 3 HEAD· OF SMALL STEERS, 
WAGON WITH HlND GEARS, 
2 SOWS, AND 3 PIGS, 
r sow; 3 SHOATS, 
f PEACOCK PLOUGH WlTH CLEVIS, 
SHOVEL LOUGH, SINGLE TREE, CLEVIS 
AND TWO SAP RlNGS, 
2 FALLING ASCES, 
HANDSAW 50 BRAD BRAY & SCIVE, 
BBL. WITH SALT, 
HOE SPADE, · 
3 CUTTING KNIVES, AND I BULL TONGUE 
PLOUGH, 
LOT OF PLANKS, 
MEAT TUB, AND 2 BARRELS, 
2 BUREAUS, I CLOCK,, 
. f 'SHOVEL, 2 SNADS, , AND 2 REEL RINGS ' 
3 B·EDSTEADS ANil BEDDING, 
BEDSTEAD, AND BEDDING, 
2 STEADS : AND A COVER FOR 
r CORE FEATHERS, 
5 QUILTS, 
4 COUNTERPANES, 
12 DOMFORTS, ' BLANKET, ; ' '• 12 SHEETS, 2 PILLOW SLIPS, 
f UMBRELLA, 3.WINDOW CURTAINS, 
BIG KlTTLE, PR. TONGS AND POT 
HOOKS, 
BAKER, f OVEN, 
3 Pf<S, ANDIRONS, 
POT RACK, 
FLESH FORKE, 
FIRE SHOVEL, I TEA KETTLE, 
OVEN AND BED; 2 SKILLETS AND LID~ 
2 SAD IRONS, [ BROKEN SHOVEL AND . 
GRID IRON. 
TIN PANr 2 STRAWS, 2 TIN BUCKETS, 
SE.T KNIVES AND FORKS, 2 COFFEE. 
MILLS, 
CUPBOARD AND CUPBOARD WARE, 
,;.'..' .l, . ; ' , . . ,fa "l--' 
,o,,,c-),~.,::~1:.,,.~: ·~it,:~tt:'~-A;,;'.t\;:_'; t~ ;: '.;,,;,:, :,;;, ~,~,. ,-i~i:~ . -~Ln;: ·_,_: :. _: :,, _;; ·,. . L ,;,, ,. , ,; .', ,..,. ,, , ' , , r- , 
I 
() 3 BUCKETS, I COFFEE POT, AND KITCHEN TABLE, 
J CANDLE MOULDS, A TRAY AND TRUMPET, 
MANfS IADDLE; f StDE SADDLE, 
r CHEST, r LOT OF BOOKS AND SLATES, 
I WRITING DESK 
f 4 HENS., 
LOT Of WHEAT, 
NEGRO WOMAN LuctNDA AND CHILDREN, 
A~EXANDER AND LEWlS, $ 525.QQ. 
I NEGRO MAN, BEN. 450.00 
AUGUSTUS A. HANLEY AND ROBERT N.8.THOMPSON, ADMlNISTRATOR~ OF 
THOS. E. HANLEY, DECEASED. 
FROM WrLL Boote 2. PAGE 54. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS-. 
ON PAGE r 03-, WI LL BOOK 2, CABELL COUNTY RECORDS, 1 N THE APPRA r SE-
MENT BfLL OF JOHN HANDLEY, DATED MAY 6TH, 1852, ONLV ONE BLACK ,IXXD 
SLAVE G,IRL tl[VELIN;Ett IS MENTIONED, AND SHE IS VALUED .AT $600.00. 
THE WI LL OF SOLOMON THORNBURG •. 
ttf, SOLOMON THORNBURG, OF THE COUNTY Of CABELL, BEINB FEEBLE lN 
HEALTH BUT OF DISPOSING MIND, AND BELIEVEING IT TO BE A DUTY TO PROVIDE 
FOR THE DISPOSITION OF THE PROPERTY WHICH f HAVE BEEN PERMITTED TO AC-
QUIRE, DO HEREBY MAKE THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 11 • 
1ST: I DES IRE THAT MY EXECUTOR, HEREINAFTER NAMED, DO AS SOON AFTER 
MY DEATH AS THE STATE Of MY AFFAIRS WILL PERMIT, PAYING TO MY DAUGHTER, 
ELIZABETH GRIFFIN AND RETAINING FOR HIMSELF, EACH SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
DOLLARS, WHICH SUMS, tN ADDITION TO THE ADVANCE ALREADY MADE TO THEM, 
WILL BE EQUAL WITH THE OTHER CHILDREN, AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FOR". 
2NDLY: I GIVE AND BEQUEATH ALL THE RESIDUE Of MY ESTATE, BOTH 
·( -~· . PERSONAL AfiD REAL, EXCEPT MY SLAVES, TO MY BELOVEO WI rE, MY SO NS JAMES 
AND JOHN., AND MY DAUGHTER MARY WVERETT. THE 6STATE GIVEN TO MY WlFE IS 
-_ --{,;'. /·ti~;-:r -- \\:?:P-!t!\~~r~>((f;;:? /-
; .. 
' -
( rOR HER NATURAL LLFE-TIME, AND THEN THE REMAINDER TO JAMES AND JOHN 
AND MARY, ALL OF WHICH THEY ARE TO HAVE, FOREVER.tt 
3R'bt I GIVE TO MY DAUGHTER ELIZABETH" MY NEGRO BOY TOBE. f 
GlVE TO MY SON THOMAS MY NEGRO BOY BtLL; I Gl'VE TO MY BELOVED WIF'E 
MY SERVANT GIRL SALL DURING HER NATURAL LIFETIME; AND THE REMAINDER, 
WITH HER FUTURE INCREASE, f GIVE TO MY DAUGHTER MARY; AND f GfVE UNTO 
MY SON JOHN, MY SERVANT ALBERT, AND TO MY SON JAMES f GJVE MY SERVANT 
FLEMING AND THE FURTHER SUM OF TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS TO MAKE HtM EQUAL · 
WITH THE OTHER SLAVES. f GIVE TO MY DAU~HTER MARY EVERETT MY SERVANT 
GlRL ALlCE, AND . ! ' GIVE TO MY SON JOHN MY SERVANT GIRL ~ - JrNNEY. 
0 4TH: · 
l. t rET l'Mt:; AND 
GIVE TO MY BELOVED WltE MY SERVANT ANNA DURfNG MY WIFE'S 
REQUEST MY THREE YOUNGEST CHILDREN SHALL MAINTAIN ANNA 
AFTER THE DEATH OF THEIR MOTHER. 
, tt:tASTLY, f APPOINT MY SON THOMAS THORNBURG. EXECUTOR .or· TH IS MY 
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT WILL ATTEND TO tTS BEING PROVED AND RECORDED; 
BUT J DES I RE THAT NO BOND BE REQUl RED OF HI M AS EXECUTOR OR ANY AP-
PRA I SEMENT OR PUBLIC SALE OF THE PROPERTY f LEAVE BE DIRECTED, BUT THAT 
ALL OF MY PERSONAL PROPERTY DO PASS TO THE LEGATEES AS SPECIFIED LEGACIES 
"GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT THIS 21ST 
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 185411 • 
ATTEST: 
W.C.MILLER, 
HENRY J. SAMUELS. 
SOLOMON THORNBURG. 
tROM WILL BOOK 2. PAGE 191. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
FOLLOWS TH.E WI LL OF JAMES HOLDERBY. 
11 IN THE NAME OF Gon: I, JOHN HOLDERBY, OF' THE COUNTY ' OF CABE.LL, 
BEING ADMONISHED THAT f MUST DIE, AND, WITH A VIEW OF plSPOSING OF THE, 
PROPERTY WHICH I HAVE BEEN ENABLED TO PROV l DE., DO MAKE TH IS MY LAST W l'LL 
. , t ,.i._ ' . . ;, . . ' : . ' ' i ;, : /(}iJ 
0 ..,.-. • • • :· ,' , ' t / I•; •• :1 . ,••,. ''. .•, ;,/::.,'<\~i~, 
,·. ~~.; ... , •ff• ... ,. ••· ~ .. .. ... .. ~j.h• ~ :.~:~ .. , x~\,~·...,_ •• , w ~~ .~ ... Av, .. i.-~~~ ;2 .... ~ ... ~~-~.!1,~~:1ik~11.:
1
: \~ -~ -~~-~ •• :~ . : · ~:{13 ~;~i~~~: ._ .. 
' 
IV 
( ' AND TESTAMENTu. 
"r REQUEST THAT AFTER MY DEATH THAT MY BODY MAY BE DECENT-
LY INTERRED lN THE FAMILY BURYING GROUND TO AWA IT THE RESURRECTlON, 
AND AS AFTER THE PAYMENT OF MY JUST DEBTS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES, THAT 
EXE-CUTOR COLLECT ALL MONIES THAT f MAY OWN: AND SUCH AS MAY BE DUE AND 
OWING TO ME, AND FROM THAT FUND PAY THE fOLLOWrNG LEGACIES, THAT ts 
DAUGHTER AR t ANNA McCOMAS THE SUM OF FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS, 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD TO HER OWN SEPARATE USE A~D BENEFIT, A~I) AT HER 
DEATH TO THE HElRS Of HER BODY. To MY DAUGHTER EMMA RODGERS, THE SUM 
OF FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD TO , HER OWN SEPARATE USE 
AND BENEFIT, AND AT HER DEATH TO THE HEIRS OF HER BODV11' ,. 
"To MV DAUGHTER HANNAH THE SUM OF FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS TO 
BESECURED TO HER OWN SEPARATE USE AND BENEFIT, AND AT HER DEATH TO THE 
HElRS OF HER BODY~. 
ttTo MY SON, JAMES ALFRED, THE SUM OF TWELVE HUNDRED DOLLARS.; 
TO BE VESTED IN MY EXECUTORS t N BANK STOCK UNDER THE CONTROL OF , H l S MO-
THE~ TO APPLY THE INTEREST, ANNUALLY, TOWARD HIS SUPPORT. GIVE AND BE-
f(UEATH TO MY DAUGHT ER, SARAH THE TRACT OF LAND ON THE OHIO RIVER, ABOVE 
THE TOWN OF GUYANDOTT E, FORMERLY OWNED BY JONATHON BUFFINGTON AND MR. 
YOUNG". 
11 1 GIVE TO MY BELOVED WIFE, LUCY, THE USE AND PROFIT OF THE 
FARM WHEREON .I NOW LlVE, INCLUDING THE McCoy FARM AND THE TRACT ON THE 
TURN- PIKE FORMERLY OWNED BY P.CHAPMAN, DECS 1D, AND. r ALSO GIVE HER THE 
USE AND PROFIT OF ALL MY SLAVES EXCEPT THOSE HEREAFTER SPECIALLY DISPOSE[ 
Or OTHERWISE, WITH ALL THE PERSONAL PROPERTY OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 
(EXCEPT THE CASH ON HAND·, BONFS, NOTES, ACC UN.TS, AND OTHER EVtDENCES) 
· (OF DEBTS) FOR HER OWN USE- DURING HER NATURAL LlFE~TIMEtt·• 
' • I 
• ,.\ l • I=...~' 
... \,.t~::~::c:i,~:.~i .. ~.;. ::~_.,,,; -L ... 
. , .' . /.-, ·~ ' ' -~ . ' , .. ,; 
. . _ .•, -~-Ji:LI{_~::~::\:.:~,~-::~;=3:~i.: .. }i~.~::~: ... ~ 
.--·. ', 
·. ' ' I 
it-[ GtVE TO MY DAUGHTER, EMMA RODGERS THE NEGRO GIRL SLAVE NAMED 
THE 
SALENA, AND f DtRECT MY WIFE TO GIVE FROMINl!r SLAVES THAT MAY THEN BE 
LIVlNG A FEMALE SLAVE OF A LLKE NATURE, OR AS NEAR AS MAY BE TO EACH 
Or MY OTHER TWO DAUGHTERS, HANNAH AND SARAH, AS THEY RESPECT tVELY COME 
OF AGE, OR MARRY, AND TO BE HELD BY THEM, AND FOR THEtR 3:>LE USE AND 
BENEF IT•t • 
•
11 1 ALSO BEQUEATH TO THE OTHER THREE SONS, 1trLLtAM, EDWARD AND HENRY, 
AND TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG THEM: THE REMAINING PART NOT NOW SOLD OF 
AN ACRE LOT lN THE Toym OF GUYANDOTTE TOWN BETWEEN THE GUYANDOTTE 
STREET AND GUYANDOTTE RIVER. AND ALSO THE LOT IN ' THE Ml UT ARY SURVEY 
KNOWN AS THE BROUGHTON LOTj OR IF f SHOULD AFFECT A SALE OF ANY OR EITHER 
OF THESE LOTS tN MY LrFE- TtME THEN f DIRECT THE PROCEEDS OF SUCFI SALE TO 
BE GIVEN THEM IN LIKE MANNER, AND ALSO ONE HUNDRED ACRES BOUGHT OF JACOB je 
HtTc tt. 
tt r ALSO GI VE TO MY LAST MENTIONED SONS, WI LLtAM,.. EDWARD, AND fi.ENRY, 
THE REMAINDER lN FEE OF THE LANDS WHICH f HAVE GIVEN THEIR MOTHER, A LIFE 
ESTATE THAT rs, THE HOME PLACE, INCLUDtNG THE McCOY AND CHAPMAN TRACTS, n 
' 
ALL OF WHICH IS TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN THEM AT THE DEATH OF THEIR 
MOTHER. SHOULD THERE BE ANY LAND COMING TO ME IN A CLAIM WHICH I HAVE IN 
COMMON WITH THREE OTHERS AGINST JoHr~ CAMRON, OR PORTER BILDEN & Co. 
DIRECT THAT MY EXECUTORS SELL AND CONVEY IT, AS ALSO ANY OTHER L~NDS THAT 
( MAY HAVE TITLE TO AT THE TIME OF MY DEATH, NOT DISOSED Of' BY THIS WILL 
lN A D(FFERENT MANNER, AND TO EXECUTE ANY DEED, OR DEEDS THAT MAY HAVE 
MADE OR MAY MAKE SALES OF, AND BY WH lCH MY HE I RS WOULD, BE BOUND TO CONVEY 11 
tq DlRECT MY EXECUTORS TO PERMIT MY WlfE TO REMAIN IN THE QUtET 
POSESSION OF HER PROPERTY WHICH I HAVE LEFT HER DURING HER UFE~TIME, 
AND NOT TO HAVE THE S.AME APPRAISED OR SOLD UNT l L AFTER HEE,{ DEATH. I DIR-
• i-' ... . .... ;_ . :i 
. - . . / ~ ~· ·,, 
.. u 1~:~::.~·.t·~i;~ljJ{iJ~~\;~:: .: ~-~:~.,.:0::,•,~·,~~.:_ . .:., . ·: . . ' .' 1.1·: l _, ', • 
( . . ECT MY EXECUTORS, UPON THE DEATH OF MY WI FE, TO CONVERT ALL THE PER-
SONAL PROPERTY WHICH MAY REMAIN, INTO CASH, AND DIVIDE IT, WITH ALL 
THE" SLAVES NOT DISPOSED OF OTHERWISE AMONG MY s r:x lltH r LDREN OR THE 
" 
SURVIVORS OF THEM, THAT rs TO SAY: EMMA, HANNAH, SARAH, 'NILUAM,- ED-
WARD, AND ·HENRY WH tCH THEY ARE TO HOLD AN EQUAL PORTION TO EACH IN 
SECUR ITV'• IN THE SAME MANNER AS ABOV't!t SE'CUREDtt. 
"I APPOINT JOHN lAIDLE.Y MY EXECUTOR OF THIS MY LAST WtLt. AND 
TESTAMENT, EXPECTING HIM TO PAY THE LEGACIES AND SETTLE THE DEBTS· AND j 
SEE THAT ALL MY DIRECTIONS BE CARRIED OUT tN GOOD FAtTH, AND f ALSO 
' APPOLN.T MY FRIEND-, EDWARD D. WRIGH.T, ' 'To ATTENT TO THE PARTITION OF 'llHE: 
PROPERTY AND PARTITION OF THE SLAVES AFTER THE DEATH OF MY WtrE:.tt · 
ttlN WITNESS WHEREOF I HEREUNTO SET MY HAND THIS 17TH DAY OF MAY, 
1854. IN THE 
ATTEST: 
J. W. HITE, 
H. H. MILLER. 
PAGE THE· WORD n5ALES"' INTESTINED BEFORE SIGNING. 
JAMES FiOLDERBV. 
FROM WILL BoOK 2. PAGE 220. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
LAST 'NI LL AND TESTAMENT OF JAMES KI NG, OF CA BELL COUNTY •. 
11 KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: THAT I, JAMES KING, OF THE 
COUNTY OF CABELL AND STATE OF VIRGINIA, BEING OF SOUND MIND AND DISPOS· 
rNG MEMORY, DO CONSTITUTE AND MAKE THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, IN 
THE•WORDS AND MANNER FOLLOWING, TO-WIT: 
ttF I RSTLY, I BEQUEATH MY SOULD TO Goo W O GAVE IT, AND MY BODY TO 
BEDECENTLY BURIED IN THE E:ARTH, FROM WHENCE IT CAME1t. 
"SECONDLY, I GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY BELOVED WIFE, MARV, DUR-
I NG HER LI FE, PROVIDED SHE SHALL OUTLIVE ME:, THE fARMMON WHICH .I NOW: 
AND ALL MY HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN FURNITURE, AND AS MUCH STOCK 
r~7 ,,  9 ' ' ,',', :·;. '!.' '' "' ' 
·" ... .. ........ .... ~.~.i .: ,_:, .. ,•:_.,i.), ,.~ .. ~ ~ • :.,,_GJ.:....,.Lu., ... =•-:-..... L..,,~K~. ~, ... _ ..... ,1:~~.:J"J...r~-t~~1w..·~;t,."~ .}.;~~- .. ~. · 
AS WlLL BE NECESSARY FOR THE USE Of THE SAID FARM, AND MY NEGRO _MAN, 
MtNRV, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE SAME DURING HER NATURAL LlFE-TIMEu. 
0 THIRDLY: I GIVE AND . WILL ALL OF MY PROPERY, BOTH REAL AND PER 
SONAL TO BE SOLD AND DIVIDED AMONG MY CHILDREN AS IS HEREINAFTER PRO-
VIDED, THAT IS ALL THAT l 1S LEFT TO MY WIFE HERETOFORE TO BE SOLD AT 
KER, DEATH., A ND THE RES(IDUE TO BE SOLD AT MY DEATH'l• . 
"FOURTH LV, [ GI VE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY DAUGHTER NANCY WEST, 
' ' 
DURING HER NATURAL LIFE, AND THEN io GO TO HER LIVING CHILDREN, ONE 
' · 
EQUAL SHARE OF MY SAID ESTATE, OR PROPUl'Y BEFORE MENT I ONED•1 • 
ttFIFTHLY, f GIVE _AND BEQUEATH: UNTO MY SON, JOHN 8~ KtNG, 
LIKE EQUAL SHARE OF MY SAID ESTATE OR PROPERTY". 
"SIXTHLY, t GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY DAUGHTER EtlZABETH tR~'iJ1 
ONE SAID EQUAL SHARE OF MV SAID REAL ESTATE, BOTH REAL . AND PERSONAL, ' :\: 
. l 
' •: 
DURING HER NATURAL LIFE; THEN TO GO TO HER LlVING CHILDREt{~., ''} · 
HSEVENTHLY, I GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO CHASIN KrNGrS H_EtRS, Hrs t . ' .~·-.;r .. 
SAID EQUAL PART OF MY ESTATE,. TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG THEIi". 
',, 
U[IGHTH, I GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY SON JAMES KtNG ONE EQUAL 
SHARE Of MY SA ID ESTATE11 • 
"NINTH, I GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY DAUGHTER LUCY ANN ROBERTS, 
SAID 
AN EQUAL SHARE OF MY _ESTATE. DURING HER LIFE; AND THEN TO BE DIVIDED 
AMONGST HER THREE LIVING CHILDREN--ONE-HALD TO GO TO HER FIRST TWO so~s, 
JAMES AND JOHN BELL, AND THE OTHER HALF TO BE DIVIDED AMONGST HER THREE 
CH I LDREN MAR.I AN J •, DAN I EL, AND MARY JANE ROBERTS 1t- • 
''TENTH, GIVE AND BEQUEATH UNTO MY DAUGHTER MARY BIBZ AN EQUAi 
SHARE Of MY SAID ESTATE DURING HER NATURAL LIFE; ANOTHER TO GO TO HER 
LIVING CHILDRENK. 
(y t1[LEVENTH, I GIVE AND BEQUEATH. ·uNTO MY ·SON, JESSE KING ONE ~~t'', 
QUAL PART. I HAVE DEEDED HIM ONE TRACT OF' LAND ON. WH tCH HE NOW LIVE:SC 
.,_, t' • . 
\( • I • • 
• V • • •• • 
~;;~1iLL:'{);'..,:::J)L,, j ,.~:',;,,,,.:: .. M.':~ C •. :,~ ... ' ' ., ' 
?:~~~:~~;,if }i)~>•>. h 1 :'. . • ;;- <:~ ; . i 
' ' 
~ - whioh I consider hie f11ll share. 
Twelvth: I give and beq11eath unto my son Willy King; an eq11al 
part in my said estate for hie use and benefit. 
Thirteenth: I give and beq11eath unto my eon Richard King 
an equal,part of my said estate by his paying 11nto the rest of tu my 
·heirs one h11ndred, twenty dollars, to be divided eq11ally amongst 
the rest of my children that gets eq11al parts of my said estate. 
' Fo11rteenth: I give and bequeath unto my daughter Susannah 
' 1, • . 
w. · As~worth one dollar, as I have deeded her a traot of .lanel on Bttf-
falo Creek, which I consider her full. share. 
Fifteenth: I give and bequeath anto my daughter Joana J. 
Blake an equal part of my said estate during her natural life, and 
then· to go to her , ohi ldren. 
Sixteenth: · I give and bequeath unto my daughter Sarah King 
an equal . share of my said estate; and furthermore, my daughter 
Se.rah King has personal property on my farm, ooneieting of two cows, 
one steer, one bed and bedding, one bureau and stand table whioh is 
her property, over whioh I have no control. 
Lastly: I constitute and appoint my son Willy J. King, execu-
tor of this my last Will and Testament and empower him to make con-
veyances, deeds, &o. Revoking all other Wills or Codicils hereto-
fore made, o~ might have existed. 
Given under my hand and seal this 16th day of february, in the 
year of our Lord 186'1. 
In presence ot John L. Wilkinson, 
· Hiram Curry, 
Barbara Curry, 
James King (Seal). 
. . . j ' · Henry Roberts. . . . 
j~;;j[1;1J:b:\:~:~il!~i,: ;. ,,~.L ... ~ L :...:.""',,;_c; _  ,.~.~~.i.Lkl;;;;;f};i;._, •. ,:f:L ~ ·, 
. _:",)/1~_ .... : ~ 
'1 \ . 
( 'I .l!,rom Will Book 2. Pages 284 and 285. Ce.bell County Records. 
Following is the WILL OF WILLIAM BUFFINGTON, OF CABELL COUNTY: 
"In the name of God, Amen. . I, Willi em Buffington, of the County 
of Cabell and State of Virginia being now in my 68th year·, h12t in 
human 
perfect sense and memory, and calling to mind the uncertainty of life,. 
do make and ordain this my last Will and Teetement•.-, .···: 
"First, and principally I commend my sould to God, who gave it, 
and my body to the tom'b prepared for.that pllrpose in the family' grave-
yard, to be deposited as my wife may direct; and as for what worldly 
eetate it hae pleased 1;od to bless me with, I dispose of it in.the 
following manner, to-wit. 
ii 2ncl, I give and beqaeath to my good wlfe .1.~anoy Buffington, now 
tn her 60th year, to whom I was married on the 20th day of M&J 1813, 
and her heirs forever, all the gold coin I now have or may have on hand 
. at my decease, which I desire her to keep for her aole nee and benefit 
. 
that eha may ,not become dependant, bnt not exceeding two thousand dol-
lars. I also give and bequeath to my said wife the entire use and 
benefit of the whole plantation on which I now reside and occupy, with 
its appurtenances, for and during her natnral life, and also one-third 
Part 
of the rents , issues and profits of all my other landed estate herein-
after disposed of for and dnring her natural life". 
"I also give and bequeath to my said wife. her heire and as-
signees forever, all and every species of goods and honse-hold furni-
ture of· what nature or kind soever it may be about the honse, and as 
much other personal property as she may,!wieh to keep. I also give and 
bequeath t9 my said wife the following slaves, to-wit: Ralph and 
/1~ -
,. , -
'<, ,1 i::~ ::)}~~0 .. ~f j t t:~~:_._:'~t1.t-., ,;,;\·:~i :::: \ •,~-~~•,:.;;~\•,.L . ' ' .A,u,. ~ ,. ,., , • • ..,,J~ ,_ .. . •• • • ,_ ._,_, : , - •~•~\._ , ._., ,,_; , . ' ,• .. ,,!, I, 4 r C, • .,,\.. .. o.,,1, . • .,-,, ,I.Lo, :,, ••• L , ~ "' • ... ; .J o 
Rhoda, his wife and all their children, and Cynthia for and daring her 
natnral life, with the exception of the oldest bo;y named Clark which 
l told l would ~ire him nntil he made me six hand.red dollars with in-
. terest from the 18th day of March, iiiH 1860 lllltil paid, and then 
I I ~ 
set him free, part of which sum I have received, as will appear in my 
account book in a statement made then, and when he works oat the balance 
of said sum and interest thereon I desire my wife to let him go free, 
and I desire my estate not to be appraised. 
3rdl.y: I give and bequeath to my son .t'eter c. Buffington ~ 
p:q1aaa:xd mr farm lying on the Ohio rlivar between the tract he lives 
; 
on and the land he purchased of Joseph ~taley, conveyed to me by Solo-
mon Thornburg and wife, and containanby their deed one hundred and fif-
ty acres, to be holden and enjoyed by my said son, Peter o. Buffington, 
' · his heirs and assignees forever in fee simple. 
I also give to rq said son Peter c. Buffington ( for the purpoe:e 
of supplying the eaid 150 acres with rail timber ) , part of the tract 
of land conveyed to me by Jamee i. Watson for eighty acres lying on the 
south side of the tract I live on, about twenty acres of whioh I sold 
to ~uke E. Ray off the east end of said 80 acres, leaving a balance of 
' . about 60 acres of said 80 acres, to be holden and enjoyed by said eon, 
.t'eter c. Buffington, hie heirs and assignees forever. I also give to 
my said eon Peter and his heirs forever TT£Y three tracts of land in 
Wayne vounty, conveyed to me by T. A. Buffington. 
4thly: I give and be~ueath to my daughter ~manda Tiernan and 
John Tiernan, her husband, and the enrvivor of them, in trust, for the . 
' 
use and purpose therein after expressed, my house and lot No.a. in the 
i'own of Gnyandogte, 120 acres of which said 130 ac~_ee: conveyed to me by 
I 
· '•' 
. . . ' 
.f-
', . • Jamee Gallaher, and ten acres of the east part of thirty acres conveyed 
to me by Philip C. Buffington, to be laid off pa.ralell with the lower 
line of said 720 acres and adjoining same, making the said l30maores 
of land to be holden, poeessed abo11t 802 acres of land, about two ht111-
dred, seventy-five of which was conveyed to me b:-/Y di chard Buffington; 
and about 426 acree w!e ·willed to me by my father, Thomas Buffingron, u 
dec
1
dAND 100 ACRES CONVEYED TO ME BY THE CHILDREN Or· MARTrN AND . _ 
SUSANNAH HULL, AND TWO ACRES BY JOHN [VERE.TT, MAKtNG THE SAtD 802. 
ACRES Or LANb, TO: BE DIUIDED EQUALLY, ACCORDING TO .QUANTITY AND Q.u°ALI- . 
ITV SO AS TO MAKE EACH MOIETY EQUAL tN VALUE; AND WHEN. SO DlVtDED BY 
TWO MEN TO BE CHOSEN BY THEMSELVES. THEN MY SAID SON JOHN TO TAKE THE LOW-
' 
ER LOT t OR SHARE, AND . MY SON JAMES THE UPPER LOT, TO BE HOLDEN BY MY 
SAID SONS JAMES H. BUFrlNGTON AND JOHN: N. Bue'FINGTOrt, THEIR HEIRS AND 
ASStSNE:ES FOREVER, RESERVlNG, HOWEVER. TO MY SAID WIFE: TtfE: US£ AND BEN-
ErlT OF SAlD PLANTATION, AS WE.LL AS ONE.-THIRD OF THE ISSUES AND 
0
PROrtTS 
OF ALL THE LANDS HEREIN DISPOSED OF, . FOR AND DURING HER NATURAL LIFE, 
AS HEREINAFTER STATED. 
9THLY: I GIVE TO ALL MY CHILDREN .HEREINBEFORE NAMED, MY INTEREST 
IN THE FERRY ACROSS THE M:>UTH OF GUYANDOTTE CREEK AND MY INTEREST IN 
THE SHOREtS LANDINGS AND SIDES OF THE BANKS, WHICH WAS WILLED TO ME AND 
MY BROTHER JAMES BY MY FATHER THOMAS BUFFINGTON, DEC 1D, FOR TH-E USE OF 
SAID FERRY AND A WHARF BOAT AT THE POINT ON THE UPPER SIDE OF SAID 
CREEK, AT THE MOUTH, AND ALSO GIVE TO MY SAID CHILDREN ALL THE rNTEREST 
I MAY HAVE IN THE BANK ON THE UPPER SIDES OF SAID CREEK BETWEEN SAID 
rERRY AND JOHN EVERETT LINE WHERE IT CROSSES SAID CREEK, AND BETWEEN 
,·(, SA t D CREEK AND THE ROAD ON THE BANK, TO BE HELD BV MY SAID CH I LDREN AND 
THEIR HElRS, FOREVER. 
,' ,· ; 
,i": ·, ,• 
.;~ ....-: .u.\~., ,,:;- ;,_' .. ~ 
\ IOTHLY: l GIVE TO MY NAMESAKE, 1NILLLAM TLE.RNAN, THE SON Of MY DAUGHT-
ER AMANDA AND JOHN Tl ERNAN MY _1i110N LOT NUMBER SEVEN tN THE TOWN Or 
GUYANDOTTE. ON .THE OH 10 R P.IER, BELOW AND ADJOIN INCi LOT No.8, TO BE 
HELD BY HIM AND .HlS HEIRS, FOREVER .. 
. I [TifLY: . As MY SONS 'lvlLLlAM H. AND THOMAS J .. BUFf"INGTON HAVE NOT 
' RE.CEl\lED ANY BENE.fLT _FR.OM THE. use: Of THE. LANDS. HERE.lNBEFORE GLVEN TO TH"EM 
t GIVE. TO E.ACH Of THEM, THEIR UXKS EXECUTORS AND ADMI.NtSTRATORS,. 
ONE THOUSAND, F"IVE HUNDRED DOLLARS OUT Of THE MONIES .AR IS tNG FROM Mr' 
, I 
PERSONAL ESTATE. , I . 
12THLY: THE TWENTY ACRES or LANS l HAVE HEREIN BEFORE 'DIS-
I . . ' I . 
POSED OF LYING ON THE: 0Hl0 RIVER, BETWEEN GUYANDOTTE: TOWN . AND THE 
i 
ONE. HUNDRED AND TH I RTY ACRES HERE l NBEFORE Gt VEN TO MY . DAUGHTER AMAN-. . 
DA; AND HER CH l LDR_EN HAS BE_E.N PARTLY LAID_ OFF IN TOWN LOTS, STREETS, 
AND ALLEYS AS WI LL APPEAR BY A PLAN OF SA I.D LOTS AMONG MY PAPERS, AND Ir 
l I I ' l ,,. ' • • 
. I .SHOULD DEPART TH IS LI FE BEFORE r SHOULD LAV OFF' tN TOWN LOTS AND 
' ' ' ! -
SELL THE REMAINDER OF TWENTY ACRES, l T IS MY WI LL AND DES t Rt, AND r. 
DO HEREBY ORDER AND DIRECT MY EXECUTORS HEREIN NAMED TO LAYOFF THE 
BALANCE OF SAID TWENTY ACRES IN LOTS, STREETS, AND ALLEYS AND SELL 
THE SAME AT PUBLIC AUCTION, AND MAKE DEEDS OF CONVEYANCE TO THE PUR-
' 
CHASERS, AND ALSO TO EXECUTE DEEDS OF CONVEHANCE. ON THE RECEIPT Of 
THE PURCHASE MONEY FOR ANY LOTS I MAY HAVE SOLD IN SAID TWENTY ACRES 
BEFORE MY DEATH WHICH HAVE NOT THEN BEEN PAID FOR AND CONVEYED AND ALL . 
MONIES ARISING FROM SUCH SALES, AND ALL THE MONIES ARISING FROM THE 
SALE OF SUCH OF MY PERSONAL ESTATE AS MY WIFE DOES NOT WtSH TO KEEP 
FOR HER OWN USE, AND ALL OTHER MONK:ES I MAY HAVE ON HAND OR OWING TO 
ME. AT MY DECEASE, (EXCEPT THE GOLD COIN: HEREINBEFORE GIVEN TO MY WtFE) 
I., DESIRE AFTER THE PAYMENT OF THE LEGACIES TO MY S·AID SONS WILLIAM H. 
'.l • I • I ! ' . ,· . •. 
AND THOMAS J. TO BE EQUALLY . DIVIDED BETWEEN MY WIFE AND ALL MY CHrLDREN 
'. ,, · ' . . . . . . . .· 
~J~I~~s::;:~fu;ri~:t"'-; ___ ~,L.~:c:..J:iG~-w .. cSN~L,~•,~·.L,L.~ ~ . .;. -. 
\ . 
.,-, ,, , 
• ,, i' l,-, .. , ., .' 
..• t 
HE:RE:lN6EFORE NAMED, MY WlFE TAKING A CHILD"S PARTj AND r FURTHER 
DE:StRE THAT THE PORTION OF SAID MONIES THAT MY DAUGHTER AM!>.NDA TtERNN-J MA, 
8£. ENT l TLED TO, .BE HELD AND ENJOYED BY MY SA LD DAUGHTER AMANDA T LE R-
N.AN AND TH.E HUSBAND, JOH.N TI.ERNAN fOR AND DURLNG HER NATURAL LlFEi 
. . 
AND AT HER DtATH, WHATEVER PORTION (?F SALD MONlES , THAT MAY REMAlN lN . 
Ttt.E..lR HANDS TO BE DlVlDED AMONG HER CHlLDREN., AND I FURTH.ER DESlRE 
THAT THEY SHALL NOT ' BE REQUIRED TO GIVE: SE.CU.RLTY FOR THE DlSTRLBU-
Tl.ON Ot SAID MONEY, AMONG MY SAtD DAUGHTER AMANDA~S 
I 
AND ENJOYED BY MY SA ID DAUGHTER AMANDA Tt ER NAN AND HER. HUSBAND, JOHN . 
' ' 
TtERNAN AND THE SURVIVORS OF THEM, tN TRUST FOR THE , SOLE USE AND BEN-
' 
Et IT OF MY SA ID DAUGHTER AMAN.DA TlERNAK FOR, · AND DUR.tNG HER NATURAL 
LtFE AND . AFTER HER DEATH, THEN TO THE SAID JOHN .!tERNAN. ~F HE SURVtVES 
HIS .SA tD IKXORENI rE lN LI KE TRUST FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT: OF MY .SA tD . 
DAUGHTER AMANDA'S CHILDREN DURING HIS NATURAL UFEj AND AT HIS DEATH 
THE SAID HOUSE AND LOT ~.8 IN THE TOWN OF GUYANDOTTE, tNCLUDlNG THE . 
I . 
HOUSE WHERE f f"ORMERLV LlVED, AND THE SAID ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY ACRES 
ALL THE 
OF LAND ABOVE DESCRIBED TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED: AMONG ~¥DU CH I LDREN 
MV SAID DAUGHTER AMANDA MAY HAVE AT HER DECEASE, TO BE HELD BY THEM, 
THEIR HE I RS AND ASSIGNEES FOREVER. I ALSO GI VE TO MY SAID DAUGHTER 
AMANDA TIERNAN AND JOHN TIERNAN, HER HUSBAND, AND THE SURVIVOR OF THEM 
I N TRUST FOR THE USE NND PURPOSE HEREINAFTER STATED, ONE HUNDRED ACRES 
OF LAND LYING IN THE COUNTY OF LAWRENCE AND STATE OF OHIO, BEING LOT 
No. 693 tN TOWNSHIP No.2 AND RANGE No.15 OF THE OHIO COMPANY'S PURCHASE 
WHICH SAID ONE HUNDRED ACRES WAS CONVEYED TO ME BY THE SAID JOHN TfERNAN 
AND HIS WI FE AMANDA, TO BE HOLDEN, POSESSED AND ENJOYED BY MY SAtD DAUGH-
TER AMANDA TIERNAN AND THESJRVIVORS OF THEM, IN TRUST FOR THE SOLE USE 
AND BENEFIT OF MY SAU> DAUGHTER AMANDA Tl ERNAN FOR ·AND DURING , HER NATWRAL ,. ' 
LtFE; AND AFT~R HER DEATH THEN TO THE SAID JOHN TfERNA N, Ir HE SBRVlV.tS 
" J 
c·) HlS SAID NlFE, lN LlKE TRU.ST FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT Of MY SAtD 
DAUGHTER AMANDAt-S CHILDREN. DURING HIS NATURAL LtFE; AND AT HIS DEATH 
THEN THE SAID ONE HUNDRED ACRES OF LAND TO BE EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG 
SUCH CHILDREN. AS MY SAID DAUGHTER AMAND-A MAY HAVE ST HER DECEASE, TO 
BE HELD ' BV THEM, THEIR HEIRS, AND ASSIGNEES, FORE.VER. 
-, 
5THLY: I GIVE ~-ND BEQUEATH: TO MY SON WtLLtAM H. BUFFINGTON' 
MY FARM ON THE OHIO RIVER BETWE&N THE LANDS OF JOHN LAIDLEY AND tJvrLL.,;. 
1AM PAtNE., ONE HUNDRED ACRES OF WHICH 'MS CONVEYED' TO ME ·sy- WtLtlAM' 
Ht TE, AND FIFTY , ACRES BV JOSEPH JOHNSON:,. MAK I NG O~E HUNDRED AND f I FTY 
/ 
ACRES OF LAND, TO BE' HELD BY MY SON WM.H.8UFflNGTON, HIS HErRS AND 
AS
1
S I GNEES, FORE.VER. 
6THLY: I GI VE A ND BEQUEATH TO MY SON THOMAS J ·. ,81JFFtNGTON 
. MY FARM ON THE OliHO RIVER, LY I NG BETWEEN THE LANDS OF MART tN Rttt.L ON 
THE LOWER SI DE,
1 
AND ALEXAN.DE~ PA f.N6 ON THE UPPER S tDE, ONE HUNDRED ACRES . 
OF WHICH WAS CONVEYED TO·ME BY MY BROTHER JAMES BUJFFtNGTON AND WTFE, 
AND ONE HUNDRED AND . THIRTY-TWO ACRES, BEING THE GREATER PART :OF A 
TRACT OF r50 ACRES CONVEYED TO ME BY M~NOAH BOSTlCK, LYING BACK AND AD-
JOINING SAID ONE HUNDRED ACRDS, AND EXTENDING UP BACK AND ADJOtNING THE 
LANDS OF SAID PAINE AND JAMES JOHNSON, MAKING TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY - TWO 
ACRES OF LAND, TO BE HELD BY MY SAID SON THOMAS J. BUFFINGTON, HIS HEIRS 
AND ASSIGNEES, FOREVER. 
7THLY: r GI VE TO MY D_t.UGHTER MARY HAGEN THE TRACT OF LAND 
I ' PURCHASED OF PETER H. ADAMS, CONTAINING ABOUT TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-
FOUR ACRES OF LAND, FRONTING ON THE OHIO RIVER, BETWEEN THE TRACT I. 
LIVE ON AND THE LAND BELONGING TO THE CHILDREN AND REPRESENTATIVES OF 
-
JOH AND REBECCA RUSSELL, DECEASED, _TO BE HELD AND ENJOYED BY MY SA ID 
DAUGHTER: MARY J, HAGEN EOR AND DURING HER NATURAL LIFE; ; AND AT HER • .. , 
DEATH TO BE EQUJALLV DIVIDED AMONG SUCH CHILDREN AS SHE MAY HAVE AT _HER. 
·}\.<<_:,i:, ',( , .·.,_: .  
, . ' . . .. ' . ' . ~ 
' . . ·:. 
.,.J\G~_:.,~:/f.~ci.f_.,,;-~\i. ,., •,/,::1_~~£,.:1~~;:.,t·;1tr .... , •. :f , ,. f ,. , .. 
1l 
\ '. BE SE.T FREE AT THE DEATH. OF MY WlfE.; AND THE BALANCE OF SAID SLAVES AN 
THE.lR lN.CREASE:. TO BE. FREE AS THE.V SEVERALLY ARRLVE AT THAT AGE AFTER 
MY WlrE.lS DE.CEA.Se:.; AND l GlVE to MY OLD AND FAlTHFUL SERVANTS RALPH 
AND RHODA, AFTER MY W[FE'S DECEASE, THE USE AND OCCUPATtON OF THE 
, 
IMPROVED LAND WHERE JACOB PLVBON NOW LLVES, DURING THEIR LLFE: AND 
THEIR TWO '. 'YOUNGEST CH I LDREN NAMED MALINDA AND JOE TO LJVE WtTH THEM 
. / 
ON SA tD, LMPROVED LAND, A YOUNG HORSE BEAST .WORTif f lFTY DOLLARS, A 
GOOD COW AND CALF" AND ONE HUNDREJ? DOLLARS IN MONEY; AND SHOULD THEY ~E 
UNABLE TO OBTAIN PERM,ISSION TO REMAIN tN THE STATE ~OAS TO OCCUPY SAID 
lMJ>ROVED LAND, : THEN f ~ES I RE MY EXECUTORS TO RENT tT . OUT E"OR THE rR SU~~ 
PORT, AND GIVE THE RENT OF SAID PROPERTY AND MONEY TO THOl 1F THEY 
SHOULD MAKE CHOtCE TO 1,.IVE WlTH ANY OF MY CHILDREN · rN , .~REFERENCE TO 
BEING SET FREE AND BEING COMPELLED TO LEN2~ THE STATE, 1Tl:fEN [ DE- • ,' I 
.\. 
_,-1;:1· -
SIRE TH.EV SHALL HAVE 1THE PRlVlLEGE1 OF DOlNG SO, AND THE ,C.HILD WITH WHOM i 
·•:,:, '. · ·-?:,.: . 
.. ·(' . ' 
THEY MAY MAKE CHOICE TO LlVE TO R.ECEtVE SAID RENT AND _TH:E SE.RV.ICES Pr ; · 
F 
SAID TWO CHiLDREN FOR THEIR SUPPORT DURING THEIR LIFE, ,OR STAY WITH SA~h 
CH I LD; AND SHOULD ANY PF THE SLAVES HERE I NBEFORE MENT fONED BE TAKEN 
OR CARRIED BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THIS STATE. TO PERFORM SERVICES OR 
LABOUR FOR THEM BEFORE THE TIME ARRIVES WHEN THEY WOULD BE ENTITLED TO 
THEIR FREEDOM THEN, AND IN THAT EVENT, I DESIRE TO BE FREE IMMEDIATELY 
AFTER SUCH REMOVAL FROM THE ~TATE OF VIRGINIA. 
AND, LASTLY, I HAVE THOUGHT IT BEST, IN ORDER TO AVOID ANY 
CAUSE OF UNKIND FEELING AMONG MY CHILDREN TO APPOINT ANOTHER KXX£KK 
i~~ PERSON MY EXECUTOR. r, THEREFORE, CONSTITUTE AND APPOINT MY BELO\ 
ED WlrE AND MY FRIEND JOHN LAIDLEY, [SQ., EXECU·TOR OF THIS MY LAST WrLL 
AND TESTAMENT, HEREBY REVOKING ALL FORME.R WILLS AND TESTAMENTS BY ME 
( } HERETOFORE MADE • 
.. 
., t · ,:,• , ·_; ,' I ' ' .. ' : 
,, .. , •• ,~ I • • i I . : -1r.' • •t_ '1' l \ ~-: . 
. ~•:: .. ;-~l~:~;;.I~~;~:-~:u,h'.;/:;iJ:. ;' .. il.~. ·: 
/, 
' . ,,-
\ '. DECEASE, TO BE HELD BY THEM AND THEIR HEIRS AND ASS J'GNEES FOR-
EVER. . f ALSO GI VE TO MY SAID · DAUGHTER MARY J. HAGAN MY BLACK GI Rtal\lT 
N.OW LlVLNG WITH HER, NAMED FRANCES AND HE.R INCREASE FOR, AND DURING 
HER NATURAL LtFEj AND AT HER DEATH. I DESLR E SAID GIRL fRANCES TO BE 
-· 
SET FREE', AND SUCH CHILDREN AS SHE MAY HAVE WHEN SET FREE AND THEIR 
INCRE'ASE f DES l RE TO BE SET F'REE AS THEY S.. EVE.RALLY ARR I YE AT THE AGE 
.Oir TWENTY-..E l'GHT YEARS .. I • · 
8rHL.Y: l GI VE AND BEQUEATH: TO MY TWO YOUNGEST SONS J:AMES H .. 
BUFF.lNGTON AND JOHN~. 8UFF'lNGTON THE PLANTATION ON WHlCH f NOW RESrDE, . . . .. ' ' ' ·-
LYlN~ ON iHE OHIO RIVER, BELOW, AND ADJOINING GUYANDOTTE CREEK, CONT,A.tNIN 
f3THLY: l GIVE TO My . soN, PETER C. AFTER MY Wtn:ts DECEASE:, 
MY FAMILY BIBLE: AND ALSO MY F'Ant.ERrS FAMILY BIBLE, AND PAPERS WH JCH · 
CAME j:NTO MY HANDS AFTER HIS DECtEASE. I GlVE TO MY . SON, WlLLtAM H·~ · 
,. 
MV IVORY HEAD CANE; I · GIVE TO MY SON THOMAS J. MY GOLD HEAD CANE; ·•L ,i . ~· :,'-..' ·. ,; . . 
G tVE TO MY SON, JAMES H. t.tV COLT'S· REVOLVER PISTOL AND All MY SURVEYING 
INSTRUMENTS; AND I GIVE TO MY SON JOHN N. MY GOLD WATCH:; AND rT 
IS MY WILL AND DESIRE THAT MV EXECUTORS HEREINAFER NAMED DELIVER TO 
EACH OF MY CHILDREN THE TITLE PAPERS FOR THE LAND HEREIN BEFORE DE-
SCRIBED, _TO THEM AND TO KEEP fN THEIR HANDS THE COMMISSIONER 1 S RE-
PORTS AND DECREES ESTABLISHING THE PARTITIONS AND GRANTING TITLES 
I 
IN THE GRANT TO JOHN SAVAGE, AND OTHERS; AND I GtVE TO MY SON, PETER, 
ALL MY OLD FIELD NOTES AND PLOTS WHICH MAY BE USEFUL TO HIM. 
I 4THLY: IT IS MY WI LL AND DES I RE THAT ALL MY NEGRO SLAVES 
THAT MAY HAVE HEREINBEFORE GIVEN TO MY WlFE FOR AND DURtNG HER NAT-
URAL LlFE, THAT HAVE ARR.IVED AT THE AGE. Of TWENTY- El.GHT .YEARS BE SET 
lN WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL 
THIS SECOND DAY Of JANUARY, IN THE YEAR Of OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND, 
EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FIVE. 
WILLIAM BUFFINGTON 
FROM WILL BOOK 2. PAGES 299, 300, 30t, 302, AND 303, 
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FoLLOWlNG IS THE: Wlll OF JOHN W. GRITffl'l. 
ttKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: THAT t, JOHN vV-. GRr FttN, 
OF THE COUNTY Of CABELL AND STATE OF VtRGlNlA, BEtNG WEAK AND FE£-
. BLE BUT Of SOUND Ml ND AND DISPOSING MEMORY', . DO HERESY MAKE, ORDArN 
AND PUBLf SK TH f S MY LAST w·1 LL AND TESTAMENT IN FORM F;"OLLOWING, THAT 
lS TO SAW: 
ITEM lsr- -lT IS MY WILL AND DESIRE THAT MY EXECUTORS fl'EREINAF-
ER NAMED: SHALL, AS SOON AS POSSLBLE AFTER~ MY DE'.ATK, COLLECT ALL ,' 
I ; , 
MON IE.S, ooe:s:, OR DEMANDS Tl-LAT I MAY HOLD ~T THAT Tl.ME, ; AND TO ' f>AY OF'r 
ALL MY .DEBTS, DEMANDS, AND fXOeNSES. THAT MAVEXIST AGAtNS"t MY ESTATE. 
(TOI 2ND- -WtTH A VlEW TO THE SUPPORT OF M:Y WIFE AND CHILDR~ 
AND TO . ENABLE MY SAID WlFE TO HAVE . THE CARE, ¢QNTROL, AND EDltCATfON . 
OF MY CHILD, I HEREBY COMMIT MY ENTIR£ 1ESTATE INTO THE HANDS Of' MY , 
SA lD WIFE, WHO WI TH . MY BROTH.ER-IN-LAW JAMES THORNBURG; f H.EREBY MAKE .· 
[XECUTRlX AND EXECUTOR OF MY ESTATE; AND MY SAlD WtFE [LtZ-ABETK 
I HEREBY ' APPOINT SOLE TESTAMENTARY GUARDIAN FOR ALL .MY CHILDREN ~U-R~ 
tNG HER WIDOW- HOOD, AND . UPON HER MARR LAGE IT IS MY DESfRE THAT THE 
SAID JAMES THORNBURG SHALL SUCCEED TO SAID GUARDIAN- SHIP, AND r RE-
QUEST MY SAID WIFE TO LIVE ON THE FARM WHERE I NOW RESIDE AND KEEP 
MY CHILDREN THEREON DURING HER GUARDIAN - SHIP, PROVIDE FOR THEIR SUP-
PORT, ATTAINING SUCH PERSONAL PROPERTY AS THEY MAY SEE PROPER TO DO 
AND TO INVEST. ANY SURPLUS BEYOND EXPENDITURES IN SUCH PROPERTY OR 
FUNDS AS THEY MAY DEEM MOST SAFE AND PROFITABLE. AND I ALSO EMPOWER 
MY EXECUTRIX AND EXECUTOR TO SELL AND DISPOSE OF ALL MY LAND t F rT 
SHOULD BECOME ADVISABLE; BUT ADVISE GREAT CAUTION IN THE EXERCISE 
• 
OF THE POWER LAST GRANTED, AND I HEREBY EMPOWER MY EXECUTOR~ JAMES 
' ' t ; ' 
THORNBURG TO MAKE, EXECUTE, AND A'CKNOWLEDGE. FOR RECO.RD ANY .CONVEYINCE 
I • • • • 
' ! . \'' I 
THAT WOULD BE PROPER AND RIGHT FOR ME TO MAKE WERE I . LtV rl'lGtt. 
ITEM 3RD--IT IS MY WlLL THAT MY, ESTATE: SHALL BE DtVtDED .. AMONG 
MY WI f'"E .A.ND CH I LDREN AND I' N THE FOLLOW I NG MANNER: J F' ANY ONE, OR 
MORE OF MY CHILDREN SHOULD MARRY BEFORE THE YOUNGEST SHALL BECOME OF 
AGE AND BEFORE MY WIFE SHALL MARRY- THEN lT IS MY WtLL AND DESrRE 
THAT MY WtFE SET APART AND PAY OVER TO SUCH CHtLD OR CHILDREN 
EITHER BONDS, MONEY, OR PROPERTY TO ANY AMOUNT SHE MAY SEE PROPER 
so THAT SUCH AMOUNT DOES NOT EXCEED SAID CHILD, 'oR -cHrLDREN'S POR-
T ION OF MY ESTATE. 
ITEM 4nr--lN CASE MV WIFE MARRIES rr lS MY WILL AND DESrRE THAT 
HER CO-EXECUTOR 'AY HER JUSTLY HER SHARE OF MY ESTATE ALLOWED HtR 
BY LAW·, AND RETAIN THE RESIDUE AS GUARDIAN OF MY CHILDREN,.. 
f'.TEM 5TH-- AS MY CH I LDREN ARR IVE SUCCESS tVELY OF AGE, MY EXECUTORS 
ARE EMPOWERED TO PAY OVER TO THEM THEIR: SHARE Or MY ESTATE, OR 
IF THEY SHOULD MARRY; BUT THIS POWER . IS DISCRETIONARY, AND THErR SHARE . 
MAY BE WITHHELD AND INVtSTED tN FUNDS FOR THEIR USE AND SUPPORT, 
BUT BEYOND THEIR CONTROL. 
IN VlEW OF THREATENED AFFECTlON OF MV DAUGHTER FANNY 
IF SHE SHOULD LOSE HER EYESIGHT, OR HER SIGHT BECOME SO tMPArRED 
AS TO RENDER INCAPABLE OF BUSINESS BEFORE A FINAL SETTLING Of AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF MY ESTATE I GIVE HER A DOUBLE PORTION, OR TWICE AS 
MUCH AS EITHER OF MY OTHER CHILDREN 11 • 
ITEM 6TH-- IT IS MY WILL AND DESIRE THAT SO LONG AS MARY SUSAN 
ROBERTS REMAINS IN MY FAMILYNSHE SHALL BE TREATED AS ONE Or THE FAM-
ILY, SUPPORTED OUT OF THE COMMON STOCK; AND ON HER MARRIAGE, IF SHE 
MARRIES WHILE LIVING WITH MV FAMILY THAT MY WIFC OUT OF MY ESTATE 
SHALL GIGE HER HOUSE KEEPING FURNITURE AND UTENSILS NOT TO E.XCEED: 
FORTY DOLLARS. 
,_. .~ 
ITEM 7TH-- HEREBY FORBID THE SALE OF MY SLAVES MARINDA AND . 
'I., 
;·,- ·:·, 
. : ....... ... .'. ~ 
( . / GEORG.E, AND THE INCREASE Of ·SAID MARLNDA DURING THE WIDOWHOOD OF MY 
WIFE AND WHILE THE FAMLLY LIV-ES UPON. THE rARlll, AND UPON THE FINAL_ 
SETTLING OF THE ESTATE MY SAI.D SLAVES SHALL CHOOSE THE·1·R OWNERS. 
AMONG MY CHILDREN WHO SHALL EQUALIZE AT A FAIR VALUE, THEtR BROTHERS 
AND S 1· STERS. 
I cl\, 
fTEM 8TH--1 AM SATISFIED WrTH THE DISTRLBUTtON O,t MY ESTATE THAT 
TH_E LAW MAKES WITH THE EXCEPTIOCi HERElNBEfORE SET- out, AND THE fOLLOW -
rNG CONDITIONAL PROVISION CONCERNlNG MY MOTHER: I.FSH.E SHOULD BECOME 
• r . , ·, 
UNFORTUNATE AND REQULRE ANY AID «).R ASSISTANCE FROM HER CHltDRE"N BE-
' ~ . 
FORE. A FINAL DISTRIBUTION OF MY ' ESTATE, THE SAME AMOUNT CONTRf°BtJTED 
BY HER OTHER CH I LDREN"·• 
( HEREBY REVOKE ALL FORMER Wt LLS BY ME HERETOfORE· MADE:, AND 
HEREBY PUBLISH TH IS AS MY LAST W'I LL AND TESTAMENT. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SlGNED MY NAME AND . AF'FrXED 
· MY SE.AL Tl-! IS 24TH DAY Of MARCH fS... D. 1858. 
JOHN W. GRIFFIN 
SI G~ED, SEALED AND ACKNOWLEDGED IN 
THE PRESENCE OF US: 
JAMES EVERETT, 
H. J. SAMUELS. 
FROM WILL SOOK I I. PAGES 307 AND 308. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
FOLLOWS THE NILL OF GERRARD C. RICKET3S: 
"IN THE NAME OF GOD, I, GARARD C. RICKE.ITS, Of THE . COUNTY OF CA-
BELL, STATE Of VIRGINIA, BEING IN THE FULL POSESSION OF MY REASON AND 
JUDGMENT, l N VI~ Of MY DI SEASE, DES IR I NG TO MAKE SOME DISPOSITION Of . 
MY WORLDLY AFFAIRS oo- DECLARE THIS.TO BE MY LAST ,WILL AND TESTAMENT1t1t 
r "( "LT IS MY WISE AND DESIRE THAT MY OWN FAMILY, AND MY AGED PARENTS CON-
T I NUE TO RES I DE TOGETHER ANP RECEIVE AND ENJOY IN COMMON,- A SUPP.ORT 
FROM THE PRODEEDS OF MY ESTAT:E:11 .. 
·' 
I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY WIFE, . VLRQINlA., ALL MY PROPERTY, 
RtAL AND PERSONAL, WlTH THE RESTRICTION AFOREMENTIONED, TO HAVE AND 
TO HOLD DURING HER WIDOW - HOO:D• tN THE EVE.NT O,F' HER MA_RRIAGE, OR DEATH: 
t DES I RE IT TO GO TO MY CH I LOREN AND BE EQUALLY Dl.ST)HBUtED AMONG , 
THEM, EXCEPT THE DOWER R lGHT. OF MY WI FE, WH tCH BY LAW SHE WOULD RE:TAfN 
. : DURl;'NG HER NATURAL LlFE't. · \ I , , 
ttlT IS FU~THER MY WISH AND DESIRE THAT SHOULD MY ' WIFE VIRGlNIA 
ANn MY PARENTS ELIJAH .AND ELLEN RICKETTS DETERMINE TO SEPARATE AND TO 
RES I DE A- PART AS SEPARATE FAM'l LI ES TH EN AND IN THAT CASE THE RENTS 
OR PROCEEDS1 OF THE FARM WHICH r PURCHASED Or JAMES HOLDERBY, DE-
CEASED, GO TO THE SUPPORT OF MY PARENTS, AND TO HAVE AND- ENJOY . 
' 
. ~ : ·:•:.\.t} ; . 
WHILE ONE, OR BOTH SHALL LIVE; · AND, IN THE EVENT Or SUCH SE9ARATroN AND 
RESIDING A- PART Or MY WIFE AND PARENTS,, THE LATTER SHALL HA,VE Tl-IE USE 
AND SERVICES OF MY SERVANTS NAMED REASON AND SYDNEY DUR t NG L ff Ett• 
ttlT IS MY WISH
1 
THAT MY FRIEND GERARD R. RICK·ETTS ATTEND TO THE 
COLLECTION OF MY OUTSTANDING MEDICAL ACCOUNTS AND CLAIMS ON BOTH SIDES 
Of THE OHIO" . 
"IT IS MY DESIRE THAT MY SERVANT, REASON, BEING OLD, SHALL NOT BE 
HIRED OUT SHOULD IT BE FOUND HIEUS~KX BEST TO HIRE OUT THE OTHER SER-
VANTS, OR ANY OF THEM FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE FAMILY. IT IS MY WISH AND 
DESIRE THAT ALL MY DEBTS ARE DISCHARGED AT AS EARLY A DAY AS MAY BE 
FOUND PRACTICABLE AND E:XPEDIENT". 
"n IS FINALLY MY wi 'sH, AND r HEREBY APPOHiT MV rRIENDS:; TALTIN 
AND HENRY EVERETT MY EXECUTORS ro, CA,RRV IN.TO iEFF'ECT: THE ,PROV Is IONS OF', 
. ' : .· 
• . ! • • 1 
. ,, .. 
. ,·., ,. 
. . . ,, '; .. 
l .•"~ ; 
' 
. TH IS, MY LAST WI LL AND TESTAM61NTta.. · 
. , l ' 
WITNESSES:: 
ff. L. MILLER, 
JOHN S . [VERtTT. 
StGNED G •. C. RICKE:TTS (SEAL). 
' , 
FROM WILL BOOK It. PAG.ES 3r0-3ft GABE:LL COUNTY 
RECORDS. 
THE Wt LL . OF ADAM BLACK. 
! _I ' ' ' 
, t :i·l · 1, ·. • _ · 
. 'tt3e: lT KNOWN THAT r ~ ADAM: ~LACK, OF CABELL CoUNTY, AND STATE or·. 
\' ·-! l i ·l ·_J , -! . t • , • , : i' . . / 
VIRGINIA THOUGH WEAK OF BODV AND FRA lLTY OF OLD AGE: ,_ AND ?F SOUND; . 
1 . 1 , ' i I . , 
SANE AND DISPOSING ~ J« MIND, 00 MAKE,- CONSTtTUtt AND ORDAtN THIS MY 
. . I I · , I ' ., . . . , . · : 1 ·· ! 
LAST WI LL AND TESTAMENT, REVOKING ALL OTHER WILLS AND TE_ST(\MENTS 
I ! 
HERETOFORE MADE, IN THE WORDS AND FIGUR,ES FOLLOW.ING, TO-WIT:tt 
I : l 
AFTER JUST DEBTS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES ARE PAID, 
GI VE AND BEQUEATH TO MY BELOVED WI FE ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS tN . 
. :•:· .. , :\1 ··'' 
GOLD, MY TWO BLACK AOMEN POLLY AND SARAK, AND ONE- TH LRD . PART or ALL MY 
• , '. •• -r1. • 
' 
LANDED ESTATE, SAID LANDED ESTATE TO BE HELD AS DOWER, ONLY. 
I 
, •. 
ART. 2ND-- I GIVE AND BEQUEATH ON.E THOU$AND DOLLARS TO EACH . OF 
MY CHILDREN IN LAND, OR MONEY, INCLUDING RECEIPTS NOW GIVE"N, OR TH.AT. 
MAY BE GIVEN PREVIOUS TO MY DEATH, TO- WIT: To MY SON JAMES C. BLACK 
ONE THOUSAND; TO MY SON JOHN BLACK, ONE THOUSAND; TO MY SON JAMES R. 
BLACK ONE THOUSAND; TO MY SON WILLIAM BLACK ONE THOUSAND; MY SON NIL-
SON BLACK ONE THOUSAND; TO MY DAUGHTER, SALLY SUMMERS, ONE THOUSAND; 
TO MY DAUGHTER [LIZA ANN McCOWN ONE THOUSAND; AND TO MY DAUGHTER 
MALITTA Ti:tOMAS AND HUSBAND, WILLIAM THOMAS IS TO HAVE A LIFE TIME ES -
TATE IN THE RIVER FARM ON WHICH THEY LIVE BY P•YING TO MY GRANDSON JAMES 
R. BLACK f I VE HUNDRED DOLLARS WHEN HE BECOMES TWENTY- ONE . YE,ARS OF, AGE, 
l ;: ·j 
WHICH FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS IS TO BE A PART OF THE THOUSAND NAMED ABOVE. 
• 1) ;~ l 1 ' ! ' ·.1 ~ I ' I i ::if· ' ;{~:;~· ' I I i. -i ' I 
WHICH SAID FARM AT THE DEATH OF MV DAUG1i:Tat'4ALITTA AND ' AER. HUSBAND WILL-
, .... 
.. ,~'.-.i . .i"\•.:::~lli'•,i'.~LLi)~;.:,;. :~~~ •.... }]"_l2~~t\1K~ilii~l:~i~} 
.., ·1, ! .· '. J 
1 . • ~ .• 
, ) 'I ,. · . 
I) : l . 
: 1AM. THOMAS, IS TO GO. TO THE C.HlLDREN AND HEI.RS OF' MY DAUGHTER, MA-
' 
L l TTA THOMAS. AND. ALSO GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY MALITTA THOMAS 
-:,.1 
\ ) ND THE HEtRS OF' HER BODY, BLACK GIRL NANCY AND HER INCREASE. 
ART. '3--1 G lVE AND BEQUEATH to MY DAUGHTER ELlZA ANN McCowN AND TH 
KElRS OF HER BODY THE THREE LLTS JN ~ILERSPORT, GA~LlE C6UNT~, -0KLO, 
. . .. 
AND ON.E LOT IN THE: EDGE: Of' SAID TOWN., WITH A LARGE FARM HOUSt THEREON. 
WHI.CH [ RATE: NINE HUNDREQ DOLLARS, IT BElNG A PART Of' THE THOUSAND 
L ' . 
NAMED ON THr: flRST PAGE.; .~ND ALSO MY ,BLACK BOY RICHARD, TO .BE HIRED 
l ' · I . 
ot;,T i=:oR THE BENEF'IT OF . MY DAUGHTER ELIZA. AND THE .HEIRS oF HER eoov.t•. 
! !' ! : . L'-
ffiT. 4TH--r GI VE AND BEQUEATH TO MY ,GRANDSON, JAMES · R. 8tACJC, 
' ' 
' ! .. ' ! ! I . 
MY. BLACK BOY, BEN WH I CH HE NOW HAS IN 'POSESS I ON"·• 
I ' 
' ' I 
ART. 5rn-- I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON JAMES C. BLACK, BLACK 
BOY, TOM, WHICH HE SOLD TO ,WI LL I AM THOMAStt. · 
! ! '.' 
ART. 6TH-- I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON, JOHN BLACX, Bl.ACK BOY 
, ; . , . I ; l ' I 
FREDERICK; 
I ' i I •\ 
ALSO MY DESK't • : 
I 
. I l ,. 
AAT.'7-rH--
0
1 GIVE ANI> BEQUE~TH TO MY SON, WILLtAM BLACK A CERTAIN 
BOUNDARY OF LAND, SUPPOSED TO BE O~E HUNDRED ACRES, 
"BEGINNlNG AT A BLACK WALNUT TREE ON EDWARD McCOLM 1S LINE OF THE 
JAMES NEWMAN LOT; THENCE EAST W 1TH THE MEANDERS OF THE TURNPl·KE ROAD 
SO AS TO INCLUDE THE BLACK SMITH SHOP TO THE FIRST CULVERT EAST OF MY 
HOUSE; THENCE SOUTH WITH A CROP FENCE TO JOHN P. Du VAL'S BACK LINE; 
TH ENCE WI TH SAID LI NE TO A POPLAR TREE, CORNER BETWEEN MY LANDS AND THE 
LANDS OF D\N I EL LOVE; TH ENCE WI TH SAID LOVE I S LI NE TO SAID MALCOLM r S 
LINE, AND WIIH IT TO THE 8EGINNING1t. 
ALSO GIVE MY SON WILLIAM MY BLACK BOY, WESLEY, TO BE HIRED OUT 
FOR HIS BENEFIT DURING SAID BOV 1 S LIFETIMEn. 
ART. 8TH-- I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON, WILSON C'. BLACK MY. 
I , 
; I I I I •• , • .. i I ! · , ' 1 i·. 




.\ .ART. 9TH-- I ALSO G l VE MY DAUGHTER, SALLY. SUMMERS MY BLACK 
GIRLS ANN, AND HER INCREASEu. 
"IT ,JS ALSO MY DESIRE: THAT If' IT SHOULD _BE THOUGHT MOST ADVISA-
BLE AND BENEFICIAL FOR THE I NTERES,T OF THOSE HE I.RS WHOSE NEGROES ARE 
DIRECTED TO BE HIRED OUT IN THIS WlLL THAT THEY SHOULD BE SOLD TO KEEP 
THEM f'ROM RUNNING -Orf'" OR DOING SOME Mt ,SCHIE:F', t .W.ANT,.,MY EXECUTORS TO 
SELL THEM AND PAY ' THE MONEY THAT EACH .1 S SOLD FOR TQ THE HEJR THEY ARE 
' 'I ~ 
Wt LLED .TO. IT IS ALSO, MY . DESIRE THAT . ~f'TER THE FOREGOING LEGACIES >.\RE 
\ .' . . . ! 
.. ALL PA ID OUT AND THE . ESPENSES or · SETTLtNG ·.MY ESTATE: ARE ALSO p EFRAY~D, . 
· - ',·,. 
THE RES I DUE SH ULD BE EQUALLY DIV I OED ~MONG ,..y H,E I RS:n ;. 
ttf ALSO -CONSTIT~TE AND APPOINT MY ·.SON JAMES C. , BLACK, AND MY SON -
.. .. . 
. tN-LAW, GEORGE w. SUMMERS . MY EXECUTORS TO nus MY LAST . WILL AND TEST-AMENT. 
[N -TESTIMONY WHEREOF" f HEREUNTO SET MY HAND. 
' i . 
I I ~Hts 
SEALED, SIGNED, AND DELIVERED ADAM X · BLACK · · · 
MARK .. ' ' ' 
IN THE PRESENTS OF 
DAN t EL LOVE, 
JOHN SEXTG>N. 
( THERE W.AS A CODICIL Td THIS WILL WHICH I DO NOT THINK IT) 
(NECESARY TO SUBMIT, AS IT HAS NO MENTION OF SLAVES). 
FROM 'NILL SOOK 11. PAGES 311 AND 312. CABELL COUNTY RECORDS. 
ISAAC FRAMPTON WlLL. 
"'IN THE NAME OF Goo, AMEN: I, (SAAC FRAMPTON, Of' THE COUNTY 
' 
OB CABELL, BE I NG OF SOUND MI ND AND DISPOSING MEMORY BUT CONSC' tous THAT 
I AM BORN TO DIE, WITH A VIEW OF DISPosr'NG OF THE PROPEllT! THAT I HAVE 
i ~; l '! .\'. - }\tt .': \~~ · .. ', • ·, l ..: { 1 j I \ I 
BEEN BLESSED WITH, oo· HEREBY , MAKE AND PUBLISH -TlillS MY LAST WILL AND ·. 
I ' · 
' . . ' ,. _ . . . ', 
.. ~i:Jti1rL,L. "·'· ,L ... , '.L;~~k~~;i~::.!Z1'.1~t~!i~k~:" i~!!ti .· 
'-/~/(> '·, 
.. ·~ ! J.\ 




( DlRECT THAT MY EXECUTOR HEREl NAFTER NAMED; DO HAVE MY B'ODY 
INTERRED, AS NEAR AS PRACTICABLE, TO THE REMAlN_S OF MY DEPARTED Wlf"E, 
,·.-, 
:(~ND PEOVIDE SUCH A MEMORIAL AS MAY BE DEEMED SUITABLE T~ PERPETUATE . 
THE MEMORY Of" THE FAMI LV IN THE SAME MANNER THAT . t PROVIDED· f"OR MY DE-
. ·_ . PARTED WlFE, BY A MONUMENT WORTH ABOUT TWO HUNDRED DOLL,~S • 
. .• ·j 
"'I GIVE AND BEQU.EATft TO MY SON EPHRALM fRAMPT~~• _IN ADDITION TO 
I • • ~. : :: 
THE SLAVES Luc·tNDA AND CHILD, THE FOUR f"OLLOWING, CHJLD~EN SLAVES: . 
LUCIEN, ANO EDWARD, HAVtNG ,,_ HERETOF'ORE . Gl.~EN H tat ·LANDS 
' \ . . 
, . 
• . tt·I GIVE AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON DAVID rR.AMPTON. THE f'OLLOWl'NG ,TRACTS 
Q,F LAND, TO- W.lt~ . ONE. TRACT or TWO HUNDREn AND .SlXTY- NlNE ACRES ,lN CA~ 
ONE TRACT OF ONE ·' HUN-at.LL COUNTY WHICH I . PURC_HASED OF H.u.QH CkAWliORn; . . , 
· ·( 
. DRED AND NlNf.TY-flVE ACRES HELD BY DEEii FRO~(JOHN LAlDLE.Y, AS SPECIAL 
coMM1ssI0NER FOR WM.P0AGE.'s KE.IRS, AND TRACT ·coNTA·l ~ lNG· TWo HUNDRED AND 
, . 
. - ,, 
FoR-rv- FauR Ac,~ts eouGHT or JAMES H. BRomt, coM's ro'k -JAME:s -r-. \WArsoNts 
. . 
HE~RSj ONE TRACT OF SIXTY ACRES BY A LIKE PURCHASE. TO HOLD TO HIM AND 
HIS HEIRS, FOREVER, I ALSO GIVE HIM THE USE Of" MY TWO fAITHf"UL SERVANTS 
JESSY AND MARTHA FOR THE TtME or pNE YEAR, PROVIDED HE DOES NOT REMOVE 
THEM FROM THE COUNTY OF CABELL. I ALSo' GIVE HIM MY NEGRO GIRL EMILY 
JANE, AND ALL THE FUTURE INCREASE OF MARTHA BEFORE MY DEATHtt • 
.Ul GI .VE AND BEQUEATH TO MY SON HIRAM FRAMPTON THE FOLLOWING XX 
TRACTS OF LANS, TO - WIT: ONE TRACT OF ONE HUNDRED ACRES PURCHASED OF 
FREDER I ~K Moo~.E; ONE TRACT OF TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN ACRES PURCHASED 
Of JOHN McCORMACK; ONE LOT OF TEN ACRES PURCHASED OF JAMES H. BROWN, 
CoMMI SS I ONER FOR WATSON, A_LL Of WHICH IS SI TUA TE IN THE COUNTY Or WAVNEtt. 
rtt GIVE AND BEQUO\TH TO MY SON, JSAAC 'fRAMr.,T~N,· 4tt• _- THE 1FOLLOW .ING 
. .'l . . , . ' ;:; . ,:;/ -: •!\, . . . ,· :: \;, '. ' 
BETWEEN THE TURNPIKE AND THE OHIO RIVER BELOW THE BARN FINAL RENT, AND 
ALSO A MOIETY Of THE REN~S Of THE FARM FOR ATTENDING TO THE EST.ATE., OR 
WHEN HE MAY CULTIVATE THE FARM, OR ANY PART, THREE-FOURTHS OF THE 
CROPS o~R.ING
1 
_T,,HE M,.NORlTY pr fSAA~, PRov,1nm, THAT. T~E •SAl,n ~HARLES. 
SHALL coNTLNUE rq LIVE .ON':~A~D occu~v TK~ .PREMtse:s, A~D ~P4R·D·, .. "'ANo SEND ., . 
. ::'·Vrft.J· ,· ,t\ . -· . . . -_ ... , .\ -1.: : . · .: ·. i ••. : • • • ' : - ,\:'.,,:' 
'!"0 SCrtO~:}':t i;:sp,N J:;~~f '•·/,:.~ · f: _tOf,,~l~ ·)J~E ;·S~R-~_f,~.}" · . 
, . "./~~/k;(' ,.">"=' •.·:_; .-i~· -~·-:. ·.'..,:~. -. '.t.: .... ':t ·-t, --!_ ~·;·~;_ 
· tVEN ' H Ul" · · T }lW. THE E;V . · · 
J\, .. .'. ·.· .,·, ·. ·~4 ·1\';f;t"1', ';''. ,:{ ,,' ,.,., 
